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HE RESULT OF SKILL, inspired by a keen appreciation of the artistic and a desire to live up to an 
enviable reputation, directed by the latest scientific knowledge, and practical experience gained by cighty- 
five years of piano building. | Che resulting excellence, both as to tone, touch and general staying 

power, is the reason and the only reason for the uniformly high favor in which itis held in exclusive 
musical circles. @ It is conceded to be a standard of comparison for all other makes. 

Made Solely by CHICKERING & SONS 
S17 Tremont Street PIANOFORTE MAKERS Boston, Mass. 

Established 1823 
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EVERGREENS FOR TUBS 

HE use of evergreens for beauti- 

fying dwellings in winter is be- 
coming more gener cal every day. They 
are useful all the season through, from 
the first days of winter until spring 
comes, and even for summer_use they 

are often met with on lawns, placed near 
dwellings and along pathw ays. 

A great deal of attention has been paid 
of late to the producing of sorts of ever- 

greens suitable for this purpose, of good 

outline, rather pyramidal than spreading 
and with foliage that when several kinds 

are near each other there will be contrast- 
ing colors. 

A good selection can be made from the 
following kinds: balsam and Douglas’ 
spruce, box bushes, Lawson cypress, 

evergreen euonymus, Japanese and other 
hollies, junipers, white, Norway and 
hemlock spruce, cembra and_ white 
pine, retinisporas in several varieties, 

yews, American and Chinese arbor- 
vite. 

From the foregoing list a collection 

such as is generally met with could be got 
together, one that would please. 

The potting or boxing of the plants 
should be done soon, well in advance of 

winter, that they be well established 

before housing time comes. There will 
be no need to give these evergreens any 
care at all after they are potted beyond 
putting them in a half-shaded place and 
giving them an abundance of water for a 

week or two. 

A collection of such potted evergreens 

set about a florist’s establishment adds 

to its interest and _ attractiveness. 

Florists’ Exchange. 

STEALING GILDED RAILINGS IN PARIS 

UMEROUS Parisian monuments 
1 are surrounded by rails of 
wrought-iron, and these, as a rule, are 

gilded over. [he quantity of the precious 
metal utilized is so infinitely small that 
one can hardly imagine that it would be 

worth anybody’ S ‘while to take the 
trouble to smash and carry away these 
rails. Recently the police surprised a 

gang of robbers at work on the fence of 
the Jardin du Luxembourg, but so 
clumsily did the officers go to reek that 
all the criminals esc aped with one excep- 
tion, and he vigorously protested that he 
knew nothing of the gang and was only 
a passer-by. Galignani Messenger. 

In 

A No. 22 IDEAL Boiler and 240 ft. of 38-in. A No. 3-22 IDEAL Boiler and 600 ft. of 38- A No. C-243 IDEAL Boiler and 750 ft. of 
AMERICAN Radiators, costing the owner in. AMERICAN Radiators costing the 38-in. AMERICAN Radiators, costing the 
$112, were used to Hot-Water heat this owner $280, were used to Hot-Water heat owner $350, were used to Hot-Water heat 
cottage, at which price the goods can be 
bought of any reputable, competent Fitter. 
This did not include cost of labor, pipe 
Valves, freight, etc., which installation is 
extra and varies according to climatic and 
other conditions. 

this cottage, at which price the goods can 
be bought of any reputable, competent Fit- 
ter. This did not include cost of labor, 
pipe, valves, freight, etc., which installation 
is extra and varies according to climatic and 
other conditions. 

this cottage, at which price the goods can 
be bought of any reputable, competent 
Fitter. This did not include cost of labor, 
pipe, valves, freight, etc., which installation 
is extra and varies according to climatic 
and other conditions. 

Inexpensive heating 
Last Winter’s lesson was a long and expensive one to those who relied 
on old-fashioned heating. Must it be learned all over again or will 
you now take advantage of this good buying time to put in 

They are no longer called /uxuries, be- 

' cause proven an economy in all classes of 

buildings, and from the largest to the 
very smallest. 

RADIATORS BOILERS IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators have 
raised the standard of home comfort. They pro- 

vide uniform warmth in all rooms, far and near, and under perfect control. They bring no ash-dust or 
coal-gases into the living-rooms, greatly reducing house-cleaning and saving much wear on carpets 

and furnishings. The fuel savings, health protection, and cleanliness soon repay their cost. 

The question most often put to us is: “What will it cost to heat my cottage, consisting of rooms?” Failure to 
answer this question promptly and exactly brings criticism. The owner forgets that, for instance, all five-room 
cottages are not built exactly alike as to size of rooms, height of ceiling, amount of window or glass surface~ nor 
are they all constructed of equal quality of material, or weather tightness, or so located with respect to adjoining 
buildings as to be equally protected from the elements. This is likewise true ofsix-, seven-, eight-, and nine-room 
or larger cottages, and these factors decide the character and size of the heating outfit for each particular building, 
and the cost thereof. The only fair and correct way for your interest and ours is to permit a representative to call and exam nc 
into your exact heating needs. Such definite information and prices will put you under no obligation whatsoever to buy. 

No tearing up necessary—-put into OLD buildings—FARM or town. Write today and let us put you in immediate com- 
munication with nearest dealers. Ask for free valuable book. Let us prove to you that Steam and Hot-Water is 
inexpensive heating. Sales Offices and Warehouses in all large cities. 

AMERICANRADIATOR (OMPANY DEPT. 10 CHICAGO 

A No. 020 IDEAL Boiler and 262 ft. of 38-in. A No. 3-22 IDEAL Boiler and 400 ft. of 38- A No. 015 IDEAL Boiler and 175 ft. of 38-in. 
AMERICAN Radiators, costing the owner in. AMERICAN Radiators, costing the AMERICAN Radiators, costing the owner 
$177, were used to Steam-Heat this cottage, owner $234, were used to Hot-Water heat this $116, were used to Steam-Heat this cottage, 
at which price the goods can be bought of cottage, at which price the goods can be at which price the goods can be bought of 
any reputable, competent Fitter. This did bought of any reputable, competent Fitter. any reputable, competent Fitter. This did 
not include cost of labor, pipe, valves, This did not include cost of labor, pipe, not include cost of labor, pipe, valves, 
freight, etc., which installation is extra and valves, freight, etc., which installation is freight, etc., which installation is extra and 

varies according to climatic and other extra and varies according to climctic and varies according to climatic and other 
conditions. other conditions. conditions. 
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Hartshorn Shade Rollers 
Wood Rollers 

Tin Rollers 

Bear the script name of 
Stewart Hartshorn on label. 

Get ‘‘ Improved,’’ no tacks required, 

: we 

Sia Late Lhom 
writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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THE SEPTEMBER 

CRIBNER 
RICHARD MANSFIELD 

His Beginnings and Apprenticeship 

By PAUL WILSTACH 
No actor i \ erica had a wider following and none held iu higher or more dignified posi 

in his professio [his account of his early vears and training is full of the most 

teresting anecdote md informatior lllustrated 

HENRY VAN DYKE’S 

The House of Rimmon 
The last two acta of this remarkabk poetic drama Full of intense human interest. 

Illustratio by W H. I erett and Decorations by Franklin Booth 

A Chronicle of An Olympic 
Friendships Victor 
By WILL H. Low By JAMES B. CONNOLLY 

Chis instalment contains a wonderfully vivid 

Further delightful reminises er of the ind thrilling story of the great Marathon 

suthor PAROC TATION with Robert Louis race ind the acenes at the finish im the Sta 

Stevenson and their circle of friends In dium It is one of the best wcounts ot a 

cluding an account of Stevenson's first meet great athletic contest ever written 
ing with his future wit Illustrated Illustrated by Castaigne 

The Contracting Good 
Engineer Short Stories 
By BENJAMIN BROOKS The Mistaken Jest of 
Readers will welcome with pleasure this Monsieur Bonamy 

picturesque article by the iuthor of Below By William Hereford 

the Water Line ind “The Southwest from \ love story among the artist colony of a little Dutch 
» Locomotive Illustrated I x Village Lilustrated by Anita LeRoy 

, Mrs. McCafferty Explains 
JOHN FOX, JR.'S By Elizabeth Jordan 
The Trail of the A delig! tful bit of humor. Illustrated by May Wilson 

Lonesome Pine Gray Mists 
reaches one of its most dramatic and inte By Robert Alston Stevenson 

An ldyl of the woods. Illustrated by_Oliver Kemp 
esting situations Illustrated by Yohr 

Please remember that notice of change of address on Scrib- 

ner’s Magazine should be sent to the PUBLISHERS; other- 
wise the magazine will not reach the new address. 

BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
Lost in the Forbidden Land River and Jungle 

The Hunt of the White Elephant 
by Edward S. Ellis 

new books by -the most popular boys author, comprise the “Foreign Adventure 
Series and are sold at $1 each r $3 for the set eatly boxed. 

A Heroine of the Wilderness By Love’s Sweet Rule 
by Hezekiah Butterworth by Gabrielle Emilie Jackson 

The story of Lincoln's mother Price $1.00 A touching and sympathetic story 
for girls. Price $0.75 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY, Philadelphia 
PUBLISHERS OF “*“ INTERNATIONAL’”’ BIBLES 

COMMENTS ON NEW BOOKS 

GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE* 

NYONE interested in Greece and 
Rome will be delighted with the 

second, revised edition of Anderson and 

Spiers’ fascinating guide to Greek and 
Roman Architecture. ‘The earlier chap- 
ters comprehend the Aigean Age, the 

Archaic Age and the Culmination in 
Athens, Etruscan architecture and early 

work in Rome. The authors then 
group into chapters the various related 
types of buildings of the classic world. 
The volume contains 255 excellent 
illustrations, from photographs, draw- 
ings, maps and restorations which are 
an invaluable accompaniment to the 

text. Enough history and archeology 
are woven in the descriptions to carry 

even the untechnical reader from page 
to page, while for the architectural 
student it makes a text-book of unusual 

charm. A chronological table of Greek 

temples, a glossary of technical terms, 

a list of selected books for further refer- 

ence, and a general index leave little 
to be desired. 

FAMOUS COUNTRY HOMES + 

WE never tire of looking at pictures 
ot handsome estates built by 

private owners for their own residences. 

Mr. Louis Valcoulon Le Moyne has 
brought together in one large, sumptuous 
volume plans and photographs of most 

of the great show-places of Italy, France, 

England and America. “They are taken 
up in chronological order,” says the 

author’s introduction, “beginning with 

the villas of Italy, then the chateaux of 
France, then the English, and finally 
the American places; endeavoring to 

show relationship of one to the other, 

and how the later ones were the out- 

growth or development of the earlier.” 

The best Italian villas were built in 
the sixteenth century by the rich cardi- 
nals of Rome as summer residences and 

were surrounded by many shade trees 

in their formal gardens and a _ profuse 
water supply on account of the hot 

climate. Most of them are now rather 

neglected on account of the comparative 

poverty of great Italian families and 

e Architecture of Greece and Rome A Sketch of it 
Development by Willia 1 ALR.1.B.A i i nen Andersor 

ind R. Phené Spiers, F.S. A., F. R. 1. B.A Second edition 
ise and enlarged b R *hené Spier ize 64% x o'4 

ice $7.50 net Imported by Charle 
rk 

in ne in Europe and America By I 
Valcoulon Le Moyne. Size 11x 14% inches, pp. viii4 
price 37.5 net Published by Double lay, Page & 

New Y rk. 

2 mn writing to advertisers please mention llowust AND GARDEN 
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some of their gardens have been made 
public parks. The house generally 
stands in a small plot of a few acres 
where the great English country house 
is surrounded by its thousands. 
Among the French places treated 

Versailles is the most famous. Indeed 
this colossal royal home, costing nearly 
$100,000,000 stands by itself as a monu- 

ment of lavish expenditure. Archi- 
tecturally these French palaces have 
become models for the rest of the world, 

and many of the gardens were planned 
by Le Notre, the famous landscape 
gardener of the time of Louis XIV. 

But it is in England that the country 

home has reached its most attractive 

development. The great manor with 

its thousands of acres of forest or farm 

land, its park of a hundred acres and its 

garden of a score more, is the English 
nobleman’s most precious 

His castle, which has descended to him 

through a long line of illustrious ances- 

tors, the adjoining church, the village 
and the tenants, are all an intimate part 

of his life. It matters not that his home 

day’s journey from London and 
inconvenient of access. He has interests 

there to which he can devote himself, 

and he frequently entertains parties of 

friends with shooting or hunting. The 
country house and the house- -party have 

long been important features in English 
life. 

We have not attained in America the 
cultivation of the country life as it is 
practised in England. For one thing 

the desire of every man here to own his 

own house, even if mortgaged, prevents 

the maintenance of such extensive 
estates America by income from a 

reliable rent-roll. Popular fashion, too, 
frequently changes the values of resi- 
dential districts and still more sudden 
turns of financial fortune have con- 

spired with her. The young American 
marries and leaves his ancestral home, 
seldom to return to it. Into him has 
not been trained the reverence for the 
old family place that actuates the Eng- 
lishman. It is one of the failings of our 
virtues. We are not apologizing for it. 
In this country it is neither appropri ate 
nor necessary. This condition is _ re- 
flected in the book before us. Except 

for Mt. Vernon, Arlington and the Long- 

fellow house none of the places pictured 
is of historical significance. Biltmore, 
near Asheville, North Carolina, with its 
hundred thousand acre domain and its 

possession. 

iS a 
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JUST AS 
TRACY’S STORY 
STARTS— 
“The Message” greatest of Louis Tracy's 

fascinating stories—starts in the October Num- 

ber of PEARSON'S. 
It is a story of love and hazard—written in 

Tracy's best vein. 
Exciting—as adventure must be. 
Alluring—as a romance should be. 
Impelling—as few stories are. 

The publishers believe “The Message ™ to 
be the best story by the author of “ The Wings 
of the Morning,” “ The Captain of the Kansas” 
and “The Red Year.” 

LARSON. S 
MAGAZINE 

to give you TWO, or better still, THREE of these famous 
Tracy stories at once, makes this 

BIG DOUBLE OFFER: 
PEARSON'S MAGAZINE FOR ONE YEAR (con- 

FOR taining “ The Message” complete, and choice of “ The Cut 
a | 50 Captain of the Kansas” or “ The Red Year”). Both This 

° magazine and book for the price of one year's sub- Head Off 
scnption— $1.50. ea 

FOR PEARSON’S MAGAZINE FOR 
TWO YEARS and both of these 

$3 00 splendid Tracy novels, the famous 
° “The Captain of the Kansas,” 

a delightful romance of the sea, and‘ The 
Red Year,” a graphic history of the 
Indian mutiny woven into a charm- 
ing love story. This means 
TWO regular $1.50 
books, beautifully cloth 

bound, and two 
years’ subscrip- 
tion — $6 
for $3. 

ae 
<o — PEARSON'S 

~ MAGAZINE 
ox 425- 429 fast 24th St. 

yr NEW YORK 

I enclose ($3.00) ($1.50) for 

which you are to send me (ONE. YEAR’S) 

(TWO YEARS") subscription to PEAR- 

SON’S MAGAZINE, together with a regular 

$1.50 cloth bound copy of “THE CAPTAIN -OF 

THE KANSAS ”"—* THE RED YEAR.” 
Send 12 

also to cover Signed. 
<2 of 

Address If you send $1.50 cross out title of book you 
do not want 

writing to advertisers please 

Smooth and Wire Fox Terriers, 
Puppies, 

rare combinations of the best 
rize-winning blood of Eng- 
and and America. The re- 
sults of thousands of dollars 
expense and years of waiting. 
. At Stud. an Imported 

o nternationa inner, Belvi- 
Box A, Dysion, Conn. dere Adam Bede; Sire E ng. 

| ch. Adam Bede, by Donnington, ch. Dominie, by ch. 
Pitcher; Dam, Asterisk, by Eng. ch Tosse, by ch. 
V pe ac ity, by ch. — F ee, oe 5. The noted winner 
Sabine Rebel, by Imp. ch. Sabine Result, ex. Im 

Information | ch. Sabine Senkeamn. Fee, $15. The prize- winning 
Norfolk C raftsman, by ch. Norfolk Rie hmond, ex. 
ch. Norfolk Handicraft. ELBERT E. GOWEY, Braceville, il. 

ORNAMENTAL LAND and WATER FOWL 
Swans, Geese, Ducks, Cranes, Pheasants, Peafowl, Quail, 

Partridges and other rare birds from all parts of the world. 

All water fowl pinioned to prevent flying. 

boxing. Safe delivery of stock guaranteed. 

I issue no catalogues or circulars, but would be pleased 

to quote prices on any birds desired. 

x. D. TILLEY, 

No charge for 

NEWCASTLE KENNELS, BROOKLINE, MASS.—Pedigreed and 
registered Scottish Terriers and bitches; all ages. 
always cheerfully given. 

mention House AND GARDEN. 
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Do Not Miss! 

Conan Doyle 
In the September Number of 

The Strand Magazine 
In tietion this number is exceptionally strong 

sclections of stories we 

THE SILVER MIRROR 

one of the finest 

have ever published. 

.. By A. Conan Doyle 
THE STOLEN BLENKINSOP By Arthur Morrison 

A WEDDING JOURNEY By C. C. Andrews 

MEPHISTOPHELES ON THE LINKS 

JOUN GARLAND THE DELIVERER 

DOUBLE SCULLS 

lit BABIES’ REVIEW 

A. Ridde!!l 

-By E 

and Bernard Darwin 

Phillips Oppenheim 

By H, ¢ 

By E. 

sailey 

V. Lucas 

A Long Instalment of 

“Salthaven,” by W. W. Jacobs 
Another Chapter of 

E. Nesdit’s Story for Children 

“The Undoing of Archibald,” 
\ Composite Novelette by Fifty Popular Novelists. 

African Journey’’—Mr. Winston Churchill's 

description of his recent trip through British East Africa, 

Illustrated with a fine selection of photographs. 

“The House of Arden,”’ 

“My 

fascinating 

‘ 

“Reminiscences and Reflections,” by Sir John Hare, 
the famous English actor 

“The Life Story of a Wild Orchid.” By J. J. Ward 

he COLOR SECTION in this number is devoted to an e 

“PROBLEM” 
article entitled 

PICTURES 
ight-page 

The term ‘‘problem" as applied to a picture expresses a work of art in which 

the artist's meaning is capable of several different interpretations. It 1s only 

human nature, when one is perplexed how to explain a scene in a play, a 
poem, or a picture, to ask what the author himself intended to convey. 

The article is illustrated with eight famous 
‘‘problem’’ pictures, reproduced in color. 

/ “STRAND the Magasine with a Distinct Individuality. 

15 Cents a Copy - - $1.50 a Year. 
Of all Newsdealers and 

83 &£ 85 DUANE ST.. 

The International News NEW YORK CITY Company, 

YOU ARE A DEAD ONE IF YOU CAN’T COME BACK 

WITH A GOOD TOAST 

SKULL TOAST 

200 witty 

and 150 clever pictures 

In the BOOK Book made in shape of a skull 

Limp Leather, $1.00 
In Cloth, 60c. 

6 x 7% inches, 

are toasts 

(count ’em 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., PHILADELPHIA 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hous® AND GARDEN 

neighboring village, is an effort in the 
English manner. Most of the other 

places are more modern than the historic 
homes of Washington, Lee and Long- 
fellow and are simply elaborate but 
comfortable country houses. 

The volume is well printed and taste- 

fully bound. The chief flaw is the 
author’s monotony of expression and his 

habit of making a paragraph of nearly 
every sentence. 

COLOR IN THE FLOWER GARDENS * 

URELY have color is one of the 

\ chief reasons wh y we make 

Hower gardens, and Miss Gertrude 

Jekyll has made a sensible study of the 
none-too-easy problem of having 
garden bloom with satisfying 
effects all the year round. 
she says, 

a 
fn 

“I believe,” 

“that the only way in which it 
can be made successful is to devote cer- 

tain borders to certain times of year; 
each border or garden region to be 

bright for from one to three months.”’ 

She takes the subject up by seasons and 
her volume is very suggestive to those 

who are more than mere “grubbe rs in the 

soil. 
It will appeal to the esthetic taste 

of many. The book one of the 
excellent “Country Life Library” and 
naturally its advice must be taken with 

the y allowance for differences 
between the climate of England and that 

America. A large number of hand- 
somely printed illustrations and garden 
plans are included. 

1S 

necessary 

A SUBURBANITE’S GARDEN DIARY? 

ROBABLY the Commuter is lightly 

regarded because his happier life 

makes him laugh when the inmates 

of tall tenements grow haggard with 

care. At any rate the Commuter is 

now offered a book decked out in bright 

pink and green, for keeping the joyous 
tally of his experiments with mother 
earth. It looks like one of those gay 

volumes presented to new parents by 

frivolous friends in which to chronicle 
every event in Baby’s life. But the 
Commuter will accept this volume cheer- 
fully for he will see that it contains 
suggestions for the flower garden month 

-*C the Garden. By Gertrude Jekyll, pp. xiv+ 
148 Size 6x 0% inches. “—, $3.75, net. Imported by 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New Y 

+ The Commuter’s Garden Record. Compiled and de- 
signed by Amy Carol Rand, and published by H. M. Cald- 
well Co., New York and Boston. 
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by month and tables by which to plant 
many kinds of flowers. On the pages 
of the latter half of the book are printed 

green trellises overgrown with pink 
Rewer, the white spaces between the 

bars being designed to receive entries 
of the plantings. It is a pretty album 

made for jotting down the notes of a 
pleasant recreation. 

MORE SERIOUS GARDEN ACCOUNTS* 

ME LORING UNDERWOOD 

the year with blank spaces in which to 

write the names of plants started on 
their way to bloom, with comments on 

the weather, and the expense involved. 

Provision is made for a record covering 
four years so that the gardener may 

profit by his own past experience. Each 
page also contains short comments and 

helpful suggestions, which are indexed at 
the end of the book for reference to any 

particular information desired. ‘This 
index is ingenious and useful. It lists 
the plants ‘alphabetically by their com- 

mon names and refers to the date on 

which each variety was set in the ground, 

so that the methodical gardener may 
constantly have by him a reference book 
of no small value. 

NEW TREE DISCOVERED 

Ohne discovered 

Louisiana, near 

locust tree 

in 

new 

last year 

Shreveport, by Professor R. S. Cocks, of 

the Chair of Botany of Tulane Seice 
sity, has just been pronounced by C. H. 
Sargent, of Harvard University, to be one 

of the few recent discoveries of new trees 

in the United States. 
The new tree has not yet been named, 

but technically it will likely be named for 
its discoverer, after the usual custom. 

It is a species of locust, and is differ- 

entiated from the two known locusts 

principally by its pod and seeds. The 
ordinary honey locust has a pod about 
twelve inches long, containing about 
twenty seeds, while the other known 
locust has a pod about an inch long con- 
taining one seed. The tree discovered 

by P vale ssor Cocks has a pod about three 
inches long, with three seeds in it. 

Professor Cocks’ attention was called 
to the tree by two high school students 

*A Garden Diary and Country Home Guide. A book 
of Garden advice and a Fx yur Years’ comparative Journal 
by Loring _— wood. Size 8% x11, price $3.25, net. 

(Pr. stpaid $3.5 ) Pr tblished by Frederick A. Stokes Co., 
New York. 

In 

provides a page for each day of 
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PHOTO-CHROMOTYPE ENGRAVING COMPANY 
Designers, Illustrators, Photo-Engravers 

Three-Color Process for 

MAGAZINE, BOOK AND CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATING 
218-226 South 11th Street - . Philadelphia 

of Hid S 
is to the American Bar what Lord Campbell’s “Lives of the 
Lord Chancellors and Lord Chief Justices’’ is to the English Bar 

~ 2Tr 

82 Most Notable Legal Writers 
Edited by William Draper Lewis 

Dean of the University of Pennsylvania Law School 

The Most Important Legal 
Publication in Many Years 

The only adequate work of its kind in existence. The 
eminent authors have set vividly before the reader the 
personality of these giants of the American Bar, the 
events of their lives, the leading influences of their 
times, together with much critical analysis and original 
historical matter of highly readable and interesting 
character, The complete work gives a history of the 
legal profession and a most illuminating insight into 
political and social conditions at every stage of national 
developement, 

High Praise from High Places 
HON. JAMES BRYCE, British Ambassador: 

“The work forms an aid to American history of high worth.” 

HON. ELIHU ROOT, Secretary of State: 
“It is very gratifying to have a work of this kind so well done.” 

HON. DAVID J. BREWER, U. S. Supreme Court: 
“It is worthy of the highest commendation,” 

VOLUMES 

Specimen Binding 
One of the 5 styles. Three- 
quarter calf, with red and blue 
inlays, hand-tooled and hand- 
made throughout. 

A SPLENDID SPECIMEN OF BOOK MAKING 

*“ GREAT AMERICAN LAWYERS ”’ will be issued in ei 
several bindings to suit the taste of every purchaser. 
The numerous illustrations are rare and beautiful, 
quality and the bindings exquisite. 

ht magnificent volumes, ina choice of 
ypographically this work is perfect. 
paper and print are of the finest 

Volumes I and II are now ready. 

Special Inducement for Advance Subscribers 
A very liberal arrangement is made for advance subscriptions. No advance pay- 
ments are required before delivery. Send for full details of this offer. Pros- 
pectus showing specimens of binding and complete description of this work 
sent on application. 

FULL INFORMATION FREE 

Fill in the corner coupon, cut out and mail it to-day. All inquiries 
gladly answered without any obligation to purchase. This work 
can be obtained only through authorized agents or direct of the 
Publishers. 

THE JOHN C. WENSTON CO., Philadelphia. 

“Great American 

Address 

HOUSE mention AND GARDEN, 

Great American Lawyers & 

é 

egg | 

°; 

The John 

C. Winston Co. 

1006-16 Arch Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Please send me particu- 
lars and free prospectus of 

awyers”’ 
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THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE 
The Great Monthly for the American Home 

PTEMBER 
The FALL FICTION number offers some remarkable short stories, including “The 

Case of Alaboneur,”” by Arthur Colton; “The Comedy of the White Rat,” by Robert A. 
Bachmann; “ L’Etrangtre,” by F. H. Lancaster; “A Captain of Indigence,” by Avery 
Abbott Excommunicated,”’ by J. S. Thomson; and “ Exit: The ‘Honorable’ Benson 

Hikes,”’ by Jerome Uhle; also several unusually important articles, among them : 

“THE NAVAL BATTLE OF THE FUTURE,” by Hudson Maxim 
“OSTEOPATHY,” Part I, by E. M. Downing 
“GOLD,” by W. F. Fitzpatrick 

15 Cents a Copy. Every direct purchase of five dollars’ worth of R. H. Russell’s books 
$1.50 a Year. will entitle you to a year’s subscription to this great magazine. 

The Best Summer Reading 
THE anal AND THE INSECT By John Habberton. $1.20 

, : : | \ i. | no 1 to ~ an we it S lauahs ‘ble omy sig 

MORE “WOLFVILLE STORIES THE BLACK LION INN 
By Alfred Henry Lewis. $1.50 

l trated rece Re ington tirring 

W eats in old inn 

THE WIND IN THE TREE 
By The Duchess of Sutherland. $1.50 

As int luection. thro 1 seri ot ct 

tories of adventure on the frontier, told by 

irming 

love adventur to px ¢ and manners ol the 

HER MAJESTY THE KING 
‘By James Jeffrey Roche. $1.50 

Iii trat ' i) er He rd by ill of wit, 

CHARLES DANA GIBSON 
erate d h 18 Statement 

which made 

d these drawings — 

that he ould not return to the pe Ade yer worl 

him ta j Mr Russe na rile 

The Social Ladder, Americans, A Widow and Her 
Friends, The Education of Mr. Pipp, SKetches and 
Cartoons, Pictures of 6 Foegte, been e of Dickens. 

Printed heavy plate paper and bound in Japan vellum $5.00 a volume. 

He offers many othe ortant art publications, including Frederic Remington’s books and prints. 
Enriched editio f Rossetti, William Mot is, Burne-Jones, and one of the wittiest satires ever penned, 

lames MecNe Whistler 

He will, upon requ end information about limited editions, signed personally by James McNeill 
Whistler, Charles Dana Gibson, Frederic Remington, and others. 

Write for a | of other important publications 

R. H. RUSSELL, Publisher HR Dept. G., 3 W. 29th St., New York 

For the 

from Shreveport named Dixon, and last 
July he went to Shreveport to view it. 
He found several of the locusts in that 
locality and was convinced that he had 
discovered a new tree. In order to 

make his belief certain he sent a speci- 
men to C. H. Sargent, in charge of trees 
at Harvard University, the 
authority on American trees, and as 
soon as leaves were on the tree Mr. 
Sargent came to Louisiana and he an- 

nounced that Professor Cocks was right. 
Louisiana has a new tree. 

It is thought by Professor Cocks that 
additional discoveries will be made in 
Louisiana as soon as scientists begin to 
make investigations. He says very little 
work has been done since the war, and 
what he has done himself has been done 
at his own expense. ‘There is no fund 
given by the State to conduct these 
investigations, as is the case in other 
States. 

greatest 

CAPTAIN HENRY LOMB 

qt is with profound regret that we 
record the death, in Rochester, 

New York, on June 14th, of Cap- 
tain Henry Lomb, head of the widely 
known Bausch & Lomb Optical Com- 
any. 
Captain Lomb was born in 1828 in 

Hesse-Cassel, Germany. He came to 
the United States in 1849. After a few 
years’ occupation as a cabinet-maker he 
formed a partnership with J. J. Bausch, 
his friend, and built up the greatest 
optical manufacturing establishment in 
the world. 

Captain Lomb enlisted as a private 
at the outbreak of the Civil War, serving 
two years. He was rapidly promoted 
and retired at the expiration of his en- 
listment with the rank of captain and an 

honorable discharge. 
He participated with his company in 

all the earlier campaigns and battles of 
the Army of the Potomac. Always 
since those historic days he has taken a 
deep interest in the affairs and reunions 
of the veterans, and none will more 

convenience of subscribers our Subscription Department | sincerely mourn his departure than his 
old comrades of the Union armies. 

There was never in his manner the 
slightest suggestion of self-consciousness 
over his genuine importance as a busi- 

ness man or citizen. His anxiety to 
efface himself and promote some one of 

will receive subscriptions for all magazines and periodicals at the pub- 

Rlouse°Garien 

lisher’s price. 

1006 Arch Street . Philadelphia the many causes in which he was inter- 

ested could not be mistaken or doubted. 

6 In writing to advertisers please mention HoUusE AND GARDEN 



THE DE LA GUERRA MANSION 

HE glamor of romance and the mysterious influence of 
antiquity cling to the old home of Don José Antonia 
de la Guerra, the Spanish grandee who was the first 

military commandant under Spanish rule of what is now 
California. The house is still standing in Santa Barbara and 
the hand-made tile of the roof as well as the paving tile of the 
corridors are in most part still serving their purposes. Its 
quaint furnishings and its historical associations are 
written of by Catherine Robertson Hamlin and photo- 
graphs are reproduced which tell of much that is unwritten in 
the text. 

THE TREATMENT OF COLONIAL HALLS 

Myrtle Hyde Darling contributes an interesting paper in 
which she describes the dev elopment of the outuanes hall and 
its reaching the full height of its artistic triumph in the years 
following the Revolution. She describes and illustrates 
several charming examples of the genuinely artistic finishing 
of the stairways and halls of that period, which plainly 
indicate the conscientious work of the artisans of the times 
both in design and execution. 

TYPICAL LIGHTING FIXTURES OF THE TWENTIETH 

CENTURY 

Elizabeth Foster writes entertainingly and helpfully of 
“Typical Lighting Fixtures of the Twentieth Century.” 
The question of the selection of appropriate fixtures for the 
various rooms of a house, is one which is not easily settled 
without some guidance from an experienced person. This 
article will supply help which will be applicable to many 
types of houses built to-day. 

MODERN WALL COVERINGS 

“ Modern Wall Coverings” is an article which will be found 
of particular and timely interest. ‘This will be fully illus- 
trated. The article is from the pen of Mrs. Louise King who 
is a recognized authority in this line. 

THE SMALL HOUSE WHICH IS GOOD 

A house which is particularly good though not so small is 
described by Rev. George H. Ottaway. It is called “The 
Manse.” The architect, Mr. C. E. Barott has evolved a 
plan which is very commodious and livable and enclosed it 
with a design at once picturesque and inviting. Details of 

cost of the house, as well as of its furnishings, are given in 
tabular form which will prove to be useful guides to others 
about to build or furnish. 

R )- 2 
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JAPANESE GARDENS IN AMERICA 

The second garden to be described by Mrs. Phebe West- 
cott Humphreys in this series is that of Mr. Charles T. 
Pilling at Lansdowne, Pa. In a most fascinating way she 
desc vibes the beauties of green draperies of trailing growths, 
of boulder outlined creeks and ponds, of the Wistaria 

arbors hung with vines and masses of the pendulous blooms, 

of the brilliant maples and azaleas which clothe the sides 
of the miniature mountains; all providing sufficient excuse 
for the presence of the many shaped lanterns to light the 
secluded walks among these dense 
photographs illustrate the text. 

REPAIRS BY THE ROADSIDE 

In an interesting recital of the things that may happen to 
the motorist en route, Mr. Fred D. Tavier suggests useful 
expedients to employ in dealing with them when they arise. 
The careful man however will fad most useful his suggestions 
of what to do before starting so as to minimize the “chance 

of trouble on the way, exemplifying the old adage, “An 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. 

SOME TREASURES OF A COLLECTOR 

Under the above caption a series of illustrations of Old 
Furniture, Old Silver, Pewter, Pottery, China, etc., will be 
published from time to time with detailed descriptive matter 
regarding the individual pieces. In the Oc ys issue, some 
fine old pieces in the collection of Mr. J. L. Schwartz, will 
be illustrated. ‘These with many others are housed in his 
beautiful home “Hillcrest,” Port Hope, Ontario. Each 
piece is authenticated. 

FURNISHING A HOUSE OF SEVEN ROOMS FOR $1500 

In the October number, will appear the initial article of a 
series written by a decorator, under the heading of “ Furnish- 

ing a House of Seven Rooms for $1500.” ‘T ie will include 

wall decorations, floor coverings oul all furniture, the house 
comprising a living-room, dining-room, two bedrooms, nur- 
sery, bath and kitchen. [ach article will deal with a single 
room, beginning with the living-room. ‘The suggestions 
offered will be absolutely practical and the prices quoted, 
correct. 

growths. Charming 

DOMESTIC RUGS 

H. James Johnson writes of “ Domestic Rugs,” handling 
his subject in a way which is most intere sting and practical as 
it lays before the readers careful desc riptions illustrated with 
cuts of rugs now to be found upon which definite prices are 
quoted. 

~I 
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Kree Advice 

on Decoration 

Hk 

Department has necessitated the opening of a new 

unprecedented growth of our Correspondence 

Department which will be devoted to the interest of 

those who are building, decorating or furnishing their 

Rouse°Garien now offers its readers a House 

Finishing, Decorating, Furnishing and Purchasing Service 

homes. 

which is complete in detail, thoroughly practical and abso- 

lutely free. Full color suggestions for the exterior of the 

house will be supplied with recommendations of proper 

the 

treatment of standing woodwork and floors, the selection 

of and 

specifically recommended, the addresses of firms 

materials to obtain the results. For the interior, 

tiles, hardware and fixtures will be considered 

with 

from whom these goods may be obtained. Samples of 

wall coverings and drapery materials will be sent and 

selections of rugs and furniture made. When desired, 

the goods will be purchased and shipped to the inquirer; 

the lowest retail prices are quoted on all materials. 

This Department of Decoration is under the direc- 

tion of MARGARET GREENLEAF, whose successful 

work as an interior Designer and Decorator is well known. 

Address all communications to Editorial Department 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

(Yon dete designing wel mateo SPECIAL OFFER 
ry . rr 
| hr acd NX | hru m $8.50 worth of Magazines for $4.75. 

R y McCLURE’S 

vs ug DELINEATOR $8.50 value 
nre clitt rent trom all other rugs is vou can WORLD'S WORK f $4 75 

have the color scheme tl vce to harmonize or 

with your requirements Wool or camel's Rouse OGarien ; 

hair weft, heavy and durabk If your 

dealer does not sell them, write for color Send us at once $4.75 and we will send you 

ecard and price list to each of the above magazines for one year 

irnold, Conatable & ¢ DD ng Agents, Kg oe Rouse SGarien 
Gan THREAD & THRUM WORKSHOP, Auburn, N aa Winston Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ln if ‘ ft advertisers pleaat mention Hous AND GARDEN 

CROSSES ON A MOSCOW CHURCH 

ONSIDERABLE interest was 

aroused at Moscow by the cere- 
mony of re-erecting the huge crosses 
surmounting the cupolas of the Church 
of the Ascension, where the czars are 
crowned, in the Kremlin. The crosses 
are of copper, thickly overlaid with gold, 
and the largest one, on the central dome, 
contains inside the copper cross a very 
ancient wooden one, supposed to have 
existed long before the foundation of the 
church. The entire fabric has been reno- 
vated and restored. In all, a surface of 
six hundred square yards, there being 
five cupolas, has been covered with gold- 

leaf, the total weight of which is about 
sixteen pounds.—London Standard. 

WAINSONA is an excellent thing 
for cutting at any time of the year. 

More than likely numerous cuttings will 
be now available; a number of these 
should be put in the sand to root. Care 
should be taken that they do not wilt at 
any time and temporary shading will be 

necessary to avoid that. 

Primulas and Cinerarias in frames 
outdoors need constant attention, so 

much so in fact that it may be fully as 
well to remove them to a cool well- 

ventilated greenhouse where they can be 
looked afer properly with less trouble 
than outside. One important essential 
in the growing of these plants is to keep 

them supplied with pot room from the 
start until they are in their flowering pots 
and for that reason every plant needing 
a shift should be immediately 
modated. 

Hydrangeas growing in the ground 

outdoors may soon be potted in good 

rich soil, always allowing liberal accom- 
modation for the roots of the plants to 
develop, because only by so doing can 
healthy plants with large flowers be ob- 
tained. Plants in pots outdoors all 
summer will from now on be r rapidly 

getting into a condition favorable for 
forcing. 

There need be no hurry getting 
these under cover yet a- -while, hedbiete 

the longer they can be allowed to re- 
main outside in safety from te the 
better condition they will be i Hy- 

drangeas need a thorough denis of 
their wood before being temporarily 
stored away to rest to fit chee for forcing 

inearly spring for Easter sales. -Florists’ 
Exc hange. 

accom- 
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Birmingham and Highbury 
By ELIZABETH PRESCOTT LAWRENCE 

IRMINGHAM is a city of many interests, 
both for its various manufactories and 
because it is the home of the Right Honorable 

Joseph Chamberlain, M. P. 
The exact date of the earliest settlement is not 

known, but research proves that this metropolis of 

the midlands was in existence during the Saxon 
period, and if we could look back through all the cen- 
turies, we should probably find that the first clearing 
had been made on the outskirts of that great forest 

whose depths no conquerors dared penetrate—the 
Forest of Arden. History has it that in the middle 

of the seventh century the town was started by the 

Beormingas or Bermings, and from them originated 

the present name of Birmingham, as Ham means 
home, and Bermings is a patronymic or family name. 
Therefore the translation would signify the “home 
of the Bermings,” which seems to make the name of 
the town far more interesting than when it first strikes 
the eye or ear of visitor and tourist. 

The last Saxon to hold the town was Ulwine, in the 
time of Edward the Confessor, and from him it was 
taken by the conquering Normans. 

The Forest of Arden lay between Leicestershire on 
the east, the Severn valley on the west, Cannock 
chase on the north, and Evesham and Rugby on the 
south. 

There is much romance and history connected 

HIGHBURY, THE RESIDENCE OF THE RIGHT HONORABLE JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, M. P. 

Copyright, 1908, by The John C. Winston Co. 73 
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with it, and yet it ts 

associated chiefly with 

modern rimes and 

prosperous manutac- 

tories in the minds of 

those who know of it 

casually and have not 

gone back into its past 

In the first part of 

the seventeenth cen 

tury, otf lhomas 

Holt commenced the 

building of Aston 

Hall, the large st and 

most Imposing struc- 

ture Wm the neighbor- 

hood of Birmingham 

Lhe architect Is not 

known, but suppost- 

tion has it that he was 

Inigo lone S, also the 

desiener ot Crewe and 

Dortold Halls 

lt Was sO situated as 

to command an exten- THE LIBRARY—HIGHBURY 
sive View In eve©ry di- 

rection, and the beauty of the position was greatly reigning, it was built in the form of the letter F, facing 
enhaneed by the magnificent avenue of Spanish — the east, and enclosing three sides of a courtyard. 
chestnuts which led trom the Lichfield road to the ‘The interior contains superb staircases and fire- 
eastern entrance of the Hall. Out of compliment to — places, and rooms of beautiful proportions which 
the much petted and courted queen who was then — have served as models for many modern buildings. 

Worthy of notice is 

the original entrance of 
the park, known as 
“Church Lodge,” on 
account of being op- 

posite the old Parish 
Church, and consisting 
of a central gateway 
between two smaller 
ones, which, in their 
turn, are flanked by 
low, mullioned win- 
dowed buildings. 

In 1642, King 
Charles visited Aston 
Hall, on his march 
from Shrewsbury to 
relieve Banbury Cas- 
tle, and the family 
historian thus de- 
scribes the scene: 
**That Sabbath 

evening,” hesays, “was 
a memorable season in 
the annals of Aston 

Hall. We see, in imag- 
rHE HALL—HIGHBURY ination, the last rays 
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THE DRAWING-ROOM—HIGHBURY 

ot the setting sun, glancing athwart those mosque- 

like minarets whose metalled roofs yet retained 
their pristine freshness. We see the royal stand- 
ard as it proudly floats from the highest turret, 
as if in dehance of all gainsay ers. We hear the clash 
of arms, the loud flourish of martial music, the } joyous 

ringing of the old church bells, the glad acclaim of a 
loyal assemblage who raise the shout which erst 
greeted the ear of the Jewish King; and we look on 
the sombre, pensive countenance of him in whose 

honor all this demonstration is made, as he courte- 
ously ac knowledges the deferential obetsances of the 
assembled throng.’ 

In 1654, Sir Thomas Holte died, and from that 
time on nothing of further interest occurred to add to 
the history of the town until the estate was broken 
up, and the land used as the site of a prosperous 
district. 

The King’s nephew, Prince Rupert, was sent, in the 

year 1642, to open communication between York and 
Oxford, and his passage through Birmingham was 
strongly resisted by the small force of Parliamentary 
soldiers who were stationed in the town. 

Various accounts are given of the battle, and the 

following title is to my wind most quaint: “ Prince 

Rupert’s burning love to England, 
Birmingham’s Flames.” 

discovered in 

Among famous men whose,names are connected 
with Birmingham is that of Dr. Samuel Johnson, 
who wooed and wed a Mrs. Porter of that town. 

Another was John Rogers, who received his earliest 
religious instruction in the chapel of St. John the 
Baptist, and was the first martyr in the reign of Queen 

Mary. 

Many persons are in ignorance of the fact that 
one of the earliest of that band of hard-working, 
persevering men, to whose industry and genius the 
England of the eighteenth century owed “the rapid 
advance in mechanical skill and ingenuity which 
placed her at the head of the world, was James Watt. 

Then too, William Shakespeare made many a 
visit to the place, as it held deep interest for him on 
account of its being the birthplace of his ancestors, on 
the maternal side. 

Very characteristic is an anecdote concerning the 
Rev. John Wesley, the founder of the Methodist 

“I Fi 
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Birmingham and Highbury 

Society, who, in 
his endeavors to 
convert the people 
of Birmingham to 

his way of think- 
ing, went through 
many a Vicissitude. 
Owing to his per- 
severance and a 

faith which ac- 
knowledged no 

discouragement, 

his followers daily 
increased in num- 
ber, until Birming- 

ham became the 

head of a circuit 
embracing the 
whole county, and 

in August, 1787, a 
second chapel was 

built. Wesley 
was then over 

eighty years of 
age, Rill ate vane! THE HOUSE FROM THE TERRACED LAWN—HIGHBURY 

gaged the coach 
that ran between Manchester and Birmingham, and packed 
it with thirteen Methodist preachers, who started on their 
journey at midnight, and after various mishaps, reached 
their destination at seven the following evening. This 
indefatigable old man then stepped from the coach into the 
pulpit to address his waiting congregation, and at five next 
morning was on his way to preach at Gloucester 

It is interesting to learn how political leaders estimated 
Birmingham, even at that time, and we find that when a 
bill was brought before the House of Commons asking a 
license for the “New Street Theatre,’”’ it was ably de- 
fended by Burke. The famous actress, Mrs. Siddons, 
was then beginning her career; and it was in this theatre 
that her acting first drew the attention of those critics who 
foresaw her brilliant future, and engaged her services for 
the metropolis in which she reigned ever after, going 
from one triumph to another. 

Travel in those days was accomplished by means of 
stage- -coaches, and Mr. Gladstone complained bitterly of 
the miseries attendant upon the trip from Liverpool to 

London. “The coach inns,” he says, ““were so bad. The 
times of stopping chosen with reference to anything rather 
than the comfort of the passengers. | have repeatedly been 
turned out of the L iverpool coach, the ‘Aurora’ | think, at 
four o’clock on a winter’s morning, sometimes in frost or 
snow, and offered breakfast, for which this was the only 
time allowed, while the luggage was charged upon a barrow. 
Behind this barrow we mournfully trudged along | the streets 
to the other hotel,—‘Castle,’ or ‘Albion,’ or ‘Hen and 
Chickens,’ from which the sister coach was to start for the 
South. Such was in those days the measure of comfort mn a 
deemed necessary for travelers.” MR. CHAMBERLAIN’S WALK ON THE TERRACE 
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omehow one thinks only of the picturesque con- 

cerning tage-coaches and old Inns, and | like to 

imagine Vir. Gladstone and his triends setting out 

from the “ Hen and Chickens” of 

rappe din them 

i indlord cw 

a frosty morning, 

vreat coats, while the tat and smiling 

an obsequious tare well. 

Perhaps the most interesting account of all is given 

at \\ ashington Irs inv, 

all who have read his fascinating stories 

who has endeared himself to 

On the 

verve of ruin, and ina morbidly despondent trame ot 

, Henry Van 

all in his power to remove the black 

eemed to have settled on Irving’s mind. 

mind, he went to visit his brother-in-law 

Wart, 

cloud which 

He talked of their early days, spent together on the 

banks of the 

tud on, 

W ho did 

and 

recounted the 

queer stor ot 

the people, and 

the weird tra 

ditions of 

Sleepy Hollow 

stirred to inter 

est once more, 

the author re 

tired early one 

right to his 

room, and as 

thre thoughts 

poured out 

through his pen 

the story of 

Rip Van Win 

klewas created 

By morning tt 

Was completed, 

and so delight 

ed was Irving 

to hnd that the THE 

powel tor writ 

shortly 
other well-known work, the “ 

ing was still his that he afterwards began 
Sketch Book.” 

down through the centuries, we 

hnd how Birmingham has grown and prospered, vear 

that 

\s we have come 

by vear, and how thriving have become its many 

manutactories 

Names ot oreat politicians, as well as literary gen- 

mises, are enrolled in its records, and prominent 

is that of one who has endeared 

s of his people by his splendid ser- 

as well as tor CGjreat Britain. 

In contrast to the busy, practical, work-a-day 

aspect of Birmingham, are the grounds and orchid 
houses of Mr for the statesman loves 

Howers, and his favorite orchids have 

forme! 

to the heart 

Vices for the rown 

among the 

himselt 

Chamberlain, 

now become 

world tamous 

Vian\ narrow paths wind in and out among the 

gardens, of which there are four varieties. 

ROCK GARDEN 

The grounds are so well planted and laid out that 
one feels the peace and seclusion of the country, and 

it is hard to realize that a great manufacturing city 

lies at the very gates of Highbury. 

After strolling around the duck pond, and telling 
the time of day by the old sun-dial, which forms a 
meeting place for four paths in the Dutch garden, we 
turn our footsteps houseward, across the lawn and 
bowling-green, to the long line of glass which so 
jealously guards its treasures,—rare products from 
all lands. 

The twilight of an English June illumes all things 
with subdued radiance, as we find ourselves in the 

sweet tropical air of the palm room, with its glass sky 

above us, and 

the sound of 

running water 

in our ears, 

which leads on 

and into a veri- 

table glory 

of loveliness. 

Downthis walk 
we move, as it 

inadream from 

which we must 

all too soon 

awaken and as 

house after 

house discloses 

its wealth of 

flowers, we be- 

come speech- 

less at the 

beauty of it all. 

But one’s last 
impression 

should betaken 
at night, when 

dozens of tiny 

electric bulbs, hidden under the vines drooping from 
above, and among the dark greens of ferns and leaves, 

sparkle like myriad jewels. The light fades slowly 
once more into soft darkness, broken here and there 

by the fitful rays of the lady moon, revealing masses 

of what were so recently brilliant orchids, now turned 
by her magic into illusive, shimmering silver fairies. 

No sound is heard save the trickle of the fountain 
among the palms. The air is damp and heavily 

sweet. Above us and around us are the weird and 

beautiful shapes of countless orchids. Visions of the 

distant East, of the homes of these exquisite things, 

drift before our eyes. 

HIGHBURY 

The moon grows fainter, and 
hides impatiently behind a waiting cloud, as if to 

remind us that human beings should be in dream- 

land at this hour, and leave "the fays and flowers to 
themselves. So we turn away reluctantly, for after 
all we are only mortals, and this is England! 
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A Collection of Carnivorous Plants 
By S. LEONARD BASTIN 

N this twentieth century there is an ever in- 
creasing tendency to specialize, and this 
inclination is very evident even in our hob- 

bies. The gardener of to-day is far more likely to 
take up some particular form of the art than was his 
forerunner a generation ago. This is perhaps all to 

the good, for it is proverbially difficult to do a number 

of things well—better work will be the result of < 

restricted field. One of the most interesting of i 

special classes in which the horticulturist may engage 
is the getting together of a collection of carnivorous 

plants. These species are all the more desirable for 
culture owing to the fact that their requirements 

are comparatively simple. With some few exceptions 

nearly all may 

be successfully 
grown in a cool 

house where the 

temperature is not 

allowed to fall 

below fifty-five 

degrees in the 

winter. 

Perhaps of all 

the insectivorous 

species there are 

none of more easy 

culture than the 

Sarracenias or side- 

saddle plants; 

these are all peren- 

nials indigenous 

to the American 
continent. The 
plants require 
rather careful pot- 

ting and there is no 
better composition 

to grow them in 

than one made 

principally of f- 
brous peat, with 
the addition of 

some chopped 

sphagnum and 
pos sibly a few 

pieces of charcoal. 

The general treat- 
ment should con- 
sist of liberal 

supplies of water 

during the grow- | 

ing season, with a A FINE NEPENTHES 

considerable slackening in this direction during 
the winter, although Sarracenias must never be 

allowed to become really dry. The side-saddle pli ints 

produce their lovely flowers in the springtime, and 

at this period the application of some liquid manure 

will be much appreciated. The principal species 

number a score or more, but in addition to these 

there are a number of hybrids many of which are 

extremely beautiful. Quite apart from the peculiar 
interest attached to Sarracenias on account of their 

fly catching propensities, the plants are all exceeding|\ 

attractive, scarcely one but what has its vase shaped 

leaves prettily veined at the orifice. 

Indeed at any time, except pe thaps in the dead 
of the winter, a 

collection of these 

plants will form 

an attractive tea- 

ture, and the ap- 

pearance of the 

plants will be 
much enhanced 

when the fine 
blossoms are pro- 

duced. 

Although some- 

what insignificant 

plants, all the sun- 

dews or droseras 

are well worth the 

attention of 
the grower. But 

where space is lim- 

ited it is well to 

make a selec- 

tion of the best 

and most beau- 

tiful species. The 

plants thrive well 

in peat and live 
sphagnum and it 

is recommended 

that they be placed 

in some of the lat- 

ter at the top of 

the pot when being 

put in position. 

The sundews love 
a plentiful. supply 

of moisture and as 

bog species, should 
never be allowed 

to suffer for want 
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of watet In the case of any specimens 

which do not seem to be flourishing it ts an 

excellent plan, and one which will often save 

a plant, to cover it in with a bell glass to 

prevent evaporation lhe majority of the 

droseras bear clusters of charming white 

Howers during the summer, although several 

of the species produce colored blooms. In 

this last category may be mentioned D. 

fliformis with purple blossoms and D. gracil. 

with flowers of a charming pink shade. Two 
good white flowered species are D. binata and 

D). rotundifolia both real acquisitions to any 

vreenhouse Of course the chief interest of 

these little plants consists in their remarkable 
leaves which are thickly covered with clubbed 

hairs. Should an insect settle on the leaf of a 

sundew the little processes at once close 

around the unfortunate victim, whilst at the 

same time a copious digestive fluid 1s poured 
forth from surtace glands. It. is observable 9 

that specimens of these plants which cannot 
get a good supply of flies will languish and 

sometimes die altogether. 

But far more strange than the sundew is 
the world famed Venus’s fly-trap (Dionea 
musct pula) a plant which has well earned the 

distinction of being the most remarkable on 
earth his species 18 a native of the bog 

districts of North Carolina, and no collection DROSERAS, SUNDEWS, ETC. 
could be considered complete without at least 

one example of this 

plant Che require- 

ments of the Venus’s 

fly-trap in the way 

of soil are well met 

with an admixture of 

live sphagnum moss 

and peat lt is desir- 

able that particular 
attention be paid to 

see that the drainage 

is all might Che pot 

containing the spect- 

men must be kept con- 

stantly standing in a 

saucer of water to in- 

sure successtul growth 

kven with the greatest 

of care the Dionea 

is hot very easy to 

erow well, and it 1s 

only under favorable 

circumstances that 1 

can be induced to dis- 

play its pretty whit 

tlowers In many 

establishments the SARRACENIA SWANIANA 

SO 
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OF HYBRID SARRACENIAS 

A FINE COLLECTION OF NEPENTHES 

specimens of this plant are kept under a 
glass, although this is not regarded as an 
essential point of culture. One thing is 
certain, that there are few plants which will 
give more amusement than the Venus’s 
fly-trap, with its hinged leaves ever ready 
to snap up any fly which may have the mis- 
fortune to settle upon its foliage. The 
great Darwin discovered that the Dionaa 
was quite as fond of small chunks of raw 

beef as of insects, and this seems to be a more 

humane way of testing the feeding powers of 
the plant than the administration of live 
flies! 

A quaint little insectivorous species, the 
cephalotus, is a native of Australia, only to 
be found in a certain locality of the island 
continent. ‘This plant is not very commonly 
seen in cultivation although it is a most 
curious object. Very: lowly in habit the 
leaves formed in the shape of most complete 
pitchers do not rise much more than an inch 
above the level of the soil. As with the 

other carnivorous species already noted the 
cephalotus is well grown in peat and sphag- 
num considerable attention being given to 
insure that the drainage in the pot is quite 
free. his species is very readily increased 
by means of offshoots which should be 
taken when the plant is in an active state 
of growth. Under successful culture the 

- cephalotus will flow- 

er, producing small 

white blooms about 
the month of May. 

Florally very at- 
tractive the pingui- 

culas or butterworts 

are perhaps the most 
desirable of all the 

smaller insectivorous 
plants. In these 
species Wwe see eVi- 

denced a much more 
simple form of fly 

catching than in 
other carnivorous 

kinds. The fleshy 
leaves are mostly 

covered with small 

glandular hairs, and 
on their surface se- 
crete a sticky fluid 
which catches the in- 

sects very much in the 
way that an ordinary 
fly paper does. The 
same composition of 
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il as that used for the sundews will sult the 

hbutterworts very well, and the plants require to be 

very carefully potted. It must be borne in mind 

that the water supply should be liberal all the year 

round and must not be slackened at all, that is if the 

dramage is good. Ihe most glorious of all the species 

is P iudata,a grand plant producing hne clusters 

of rich carmine flowers in the fall. Other good 

kinds are P. alpina and P grandiflora, the former 

with white and vellow blooms, the latter with flowers 

of a charming violet shade Lhe re are several other 

varieties allot which are worth possessing if room 

can be found tor their accommodation. 

\ tne handsome pitches plant Is Darlingtonia 

Californica with strange hooded tubular leaves. 

his species is closely allied to the Sarracenias and 

will erow well under similar conditions of culture. It 

will be found to 

be fairly easy of 

propagation if 

divisions of 

trong plants 

are made in the 

pi ine time 

though these will 

require a littl 

nursing until 

they are tully 

‘ tablished Lhe 

Darlinetonta 

likes plenty of na 

4 
water during the 

stuLTnnIneT, and 

thrives best * 

where the atmos “t 
, . 

phere iS In a rHE VENUS S FLY-TRAP—Dione@a muscipula 

humid state at 

this season When the plants are of good size they 

will produce their greenish vellow Howers in some 

profusion and these are decidedly attractive. Dar- 

lingtonias ave insatiable in thet appetite for flies, 

and it has been frequently observed in a wild state 

with its huge pitchers simply full up to the top with 
dead insects, but fortunately the well being of the 

plants is not entirely dependent upon such an unpleas- 

ant condition 

lt may be said at once that it 1s quite useless to 

attempt the culture of the tropical nepenthes unless a 

stove is at hand. But provided the suitable condi- 

tions can be supplied there are scarcely any plants 

available for warm house treatment which are at 

once so interesting and attractive. The curious 
pitcher-like contrivances produced at the ends of the 

leaves are so varied in size and shape, so diverse in 
color and markings, as to be almost bewildering. 
The only practicable way to grow nepenthes is in 

baskets suspend d trom the root of the house, where 

their leaves may have a good chance to develop 

S2 

the curious appendages. Nothing in the way of 
overcrowding 1s permissible, and this has accounted 

for many failures in the cultivation of these handsome 

plants. The soil in which to plant nepenthes should 

be carefully compounded of one part fibrous loam, 

and two parts each fibrous peat and sphagnum moss. 
[n addition a fair proportion of charcoal and broken 
crock should be worked into the mould. Perfect 
drainage in the baskets is essential and without strict 
attention to this success is well nigh impossible. 
‘Throughout the whole of their growth, the ne penthe:s 

will require a moist atmosphere and an abundance 

of water at their roots from May until October. 
During this time daily syringing will be much 

appreciated. As regards the temperature requisite, 
this must never fall below sixty degrees even in the 
winter and will of course range considerably above 

this during the 
summer. It ts 

said that it is a 
good plan when 

five or six leaves 
have been pro- 

duced to pinch 

ouc any further 

shoots; better 

pitchers will 

result from this 
treatment. 

There are 
many fine spe- 
cies and hybrids 
of nepenthes 

practically any 
of which. are 
worth having. 
The finest of 

all is N. rajah, a species producing enormous pur- 
ple pitchers a footin length. ‘This is somewhat a 
rarity, but there are any ‘number af more common 

forms with pitchers varying from six to ten inches 

in size. 

TRAILING ARBUTUS 

T! IE lovely trailing arbutus of the woods, Epigea 

repens, can be successfully grown in the rock 
and fern garden, where conditions are as near to 

that of the woods as possible. Select young plants, 

and take up with some of the soil; plant in a 
shady spot where there is perfect drainage (a dry 
sandy soil is preferable) and cover with sphagnum 
moss and keep moist; allow this moss to remain, 
and after some weeks new leaves will be noticed 
peeping through; by the end of summer it will 
be quite established, and < 1 covering of leaves and 
litter for the winter eal be given as a matter of 

p re tect yn. 
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New York’s Improved ‘Tenements 
JOHN W. RUSSELL 

PART II 

(Continued from the ‘fuly Issue.) 

Hk Tenement House Act of 1go1 set a stand- Mr. Joseph S. Auerbach was chairman of the com- 
ard of construction closely approximating 

in many respects to that of the model tene- 

ment already built by private enterprise. The 
benefits of the act are traceable distinctly to the 
philanthropic and intelligent investigations and 
experiments of those who had to fight against in- 
veterate prejudices and selfish interests. As with 
other great reforms, the protests of sufferers and 
victims were useless until the intelligent sympathy 
of the discerning few took a practical shape and 
evolved a workable plan. 

In March, 1896, ‘the New York Association for 
Improving the Condition of the Poor held an impor- 
tant conference on improved housing, and this re- 
sulted in the organization of an Improved Housing 
Council, one of whose committees was that on Model 
Apartment Houses. Mr. Richard Watson Gilder 
was chairman of the Improved Housing Council, and 

mittee on Model Apartment Houses. Before this, 

the Improved Dwellings Company of Brooklyn, 
had been organized by Mr. Alfred I’. White, former 

rp of City Works for Brooklyn, who 

began building model tenement houses nearly thirty- 
five years ago and has the high honor of being the 
pioneer of such construction in the United States. 

Other organizations were the Improved Dwelling 
Association and the Tenement House Building Com- 
pany of New York. It was the aim of all these or- 
ganizations to provide the best obtainable dwellings 

on a basis that combined philanthropy with a mod- 

erate but assured return on the investment, none of 

them was started as a purely business enterprise 
with the object of making as much money as possible 
underthe permissible scope of competition. ‘There was 

behind them all an unquestionably honest desire to 

improve the housing conditions of city wage-earners; 

ROOF GARDEN OF THE HENRY PHIPPS TENEMENT HOUSE, NEW YORK 
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HOUSES OF THI 

‘An Important Resule of the 

CITY AND SUBURBAN HOMES CO. 

Housing Reform Mov ement”’ 

able 

recognized the 

but thei 

clearly 

business men, and 

necessity of making 

They had foreign 
London the best 

successful finan- 

the Improved Industrial Dwellings 

Company founded by Sir Sydney Waterlow, not to 

speak of others organized in Liverpool, Manchester, 
Newcastle-upon-lTyne, Glasgow and Edinburgh. 
Vir. Alfred T. White’s study of London model tene- 

ments, combined with a careful 

New York conditions, resulted in a high- class type 

of building, and since his first experiments in this 

direction improvements have been gradually made 
until the main requisites of higher sanitation, abun- 

dant light and air, and domestic privacy are now 
normal and necessary in any tenement 

house designed to attract a respectable class of ten- 
ants. 

promoters were 

they 

the new ente rprises pay their way. 

examples to justify them. In 

model 

cially, 

tenement 

notably 

companies were 

( onsidere d 

Much difhculty was experienced in securing satis- 
factory architectural plans, especially as the 25 by 
00 toot lot had too narrow a frontage to permit ot 

th convenient construction of a 

tortable 

shown in the 

certain 

sanitary and com- 

much ingenuity 
designs submitted, and 

be rigorously complied with. 

lhe chief of these was that each room should have a 

free supply of fresh air from the outside, that all 

apartments must be self-contained, that no living- 

room should have less than 144 square feet of super- 
heial floor 

square teet, 

l here 

competitive 

rules had to 

tenement. was 

area and no bedroom less than seventy 

housekeeping conveniences should be introduced. 

lt was also required that the mode of construction 

approved of should permit of at least a five per cent 

return. hereby the business side of the enterprise 
was emphasized, and, it was hoped and 

believed that this feature would, on account of the 
safety of the investment attract abundant capital 

usually devoted to high-class securities 

low rate of interest. 

besides, 

bearing a 

lt is no disparagement to other organizations to 

54 

consideration of 

and that a greatly improved standard of 

say that the City and Suburban Homes Company, 
whose chief architect is Mr. Ernest Flagg, has em- 
bodied in its tenement buildings the best improve- 

ments. Its president, Dr. Elgin R. L. Gould, made 
an important study of tenement conditions in the 

chief cities of Europe and America, and wrote the 

well-known report on “The Housing of the Working 
People,”’ which appeared as a special report of the 

United States Commission of Labor. ‘The influence 
and example of this company and of the men who 

organized it have been a potent factor in bringing 

about the better conditions which have resulted in the 
building of more than 19,000 improved tenement 

capable of containing more than 1,000,000 
people, since the new law went into effect in January, 
1gO2. 

What kind of houses has it built and what are its 
distinctive principles and methods? Theac company- 
ing illustrations and plans will help to answer the first 
question. It will be noticed that the plans provide 
that every apartment is a complete home in itself, 
with private sanitary accommodations within the 

dwelling. Every room has quiet, light, and an 

abundance of ventilation. Staircases and _ stair 
walls are entirely fireproof. Halls and stairways are 
lighte d and steam heated. Each two-room, three- 

room, or four-room flat has steam radiators, private 
hall, private toilet accommodation, is well ventilated, 
has floors and partitions deafened between dwellings, 
hot water from boiler room, two porcelain tubs, 

he uses, 

b 
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large sink and drain board, large dresser 
with shelves, closets and drawers, plastered 
hanging closets instead of wooden wardrobes, 
gas range (no rent or deposit to be paid), quar- 
ter meter (no deposit to gas company be and 

storage closet in basement, All four-room 
flats have private baths. The saving to the 
tenant from having steam heat, hot water, and 

the use of a gas range for cooking and ironing 
is an important advantage. In the buildings 
of this company there is no suggestion of 
dark bedrooms, dark kitchens, dark stairs, 
narrow airshafts or other defects such as were 

the curse of the tenement house population 

before 1902, and whose depressing, disease- 
breeding consequences are still felt in many 
of the buildings erected before that year. 

The company, in hoping to attract a far 

greater amount of capital to its tenement 
house building enterprises than is at present 
employed in them, has not ignored the claims 

of moderate and small investors. It must 
be admitted that, on the whole, model build- 
ings of this kind tend to occupancy by a 

higher class of tenants than under the old conditions, 

s Improved Tenements 

ALFRED CORNING CLARK BUILDINGS 

but by the provision for two-room apartments the best homes 
and cheapest accommodation that could be made 

for the poorer class of w age-earners is now offered. 

movement for housing reform. 

West 68th and 60th Streets, New York 

It helps to make 
for those who preter suburban life, and the 

City and Suburban Homes Company has made 

admirable prov ision for this ¢ growing tendency among 
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for some purposes, a self-contained wedge of popula- 

tion with hampered rapid transit accommodations, 

and Greater New York w as, topographic ally consid- 

each with a sort of 

ince pe ndent lite and local prejudices which were not 

ered, a collection of communities 

very deeply intertered with by the municipal consoli- 

dation | he city Was neve©r really one, as London, or 

until the tunnels put the 

Hudson River and the East River out of the 

Paris or Vienna is one, 

serious 

consideration of friends of adequate transportation. 

built. From 
can be spoken of, as 

Of course additional tunnels will be 

henceforth Greater New York 

it was spoken of dur- 

ing the recent | xhibit 43 
Me 

bt) * 

— . 

oft Congested Popula- 

tion held there in 

March last, as 
city, and the 

a round 

tides of 

trathe can radiate trom 

al centel instead of 

length- 

wise in Manhattan. 

being turned 

In every aspect in 

which it may be 

viewed, relief will be 

afforded by this great ~ 

change to the waye- 

earning population of 

New York 

upon spac ec im 

Pressure 

Man- 

hattan will be lessened, 

and new lite will be 

imparted to the whole 

movement tor housing 

retorm Homewood, 

a semimsuburban  es- 

tate owned by the City 

and Suburban Homes 

Company and situated 

in the borough of 

Brooklyn, 

plan which enables 

illustrates a 

persons ot moderate rHE HENRY 

means to ac quire com- 

tortable and A deed is 

an instalment mortgage 

cent 1s taken, 

allowed im which to pay it off. 

independent residences. 

given for the premises, and 

for ninety pet twenty years being 

\ uniform sum ts 
paid in monthly, sufhcient to exactly pay out the 

principal in twenty years with legal interest on de- 
ferred payments 

he company permits the purchaser to pay the whole 
or any part of his indebtedness at any time. The 
reason for this very liberal provision is that the object 
of the company ts home-making, not speculative 
proht-seeking Homewood and the provision for 

acquiring comfortable houses in that and similar 
settleme nts a4re here referred to because they aTfe 

SO 

PHIPPS TENEMENT HOUSE, 

partly an outgrowth of tenement house reform in 
New York and may in the near future assume an 

importance much greater than their present subor- 

dinate and limited function points to. 
‘Tenement house reform has recently 

new impetus by 

houses. 

y received 

the construction of the Phipps 

These owe their origin to the gift of $1,000,- 
ooo by Mr. Henry Phipps to a board of trustees for 
the purpose of building tenements, preferably in 
the borough of Manhattan if it can be done advan- 
tageously, but if the land be found too high, or if 
building conditions are such as to threaten undue cost 

of construction or un- 

reasonable delay, then 

in other boroughs of 

the city or elsewhere. 

The tenements are 
planned so as to earn 

about four per cent on 

their cost, after allow- 
ing a proper amount 

for maintenance and 

repairs, and the earn- 

ings are to accumulate 

and to be used -from 

time to time in erecting 

moretenements. [hus, 
under the terms of the 

gift, the accumulated 
funds will maintain a 
perpetually enlarging 
area of model tenement 

house construction. 
The interesting fact 
about the Phipps 
houses is that they are 

a new development in 
the application of 
taste, beauty and con- 

venience to the con- 
gested habitations of 

city wage-earners. The 
idea of model tene- 

ments is to make each 
apartment as like a separate dwelling as possible. 
The first development is in sanitation and other 
requisites of decent and healthy living, then follow 
the variations of taste and beauty in decoration so 
far as cost of construction and the requirements of 
utility will permit. The accompanying illustrations 
show that tenement house life may be made to 
have an esthetic side that was not previously realized 
except in the forecast of the few discerning optimists, 
and that it is difficult to limit the possibilities of 
its development. The use of the word “ model”’ 
connection with tenement house construction may 
be said to have promoted a competition of ideals 
whose object is the widest attainable public benefit, 

NEW YORK 
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New York’s Improved Tenements 

and it is safe to say that each 
new group of buildings will 
illustrate variations of use and 
ornament which will raise the 
standard of living for city wage- 
earners far above what the 
most sanguine philanthropists 
of a generation ago could have 
hoped for. The Phipps houses 
show no radical departure in 
construction; their designer, Mr. 
Grosvenor Atterbury, hee prof- 

ited freely by the suggestions 

which were offered by the best 
model tenements previously 
built, and aims to carry the im- 
provements in this line one step 
farther. It is impracticable 
here to give full details of the 
points of difference between THE FIRST AVENUE ESTATE. FIRST AVE. AND 64TH ST., NEW YORK 

the first of the Phipps houses 
on East Thirty-first Street, near First Avenue, and 
the best of model tenements previously built. A 
description of these differences may be summarized 

from an article by Mr. Grosvenor Atterbury in 
“Charities and Commons.” 

The closed interior courts such as are found 
almost all tenements previously erected are done 
away with, and they are now connected with the 

street by an archway. ‘This change allows the en- 
trance to such courts to be used by the children as a 
social center in place of the street curb. The new 
style of architecture in the Phipps houses will also 
avoid the barrack-like effect which ordinarily results 
from the arrangement of a great number of apartments 
in one building. Another notable improvement 

A KITCHEN AND LIVING-ROOM IN ONE OF THE THREE ROOM 

APARTMENTS ‘“* THE FIRST AVE. ESTATE,” NEW YORK 

resulting in more than the usual degree of privacy in 
tenements is the insertion of private vestibules and 
halls wherever required, so as to avoid the necessity 
of entering any bedroom by passing through a_bed- 
room or even through a so-called parlor, which has 
commonly been done. Moreover, in order to do 
away with all public conveniences of this sort, a 
simple shower bath is inserted in combination with 

the toilets in every apartment where baths are not 
otherwise provided. There is also a considerable 
increase of the window surface in the majority of the 
living-rooms. One-half of the roof can be used as a 

roof-garden, and two permanent pavilions with solid 
roofs are provided for purposes of protection, both 
day and night, where tenants may sleep in the oppres- 

sive heat of summer. The doing away with, 

as soon as possible, of the great v itiationof air 
in rooms illuminated by gas is provided for 
bythe installationof an electric conduit, with 

a view to the use of electricity for lighting 
purposes whenever its cost shall be equal to 

that of gas and a suitable type of “demand 
metre’? found—that is, a metre arranged to 
give automatically a certain amount of elec- 
tricity when a coin is dropped into the slot. 
It is noteworthy also that a kindergarten, 
a play-room, accessible from the street as 
well as from the tenement, has been pro- 
vided for the use of the tenants or kinder- 
garten associations desiring to conduct 
their work in the building. The Phipps 
houses thus represent, in some respects, the 
most advanced type of tenement house 
construction in New York, and although 
the improvements embodied in them are to a 
certain extent tentative, there is little doubt 
that they will be justified by experience. 
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laking a nap Jack and Jill taking a bath. Jack has just molted 

“Hop-toads” 
Some of their Useful and Characteristic Qualities 

By ELLA M. BEALS 

é<¢ ‘NO to the ant, thou sluggard,” was Solo- 

mons dictum. One may find profit 

and pleasure in studying any of the 

common forms of animal life, but few offer a more 

attractive held than the common toad. 

lor many years we have made a practice of bring- 

ing home the toads that we found in any place where 

the might vet injured We have found them to be 

interesting little creatures, and of the greatest value 

in kee ping the varde n comparatively clear of insects. 

When peopl say * How nice youl plants look, how 

do you keep the bugs away?” we answer, “ It’s all 

because there are so many toads in the yard.” 

lhe person who has never watched a toad feeding 

will hardly believe that a creature so small can con- 

sume such an enormous quantity of food. We have 

Piura, Pliny and a baby toad 

seen one eat thirty-eight currant worms in half an 
hour. [his was in the morning after the toad had 
probably been feeding all night. It has been found 
that in every twenty-four hours a toad consumes a 

quantity of insect food equal to four times its 
stomach capacity. Only living insects are devoured: 
bugs, snails, centipedes, caterpillars, cut-worms; 

truly ** All is grist that comes to their mill.” 
We have provided artificial shelters by laying 

down short pieces of board with the ends raised on 

stones or bricks. On hot days the arch beneath 

the boards will be full of toads that have sought a 
refuge from the heat of the sun. Cooler weather 
finds them in the rose-bed near by, for they seem to 
know that there are always some insects near a rose 
bush. ‘The sun leaves the bushes about five o’clock 

Jumbo climbing into my hand 



‘ Hop-toads”’ 

Jack is watching an angleworm 

and then the hose is turned on them. At the 

sound of the water the thirsty toads come from 

all directions, and when a bug falls it is instantly 
devoured. 

In the center of the lettuce bed there is a board 
with bricks under it to raise it several inches from 
the ground. ‘The toads seek this shelter, and they 
keep the lettuce free of the slugs that formerly 
spoiled the finest heads. 

A colony of about twenty have their homes under 

the grape vine. ‘Toward night there is a procession 

of toads from that vicinity to the vegetable garden 
where there is better picking. As they hop along 

they “take in” all the insects in sight. In the 
morning they are back under the vine. 

We have placed large plates around the yard and 

filled them with water for the birds. The toads 

were not long in finding out that those plates made 
the finest kind of bath-tubs. It is a common sight 

to see sparrows drinking from a plate in which one 
or more toads are sitting. ‘The little “beasties ”’ 
seem to enjoy the water, and splash it 
heads with their hind feet. 

over their 

Baby toad watching a fly 

The toads seek shelter under the boards from the hot sun 

They are so tame that we thought it would be an 
easy matter to get some photogr: iphs, but we found 

them as elusive as the proverbial flea, ““ When we 

thought we had him he wasn’t there.’ 
In the picture of Jack and fill, it will be noticed 

that Jack’ s colors are quite bright. This is because 
he has just shed his skin. The old skin split and 
he pulled it off with his forelegs. He did not seem 

to enjoy the performance very much. He was 
very quiet for some time previous and the removal 
of the old skin was attended by violent contor- 
tions. It seems incredible that there should be so 
much ignorance and superstition in regard to a crea- 
ture so useful. 

Every one says “If you touch a toad you'll have 
warts” yet we handle them freely and know them to 
be clean and harmless. ‘They are not the repulsive 
creatures that many believe them to be and some 
are prettily and curiously marked. ‘Their eyes are 
wonderful, of brightest brown, surrounded by what 
looks like a rim of gold. We protect all the “ hop- 
toads,” and feel that the good they do repays us a 
thousandfold. 

Having a good swim 
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“SHE winter forcing of bulbs is a phase of 

foriculture rapidly on the increase among 
the lover of flowers, and | am always glad 

he spe ak a good word” for the practice, because the 

results satisfactorily. If 

proper care is given potted bulbs there need be but 

tew failures 

attempt almost always 

\t the head of the list of desirable bulbs for forcing 

1 would place Laltum Harrisit, sometimes Cata- 

Bermuda lily, but most commonly known 
aster lily, because it is grown so extensively 

his is a most noble flower, 

exquisite in its white purity and 

delightful in its fragrance. If care is taken to secure 

the best quality of bulbs, and they are given the right 
kind of treatment, few plants will fail to bloom well 

in the 

logue d Aas 

“as the | 

for | 

when well 

austell decoration. 

yrown, 

living-room. he smaller bulbs may give but 
one or two flowers, but they will be as perfect as 

from larger bulbs. I would advise, however, 

the purchase of large-sized bulbs, as a plant having 
those 

six, or eight, or ten blossoms is always vastly more 

effective for decorative purposes than the smaller 
and it is no more trouble to grow it. 

wanted for Easter, bulbs should be 

procured and potted in September or October. It 

takes about six months to bring a plant into bloom 

ones, 

If flowers are 

under such conditions as ordinarily prevail in the 
average living-room. The ideal soil for this plant 
and for nearly all bulbous plants, for that matter 

is one made up of about equal parts garden loam and 
old, well-rotted cow-manure, with a generous amount 

sand worked in to insure friability. My 
method of planting this lily is this: I first put into 

an inch of broken crockery or some- 
thing similar for drainage. Over this I place a layer 
of sphagnum moss to prevent the soil from washing 

down 

terial 

of coarse 

the pot about 

and closing the crevices in the drainage ma- 

Chen | put in about four inches of soil. Into 

this I press the bulbs, using to each pot as many as 

This will be about 

four of the ordinary size to an eight or nine inch pot. 

Then 

and put the pots away in a cool, 

dark pl: vce to remain until roots are formed. They 

are left there until top-growth begins, no matter how 
long that may be. As a 

will cover the surtace of the soil. 

It does not matter if they touch each other. 

| water them well, 

howe er, it 

When brought to the 
light, and the stalk begins to stretch up, | fill in about 
it with soil, and keep on doing this, as the stalk elon- 
gates, until the pot is full to within an inch of its rim. 

general thing, 
will be in six or seven weeks. 

WO 

Forcing Bulbs, and Bulbs Adapted 

to House Culture 
By EBEN E. REXFORD 

This method of low potting is practiced because this, 
like all other lilies, has two sets of roots, one from the 
base of the bulb, and another from its stalk, imme- 
diately above the bulb. By putting the bulb low in the 
pot we provided soil for both sets of roots to develop 

in, which would not be the case if the bulbs were 
planted near the surface. 

Next to the Bermuda lily in desirability as a 
good winter-bloomer I would place the narcissus, 
that flower 

“that comes before the swallow dares 

and takes the winds of March with beauty.” 

We have very few flowers, if any, richer in color 
than such varieties as Trumpet Major, Van Sion, 
Empress and Hersfeldii, all in cloth of gold, or gold 
and creamy white, and Poeticus, or poet’s narcissus, 
pure w hite with crimson-bordered cup. These, 
with Paper White, a standard old sort, for forcing, 
enable us to brighten the windows of our homes in 
winter with the best representatives of a large family 
of plants which has enjoyed almost as much popu- 
larity as the rose. If I were obliged to choose but 
one from the list mentioned, I think I would decide 
on Van Sion, but I would much dislike to go without 
the others, for all are royally beautiful, and each 
variety has some charming peculiarity which the 

others do not have. 

In potting the narcissus, | make use of seven and 
eight inch pots, and crowd as many bulbs into the 

soil as the pot will accommodate. 

As a general thing, this will give you eight or nine 
bulbs to a pot. I find that by thus massing the 
bulbs, a much stronger show of color is secured than 
where but two or three bulbs are planted in each pot. 
It also economizes space, as well as labor in caring for 
the plants. There are no bad effects resulting from 
close planting, because a soil prepared as heretofore 
advised is amply rich enough to fully develop the flow- 
ers from as many bulbs as can be crowded into a pot. 

Third on the list for winter forcing I would place 
the hyacinth. The most satisfactory variety, all 
things considered, is the Roman. This for several 
reasons: It is almost sure to bloom. Each bulb 
will send up several flower-stalks. Its flowers are 
loosely arranged along the stem, giving it a much 
more graceful appearance than those of the ordinary 
variety. It is excellent for cutting. To secure the 
utmost satisfaction from it I put as many as fifteen 

or twenty bulbs in an earthen pan six inches deep 



and about fourteen inches across. This gives an 
almost solid mass of flowers and foliage. A pan of 
Romans in full bloom is very effective for the decora- 
tion of the home or church. Florists offer us this 
variety in blue, yellow, and pink, but the whites are 
the only ones I would recommend. The colors of 
the others are dingy. 

The Holland hyacinth is easily forced. I prefer 
the single kind, for the reason that its flowers are less 
prim and formal than those of the double ones, which 
are so thickly crowded along the stalk that all individ- 
uality is lost. 

[I have never been very successful in forcing tulips. 
The early single ones bloom fairly well, but the double 
kinds, and the late single ones, seldom develop 
satisfactorily under the conditions which prevail in 
the living-room. 

In potting narcissus, hyacinth and tulip, I simply 

press the bulbs down well into the soil, leaving the 
upper portion uncovered. 

It is always advisable to procure bulbs early in the 
season—in September, if possible—and to pot some 

of them as soon as received. ‘These for early flower- 
ing. If some are potted at intervals of ten days or 
two weeks, a succession may be had which will 
pretty nearly cover the entire winter. Those not 
potted immediately should be well wrapped in thick 
paper r and stored in a dark, cool place until needed. 
This to prevent the evaporation of moisture stored 
in their scales. A bulb exposed to light and air soon 
becomes flabby, and not much can be expected from 
it after this condition sets in. 

Many are under the impression that it is not really 
necessary to put potted bulbs away in a dark, cool 
place for a time after potting. But this is one of the 
important items to be considered. A bulb so treated 
will form roots without making much, if any, growth 
of top, this latter stage of development being de- 
pendent largely on warmth and light. Unless a bulb 
has strong roots it lacks ability to supply its top with 
sufficient nourishment to bring about proper develop- 
ment. If we were to place a potted bulb in the win- 
dow immediately after potting, the influence of 
warmth and light would stimulate it to attempt top- 
growth before roots had formed—or while they were 
forming—and the result would be disastrous in most 
cases. "A period of several weeks in a place where the 
temperature is low, and from which light is excluded is 
one of the chief essentials of success. Very little water 
will be required during this period. Examine your 
bulbs from time to time, however, and if the soil seems 
to be getting quite dry, apply water enough to moisten 
it all through, but on no account give enough to make 
—and keep—it wet. Leave your bulbs in cold stor- 
age until they show that they are ready for active work 
by beginning to send up leaves. Then take them 
to the light, but do not encourage rapid development 
by subjecting them to much heat. A temperature 

Forcing Bulbs, and Bulbs Adapted to House Culture 

of sixty or sixty-five degrees is much better for them 
than a higher one. 

The amaryllis is a favorite when grown success- 
fully, and certainly it deserves popularity, for choice 
varieties of it are magnificent in form and coloring. 
But judging from the many complaints of failure 
which come to me, it disappoints the grower oftener 
than it rewards his or her efforts to grow it satisfac- 
torily. I think most failures result fromi an im- 
perfect knowledge of the habits of the plant. Most 
persons give it about the same amount of water the 
year rourd, thus preventing it from taking the rest. 
which it must have between each period of growth, 
in order to do itself justice. If you study the plant 
carefully, you will discover that it produces leaves 
freely for a time, and then ceases to grow. By and 
by there will be another production of leaves, followed 
by another period of inactivity. A continuous supply 
of water prevents the plant from becoming fully 
dormant between each period of growth, and this 1s 
just what causes the mischief. By withholding water, 
and allowing the soil to become almost dry, the plant 
apparently stands still for a time. It is really pre- 
paring itself for the next growing period. Keep it in 
this condition until new leaves—or possibly a bud 
appears. Then—and not till then—apply more 
water, and make use of fertilizers. Encourage a 
strong growth by generous treatment, but as soon as 
leaf-production ceases again withhold water, and let 
the plant rest until such a time as it shows a disposi- 
tion to grow. By making these alternating periods 
of rest and growth as complete as possible, 1 in them- 
selves, we may feel reasonably certain of securing 
two or three crops of flowers each year. Give it the 
same kind of soil advised for the other bulbs spoken 
of, arrange for perfect drainage, and disturb its roots 
as little as possible. It is very sensitive to root- 
disturbance, and often refuses to bloom for months 
after repotting. Ifa good liquid fertilizer is used it 
will not be necessary to repot oftener than once in two 
or three years. Remove the little bulblets that form 
about the old bulbs as soon as they appear, thus 
throwing all the strength of the plant into the three 
or four bulbs which a seven or eight inch pot will 
comfortably accommodate. 

V allota purpurea, sometimes known as_ Scar- 
borough lily, is a fall-flowering variety of the amaryllis 
which the lover of really fine flowers cannot afford to 
be without. It increases rapidly, and a pot of it will 
soon have a dozen or more bulbs of flowering size. 
In August or September these bulbs will throw up 
stalks about a foot in height, each bearing from three 
to five flowers of the most dazzling vermilion. 
Unlike the variety of amaryllis first mentioned— 
which does not take kindly to the cellar—this 
sort can safely be stored there from November to 
March. The calla, agapanthus, imantophyllum and 

(Continued on Page 9, Advertising Section) 
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The Town and Country Club of St. Paul 

Some Country Clubs of the Northwest 
By MARY HODGES 

\ SALLE, proudly wrapped in his “ scarlet bluff where the luxuriant kinnikinic hedge thrives 

cloak edged with gold,” and bearing authority lending an added charm to a spot to which Nature 
4 from Louis XV to prosecute his plans of dis- _ was so lavish in the beginning of time. 

covery, would surely record it as a charming spot, The country being new, no old estate was remod- i 
should he skim down the Mississipp1 river to-day in eled, as is so often the case when country clubs are i 
his birch batteau, ps assing the site of the “Town and projected; but in a forest almost primev al, this very 
Country Club of Saint Paul.” A site indeed which artistic house was built; the interior of which is quite 
no longer than fifty years ago was put down as attractive as the exterior. ' 

on a school-boy’s map as “A region inhabited From the high brick chimney piece in the living- | 
by Indians and Buffaloes.” For here, on a spot room which occupies the whole center of the build- } 
so recently wrested from the savage that the smoke __ ing, a huge log fire blazes out in winter, a welcome 
of the log fire almost lingers in the vale, has quite as enticing as the grass and trees and murmur- 
irisen, Aladdin-like, a prototype of an old world ing water of summer. 

civilization The golf course, of eighteen holes, is one of the 
By some whirl and eddy of wild waters and gla- most interesting in America; the names of the holes 

ciers in eons past, this picturesque site was formed «The Birches,” “Springs,” ‘“Sheiter,” ‘ Ram- 
and the tiny springs now gurgling gladness to the __ parts,” “ Billows,” “ Boomerang,” etc., suggesting 
thirsty golfers on the unusually beautiful links, then, at once the natural characteristics of the surround- 
no doubt, poured their greater volume into that ings. 

mighty stream Skirting the course here and there are clumps of 
On a wooded bluff of the Mississippi—wooded trees through which perhaps a shaded path gives a 

with magnificent specimens of oak and elm and — short cut to a teeing ground; a path beside which 
maple trees, was built in 1888 the first country club = one may find perchance a crystal spring. “The 
of the Northern Middle West; a bluff closely sodded Pergola” (sheltered as it is by a miniature arbor), 
with a grass very like the blue-grass of Kentucky; a or “ The Basswood,” a sparkling freshet bursting 



Some Country Clubs of the Northwest 

SCENES ON THE GOLF LINKS AT THE TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB 



hillside 

he me ath a towerT- 

from a 

ing basswood 

tree 

Following the 

old 

St. Andrew’s in 

Scotland, the 

golt club of Saint 

Paul 

its foc k ot sheep, 

and it would be 

custom ot 

maintains 

dificult to find 

links better 

kept 

lhe beautiful 

view from the 

high points, the 
river and the 

sweep of rolling 

hills 

with the “ Lwin 

W ooded 

cities” in the 

distance cannot 

be surpassed 

Lhe 

and Country 

Clu b owes 1ts 

lown 

success largely 

to Mr. Benjamin 
l. Schurmeter, 

to whose interest 

andenergy much 

ot its prestige is 

due. Rarely has 

a club a mem- 

ber whocan and 

will give his 

undivided atten- 

rionto its im- 

provement, and 

in having Mr 

Schurmeter as a 

nem b SFr t his 

club 1s most tor- 

tunate 

his is truly 

anage of out 

doot sports and 

outdoor living; 

and the peopl 

more and more 

realize thei 

health-giving 
value 

Minneapolis 
boasts an attrac- 

tive country 
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rHE POINT AT TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB 

LAFAYETTE GOLF CLUB ON THE BEACH AT MINNETONKA LAKE 

MINIKAHDO ” 

club, “The Min- 
ikahdo.” The 
house built on 
Colonial lines is 
charmingly lo- 
cated on a bluff 
of Lake Cal- 

houn, very like 

a villa of that 
northern lake 

country of Italy, 
with the pictur- 
esque boat house 

nestled under 

the hill. 
“The Lafay- 

ette,’ on Lake 

Minnetonka, 
while a country 

club, to be sure, 
is more exactly 

speaking, an ex- 
clusive summer 

resort—its mem- 

bership includ- 
ing people from 
many Western 
cities who spend 

the summer 

there. 
Shooting box- 

es, polo fields 

and kennels are 

not now features 
of these Western 

clubs, for the 
people are yet 
too earnest and 

serious in their 

pursuits to feel 
the need of them, 
but the clubs 
form the center 
of all social life 
and meet its de- 

mands. They 

are the nucleus 
around which 

the social fabric 
is being gradu- 

ally woven, and 

when the “ psy- 
chological mo- 

- , 
ment comes in 

the process of 

evolution, these 

other things will 
be added. 



Warming Homes by Water 
By ERNE 

PART 

ST 
C. MOSES 

II 

(Continued from the August Issue.) 

HE feature of cleanliness is of great importance, 
especially from the feminine view-point. 
Old-fashioned modes of heating throw out 

smoke, dust, dirt and gas which permeate the rooms, 
causing irritation, discomfort, and a large amount of 
extra housework in cleaning, sweeping, dusting and 
re-dusting. The care of stoves causes much work in 
lugging coal and ashes up and down stairs and litters 
up the house with dust and dirt. Imperfect methods 
of heating, imperceptibly at times, cause an amount 
of damage to hangings, curtains, furnishings, carpets, 
and wall decorations of a home which foots up to a 

surprising aggregate. 
In the use of the water method well erected (and 

also the steam method) there is no dust, dirt or gas 
thrown into the living-rooms of the home from the 
heater. Compared with many ordinary methods a 
very large amount of household labor and damage is 

avoided by this method. 
The water method of warming a house considered 

in connection with the very thorough result which it 
produces is the most economical. While scientific 
relative tests with other commonly used methods 
made by experts (university authorities, consulting 
engineers and by manufacturers) have fixed this fact 

and its possibilities, still Zits” demonstration to some 
extent depends 

upon the in- 
telligence ap- 

plied to opera- 
ting the heater 

The method 

possesses possi- 

bilities easily 

developed and 
expert mechani- 

cal intelligence 
is not required 

to maintain the 
apparatus. The 
ordinary water 
heating outfit is 
as simple to run 

asa parlor stove. 
To bring out the 
best results it is 
only necessary 

to apply a few 

simple, common 
sense rules. 

: 
a 
4 
= | 

ays 
‘ ino - = a 
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Warmed by Hot Water System 

With reasonable care the water method of warming 
will produce more heat (placing it where it is most 
needed) and from less fuel than any other system 
employed. In this respect, however, the steam 
method is nearly as efficient and economical. The 
radiators employed for distribution of heat are so 
located that an ample degree of warmth is delivered 
positively to each room. In the rooms exposed to 
severe or frequent winds which are the great opposing 
force to the beneficial effects of warming apparatus, 
the delivery of heat from thewater circulating through 
the radiator is not unfavorably affected by winds or 
by inner currents. Therefore, the supply of heat for 
each room is constant, inasmuch as it 1s scientific ally 

calculated for each room with due respect to its size, 
its use and exposure to the weather. In the use of 
those methods which lack the positiveness of the 
water and the steam methods, outer and inner cur- 
rents often draw from and interfere with the heating 
of the rooms on the windward side of a building. 
The water method which employs the use of radia- 
tors placed near the outside walls distributes warmth 
independently of air currents or exposure, insuring 

a uniform condition of comfort to all rooms. 
The necessary apparatus is very simple and 

easily managed. As the temperature of the water 
which circulates 
through the 

heater and the 
radiator is about 
the same, proper 

attention to the 

dampers of the 
heater will main- 
tain a degree of 
warmth just suf- 

ficient for the 

weather _prevail- 

ing—a low frre for 
mild weather 
graded up to a 

full fre inextreme 
weather. In this 

respect the water 
method is supe- 
rior to all other 

methods. 

' ~~ ; ri re? 

There are sev- 

eral very ingeni- 

ous appliances in 
S, SPRINGFIELD, ILL. 
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the market whi h 

automatica | | \ 

th 

Mo t heat 

ing contractor 

regulate 

bouler. 

have illustrated 

catalogue Ss which 

explain the S¢ tuel 

aving device 

[hey are influ 

enced by either 

the temperature 

of the water in 

the heater, or in 

the temperature 

of the air in a 

room in which the 

devree of warmth 

ismade the stand- 

particular taste. 
Many of such 
were made almost 

solely with a view 
to the radiation 
of heat. Orna- 
mentation if at all 
regarded was 

crude and inele- 
gant. hey were 
often made of 

wrought iron 
pipes combined 

with cast iron 

heads, tops and 
bases—or of very 

poorly moulded 
cast iron through- 

RESIDENCE OF A. D. BRANDEIS, OMAHA, NEB. out. They were 
ard tor adjust Warmed by Hot Water System very iInartistic 1n 

ment These design and very 

regulators can be set and maintained at a stated tem- 

perature and subject to changes without 

the cellar 

going into 

lhe water warming method its the acme of safety 

its normal condition ts one ot great assurance in this 

respect lhe hre in the heater being surrounded by 

water, there is not even a remote possibility of damage 

from this source, while the connecting pipes or mains 

are heated to a point many hundred degrees less than 

the cde gree ol or other 

With ordinary care 

for in the most approved 

confinement of the water or 

excepting the pressure 

The 

tor the 

compounded reserve strength of the metal used and 

temperature at which wood 

materials would tuse o1 lignite. 

explosions cannot occuf, 

methods there is no 

pressure mere hydrostatic 

the weight of the water standing in the pipes). 
same can be said of modern steam methods, 

the provisions tor s¢ lt-acting reliet at a very low pres- 

sure cut out all insecurity or hazard. 

Many people seem to think that the house must be 

pipes running 

a water heating 

he outhe can be filled with 
water by a hand forcing pump (costing a few dollars) 
connected to the supply pipes in cellar, if the house 

has a water storage tank in the attic or cellar cistern. 
If not so supplied, the outht can be filled by the pailful 

through a funnel on the expansion tank, and when so 
hlled it is not necessary to rehll tor several years. In 

connected with city or town water 

through the street in order to have 

ourht l his is not so 

case the house is vacated in the winter the water can 

all be drawn off and this will prevent freezing up. 

Recent vears have witnessed a very noteworthy 

evolution in the design and construction of the radi- 

itors utilized for the distribution of warmth. Old- 

fashioned radiators (a tew of which are still in use and 

creating very poor ideals of the true aspect of modern 
productions were none too welcome to persons ot 

Often these 

capped with tops or surrounded by 
iron or brass screens which mitigated the unpleas- 

ant visual effects at an expense of their efficiency, 
by retarding a free circulation of air around 
and through them and making them difficult to 

difficult to keep in tidy appearance. 

radiators were 

clean. 

There are highly finished patterns of radiators in 
the market to-day which please the most particular 
free from dust lodging surfaces and in form so grace- 

ful in outline and so artistic in design that they har- 
monize with and decorate any apartment in which 

they may be placed. Some of the best of these mod- 

ern productions are finished as smooth as bronze and 

are highly perfected works in iron. Radiators five 
times as handsome and attractive as those made 

hfteen years ago can be purchased in the market 
to-day at two- thirds of the price. 

% 

A TYPICAL 

Warmed by a Water 

OHIO HOME 

Plant costing $300 



Where to go tor a Tour 
By HARRY WILKIN PERRY 

EPTEMBER and October are the most 
satisfactory months for automobile touring. 
Thousands of motorists begin their season’s 

wanderings in June, when vegetation is fresh, the 
dust is not heavy and the body and mind are in a 
state of vigor thoroughly to enjoy the beauties of 
scenery, the exhilarating motion of the machine and 
the oddities of character and customs met with in 
out-of-the-way places. Most persons, however, can- 
not spare time for touring in all of the summer and 
fall months, and for such the months of September 
and October offer settled weather conditions, roads 
that have become smooth with the summer’s travel, 
escape from the heat and noise of the city, wonderful 
coloring in the autumn foliage in the mountain 
districts, practical freedom from mosquitoes at 
night in country villages and good bathing at both 
seaside and mountain resorts. 

Vac ationing by automobile differs from the usual 
vacation trip in the very important fact that the one 
is peripatetic while with the other the journey is 
merely a means to an end—the location is the prime 
consideration and the pleasure of the vacation is 
made or spoiled by the conditions which exist in that 
one spot, w hether it be a camp in the mountains or a 
bungalow by the sea. But with the automobile the 
scenery and conditions are constantly changing, and 
the tourist need not be long enough in one place to 
weary of it or be annoyed by quality or monotony of 
diet, noisiness or impertinent curiosity of fellow 
hace! guests, or oppressed by the heat or humidity. 

In the exclusiveness and freedom from proximity of 
other members of humanity which the automobile 
offers lies one of the chief delights of touring. 

The essentials of an enjoyable tour are congenial 
companions: a good car with good equipment, good 
roads, varied and attractive scenery, fair weather, 

good hotels we reliable road maps and guide books. 

but is in itself a pleasure. In a seniedlaal iii 
a national circulation no specific route can be laid out 
that would be available to a majority of the auto- 
mobilist readers, but some general suggestions may 
be offered that will perhaps prove helpful to a great 
many. 

Where to go is of course one of the first questions 
to arise. This must be decided individually accord- 
ing to circumstances. As all summer and early fall 
months are apt to be hot, however, a trip to the 
mountains or to the waterside offers the most attrac- 
tive solution. There is hardly a city east of the 
Mississippi River from which the mountains or 
some large body of water cannot be reached by 
automobile in a trip of two or three days, and the 
same statement holds true of most places west of 
Nebraska and Kansas and north of New Mexico 
and Arizona. The ideal trip would embrace visits 
to both mountain and shore resorts, and it is the 
proximity of mountain and sea together with well 
made roads, beautiful scenery and good hotels that 
makes touring in the New England States so popular. 
Residents of Boston, New York and Philadelphia 
and all the intermediate cities have a decided advan- 
tage in this respect, as the seashore is directly at 

hand with its many excellent resorts, and the White 
Mountains of New Hampshire, the Berkshire Hills 
in Western Massachusetts, the Catskills in lower 
New York State, the Adirondacks and Lakes George 
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and Champlain 

in uppe! New 

York State, the 

Moun 

\ cl 

the 

(sreen 

tains in 

mont and 

Allegheny range 

in central Penn- 

syivania are all 

AaACcCCE ssible by 

vood roads 

L he se sections 

are unsurpassed 

for touring, pat 

ticularly the 

W hite VM oun- 

tains and Green 

Mountains, be 

cause of their 

more northerly 

latitude and 

altitude 

rOURING THROUGH 

preat 

which make the temperature delightfully cool and 
invigorating even in the hottest July and \ugust 
weather New Hampshire’s range of mountains pos- 
sesses the added attraction of Mount Washington, the 

highest peak in New England, rising to an elevation 
of more than six thousand feet and surrounded by 

a score of other bold peaks with narrow passes 

Chis region is the Switzerland of America 
and is very popular with tourists by rail as well as 

by Entrance to the many high-class 
hotels is gained by deep notches in the mountains 

through which dashing rivers, railroads and wagon 

make thei From the top of Mount 
Washington, reached by a curious cog railroad, 

betwe en. 

motor ca.¢r. 

roads way. 

vessels at sea have sometimes been seen on excep- 

tionally clear when the 

of clouds. 

has not its 
the border in 

Maine are the Rangeley Lakes and other famous 
trout hshing waters. 

SO 

days summit 

customary veil Across 

delightful is the 

White Mountain trip that r 
it has been included in the 

route of the national tour s/s [= SSS 
4 ==ES 

of the American Aut- = =S 3 

mobile Association three = == dl 

times in four years, and —_— 

the Automobile Club of SSS 5. 

\merica made Mount = ~ i 

W ashington the objective 

point of its “Ideal” pleas- 

ure tour conducted in June 
this veal 
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Since the mem- 

bership of the Automobile 

Club of 

sents the 

\merica repre- 
concentrated of the 

essence of automobile Automobile 
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lollgate on a Pennsylvania road near Pennsville, on the route 

1908 annual tour of the American 

touring experi- 
ence and knowl- 
edge in the East, 
the itinerary 
mapped out for 

its “ideal tour”’ 
contains many 
useful sugges- 
tions to the 

motorist plan- 
ning a little pri- 
vate trip of 

hisown. The 
route which was 
selected was the 
natural outcome 
of the demand 

of the touring 
members for the 

best route which 
included the 
varied scenery 

of the mountains, with panoramas of streams, lakes, 
forests, rolling farm land and the rugged coast of 
Eastern New England. 

The distance was in the neighborhood of 850 miles, 
and ten days were allowed for the trip which could 

be made comfortably in that time. The tour began 
at New York and followed the north shore of Long 
Island Sound through the old cities of Greenwich, 
Stamford, and Bridgeport in Connecticut; thence it 
followed up the beautiful Naugatuck valley to Water- 
bury and through the foot-hills of the Berkshires in 

Massachusetts, taking in the most attractive towns 
of the region. Cutting diagonally across the lower 
end of Vermont through Manchester, the route took 
the tourists to Sunapee Lake for a night’s cool rest 
and thence for ninety miles through magnificent 

mountain scenery to Bretton Woods, in the heart of 
the White Mountains, where a rest of one day 

was enjoyed. The next 
stage was a run of eighty- 
two miles through the 
famous Crawford Notch 
and across the state border 
to Poland Springs, Me., at 
which popular resort an- 
other day’s halt was made. 

From the springs the route 
lay almost directly south 
to Portland, on the Atlan- 
tic coast, thence along the 

coast route past Old Or- 

chard Beach, across the 
Saco River and the Piscata- 
qua River which marks the 
state line between Maine 
and New Hampshire, to 

DELAWARE WATER GAP 

Association 



Where to go for a Tour 

Portsmouth and 
New Castle, 
made famous 
by the Russo- 
Japanese peace 
conference, and 
southward along 

the coastof Mas- 

sachusetts to 

Boston. Therea 
stop of one day 

was made to per- 

mit side excur- 
sions to the his- 

toric environs. 

From the Hub 
the tourists rode 
over some of the 
finest macad- 

amized state 

highways in 
America, past 

beautiful coun- 

try estates, through Worcester and Springfield in 

the Bay State and Hartford, in the Nutmeg State, 

to W aterbury for the night. This was the longest 

day’s run, covering a distance of 158 miles. The 
last day of the trip was southward through Connecti- 

cut to the shore of Long Island Sound and back to 

New York. 

It will be seen that this schedule provided the 
greatest diversity of pleasing scenery, a great mileage 
of excellent roads, one-day rests at most attractive 

summer resorts and one in Boston, night rests at 
places where superior hotel accommodations could 
be obtained, comparatively short runs where the 

roads were indifferent and the gradients steep, and a 

long run on the home trip where the roads were 
excellent and the land only rolling. There was 
plenty of sea, river and mountains in the trip, 

and many large cities 

were passed through, so 

that the tourists had no 
occasion to put up with 
poor food. All of the 

roads traversed are shown 

in carefully prepared 
automobile guide books 
that describe almost 
every mile of the way, 
giving minute directions 
as to turns, stating the 
distance from one town to 
the next, naming the 
best hotels and garages 

and giving other valuable 
information desired 
by the motor tourist. 

Climbing Jacob’s Ladder, Mass., 
Hills. 

the longest and hardest grade in the Berkshire 

Included in 1908 tour of the American Automobile Association 

An Occasional Glimpse of the Sea Makes a Touring 

Route Attractive 

Such a guide 
book is almost 
indispe snsable to 

P the enjoyment of 
aha a long trip, as it 
~ay makes it possible 

to drive all day 
without stop- 
ping to inquire 
the way of the 
natives, whose 

knowledge of 

the roads rarely 
extends beyond 

a few miles 
from their own 
villages and 

whose direc- 
tions at best are 

confusing and 
impossible to 
remember. 

When plan- 
ning a tour it is well to allow an excess of several 
days and not to insist upon sticking too rigidly to = 
schedule. The object of most tours, after all, 
enjoyment, and if one finds a place that is an r- 
latively delightful, it is wise to prolong the stay 
there for a day or two. Daily runs that are too long 
interfere with the pleasure, as long hours in the 
car become wearisome and fast driving prevents full 
enjoyment of the scenery. If there are two or more 
cars in the touring party they should keep well 
apart so that the dust raised by one will not bother 
the next following party and there will be no rivalry 
to take the lead, which develops racing, some- 
times with disastrous consequences, on unfamiliar 

roads. 

There are, of course, many good touring sec- 
tions and routes besides the ones mentioned. For 

example, one of the most 
interesting roads in the 
country, both scenically 
and historically, is the 
very good highway ex- 
tending westward from 
Philadelphia, through 
Lancaster, York and 
Gettysburg, which cities 
figured in both the Rev- 
olutionary War and the 
Civil War, and passes 

through a rugged moun- 
tain region. Kentucky 
offers some interesting 

touring country, although 

(Continued on page 12, 

Advertising Section.) 
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THE EDITOR’S TALKS AND CORRESPONDENCE 

The Editor wishes to extend a personal invitation to all readers of House and Garden to send to the Correspond- 
ence Department, inquiries on any matter pertaining to house finishing and furnishing. Careful consideration is given 
each inquiry, the letter and answer a published in due time as matters of interest to other readers. 

-addressed envelope are enclosed, the answer will be sent. early reply is desired if a stamp and sel 
whatever is made for any advice given. 

| is purposed to make the October number 

of House AND GARDEN of special interest to 
those about to furnish or decorate their 

The many letters addressed to the editor in 

the past six months which have set clearly before us 

the individual requirements of our readers in making 
such selections, has influenced the make up of this 

House Furnishing Number. 

home S 

he articles embodied in its pages will therefore be 
particularly directed to those among us who desire 

information in this held. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

SELECTING STAIN FOR THE EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE 

We are just completing plans for a cement and 
shingle house. We would be glad to have the advice 
ot Hot SI 

stain to be used on the shingles. We had thought 
something of using a gray stain but find it impossible 

to get one that is harmonious with the natural color 
of the cement. We would like to have rustic columns 

to the porches and the trim about the windows stained 
the same color as shingles for upper story. What 
color would you advise for the roof? 

Answer: We would advise a soft golden brown 

stain for the shingles and trim of your house, the 
lowet part of which ts cement. 

may be 

A lighter brown 

used for the shingled roof or a gray stain 
would look well there. | am mailing you addresses 
of manufacturers from whom you can obtain sample 

shingles showing these stains. 

DISGUISING THE RADIATOR 

\s subscriber and constant reader of HousE AND 
GARDEN | look to it for help in disguising the radia- 
tors in my otherwise very attractive house. You have 
given me many helpful suggestions for this house but 

the radiator question has not troubled me until re- 
cently. The woodwork throughout will be treated 
with an ivory white enamel. Must | have the hideous 

AND GARDEN on the selection of color of 

Where an 
No charge 

gold finish on the radiators or is there something 
more attractive that I can use? There are two 
window seats in the living-room and hall and an 
alcove space in dining-room where the radiators can 

be placed against a six foot wainscot. I hope to hear 
from you promptly. 

Answer: We are glad to note that this depart- 
ment has been of help to you and would suggest in 
regard to the treatment of your radiators that in all 
rooms where the white enamel is used for wood work 
a similar color be employed for the finish of the radia- 
tor. ‘There is a product now on the market which 
is more lasting and holds its color better than any 

we have tried prev iously. We are pleased to send 
you the name of this material. 

Have you considered in your dining-room using the 
radiator with the plate box set in the top? It is 
extremely convenient and not at all noticeable. 
These radiators may be obtained in various sizes. 
Since you have an alcove in which you can place 
your radiator you will find it will not be an objection- 
able feature in the room if treated as above advised 
with the ivory white finish. We feel with you that 
metallic paints are not good from a decorative view- 

point. 

The window seat idea is an excellent one and is 
often used with great success. I am sending you 
the address of a firm who will supply you with full 
information in regard to the placing of radiators. 

MIRRORS AS A DECORATIVE FEATURE IN A ROOM 

Would you advise the use of many mirrors in a 
small apartment? I have three rooms which open 
together and can have a large over-mantel mirror and 
other mirrors placed as I may suggest. I remember 
seeing in some of your talks that mirrors add to the 
apparent size of a room. 

Answer: Where mirrors are used with great dis- 
cretion in small rooms they add much to the beauty 

(Continued on page 12, Advertising Section.) 



THE HOUSE 

CCORDING to the calendar, September is 
the first of the fall months, but in truth, it 
is a part of summer. North and South 

come now some of the loveliest days, full of sunshine 
vigor, and warmth. Nature at this time seems to 
put forth her best effort, realizing apparently, that 
she has almost run a season’s course, and there is 
commonly a prodigality of beauty. Why then shut 
out the outdoor world, or turn to thoughts of winter? 
Postpone autumnal cleaning (if you still hold to the 
tradition of your grandmothers and have a semi- 
annual domestic upheaval), as long as possible, 
and make as few changes as you can in the appear- 

ance of the house until October. The winter is 
long enough as it is, and wear and tear will be saved 
by waiting until after the windows can be closed to 
get out the winter furnishings. 

There are, to be sure, many little things which 
can be done in September that will greatly expedite 
matters. Such, for example, as having the curtains 
laundered, the carpets and rugs got down and care- 
fully gone over, and mended, if need be. It is taken 
for granted, of course, that the lace and muslin cur- 
tains have all been washed when they were taken 
down in the spring, and have been put away rough 
dry, in which case all they now need is to be starched 
and stretched. Beware of putting too much starch 
in the water in which they are dipped, and take the 
utmost pains to see that the frames upon which they 
are placed are perfectly straight, for a curtain which 
is stiff will not hang nicely and one which is askew is 
a perpetual vexation. 

At the last of the month it is advisable to have the 
awnings taken down, carefully folded and stored, 
as the sun’s rays are no longer sufficiently direct to be 
unpleasant, and the late September storms are apt 
to do them injury. Be sure to see that they are 
perfectly dry when they are packed away and thus 
guard against mildew. In some localities screens 
can also be dispensed with at this time, but it is wise 
to retain them as long as the windows are kept con- 
tinually open 

It is in September that the first cool nights come, 
and the first frosty evenings; when a little fire on the 
sitting-room hearth is genuinely welcome. It behooves 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MONTH 

one, therefore, to have the chimneys attended to, 
and to have the heating plant completely over- 
hauled. Don’t wait until the furnace smokes, or 
the kitchen range refuses to burn, before having 
them attended to. Make sure now that your chim- 
neys are free, that the flues are in repair, and the 
drafts working, before the necessity for use is at 
hand. This will mean a saving in actual cost, in 
inconvenience and dirt. 

It is at this time, also, that the winter’s supply of 
fuel should be got in, if it has not been already, and 
the cellar should be put in readiness for its reception. 
Have it re-whitewashed at this time by all means— 
see that the rubbish which has accumulated during 
the summer is removed —and have the drains 
attended to. If in the evening you want a little fire 
to give cheeriness and take the chill off the air, try 
crushed coke in the grate—it is excellent for such 
purposes and comparatively inexpensive. 

Perhaps it may be advisable also to have the chim- 
neys pointed up, the putty around the windows 
renewed, the catches holding the shutters back seen 
to, and any shortcomings in the roof made good, in 
order to be prepared for the autumnal wind and rain 

storms. Window cords may also need renewing - 

faucets in the kitchen and the laundry require new 
washers. 

And why not give special thought to the laundry 
at this time? When the cellar is being gone over, it 
will be easy todo so. ‘The walls should be repainted 
or whitewashed, the stove, the tubs, and the drier, 
examined and tested. See particularly that the floor 
is not damp and that the ventilation is good. ‘These 
things affect both the health of the laundress and the 
quality of her work. 

If any plaster is loose, any ceiling cracked, it 
should be 1eplaced, or repaired immediately, before 

the carpets are down or the covers removed from 
the furniture. There is no dirtier work than this, 
and nothing more destructive to the 
hangings than the plaster dust. 
When the carpets are taken out of the storeroom 

and before the awnings and screens are put in have it 
thoroughly cleaned—the walls wiped down and well 
scrubbed, the cracks filled and the shelves dusted. 
This will eradicate chance moths as well as dust and 
dirt which is bound to accumulate during the summer. 

floors and 
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If any carpentry work has to be done it may be 

well to have some extra shelves put up in the store- 

room, the pantry, or some unused closet. Perhaps, 

too, a window seat may be built or a fire-side settle. 

Built in furniture can be made very attractive and 

serviceable. It ts especially desirable 

to have such work as this done in September before 
new draperies are purchased, or new furnishings 
supplied, in order that all upholstery work can be 

at once and an entire scheme of color carried 

excee sdingly 

done 

out. 

In September, moreover, it is wise to decide what 
new furnishings will be required 
to be treated 

ranted. 

how each room ts 

and what expenditures will be war- 

These are, to be sure, the expedients of the 

“comfortably poor’ but it is they, after all, who are 

the home makers, and even by the wealthy, little 
economies are not despised. Caring for a house and 
planning its arrangement are the real pleasures of 
owne rship 

THE GARDEN 

PANSY and larkspur seed should now be sown. 

From the seed of the pansy now sown the 
earliest spring blooming can be had. With the 
larkspur early spring growth is secured and blooms 
before the middle of summer. 

There are many attentions the garden should 
during the month mostly, however, with 

regard to effects for next year. here will be days 

during the month when exercise in the garden will 

receive 

be real pleasure. 

{It is now the best time of the year to make a lawn 

where it is to be made from the seed. Fall sowing 
of seed will give a good covering of grass free from 
weeds; the spring growth will develop before the 

weeds get out of winter quarters. The established 

lawn must be given plenty of irrigation to keep it 
looking well during the fall months. 

lhe ground should be kept stirred lightly about 
all kinds. This treatment will produce 

marked increase of fall growth. 
If there is any budding to be done it should not 

longer be delayed. The stock and buds are both 
now in the best of condition, the former containing 
the requisite sap while the latter are sufficiently 
matured for good results. Budding in the spring is 
seldom successful as the buds are then too tender. 

plants of 

Last month we had something to say about the 
beauties of the peony for home cultivation and 

promised suggestions this month as to their planting 
and cultivation. 

First of all borne in mind that the 
peony is an extremely gross feeder. The bed where 

cannot be made any too fertile while a 

must be 

planted 
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moderate degree of moisture is essential to the stron- 
gest stems and most desirable flowers. 

Assuming that the finest flowers are desired, like 

any other desirable result, adequate preparation is 

necessary. A good plan is to make an excavation, 
the desired size of the bed, some eighteen or more 
inches deep. A layer of from four to six inches of 

well-rotted or pulverized cow-manure should be put 
in the bottom, and well spaded in. The soil taken 

out should be lightened by the addition of sand, 
leaf-mould, and well-rotted manure in bulk about 
one-third of these to two-thirds of the soil. This 
should then be turned over sufficiently to thoroughly 
mix and incorporate all the ingredients in the mass. 
Fill up the excavation with the prepared soil, drawing 
it to an elevation in the center of some six or eight 
inches above the level of the surrounding earth. 

In setting out the plants, allow sufficient room for 
their development into large clumps. At least 
three feet of space should be allowed to each plant 
for proper development. Place the crowns two and 
one-half or three inches below the surface, and firm 
the soil well about the roots. This beimg done the 
bed should be covered with a mulch, three or four 
inches thick, of strawy manure, or a mulch that 
contains a large percentage of decayed forest leaves. 

The time for planting the peony is as early after 
the middle of August as the bulbs become ripened. 
While the planting can be continued as long as the 
soil can be cultivated in the fall, it should be finished 

by the first of November. The early planting is 
best; the late planting will lose a year in vac: ag 
full development. If the planting is delayed until 
very late it is perhaps better to wait until spring and 

then get them out as early as the soil can be properly 
worked. But all late planting as well as spring 
planting requires an additional year to develop into 

full normal growth. 

The peony requires but little attention in the way 
of cultivation. It thrives and increases in beauty 
surprisingly every year with the attention which with 

many other plants would amount to neglect.- By 

the third year after planting all the ground will be 
occupied and densely shaded by the foliage which 
will prevent any decided growth of weeds. 

It will be well to see that sufhcient moisture is 
supplied during spring months, April and May, 

when there is liable to be more or less drouth. The 
bed can be thoroughly saturated once or twice a 

week to a depth of twelve or fifteen inches by 
turning on the hose and allowing the water to run at 
will. The number of blooms will be greatly increased 
while the quality and size of the flowers will be much 
improved by these frequent drenchings in the spring 
months. 

In the fall, after the ground has frozen cut the 
plants off about three inches above the surface of 

(Continued on page 15, Advertising Se tion.) 



WEEPING TREES 

HAVE a weeping tree of some kind in my front 
yard that | found on the place when I came 
here, some five years ago. The tree grows up 

straight for about five feet when it branc hos: out and 

droops towards the ground. ‘Three years ago some 
of the branches commana to grow up’ straight and 

now one side is losing its weeping character, and be- 
coming an ordinary upright grower. Why is it! 

Can a tree change in its form of growth ? _ Can you 

tell me the name fi it? S. M. P. 

There are so many forms of weeping trees that I 
cannot identify yours from your description. Un- 
doubtedly the trouble with your tree is, to use a 
phrase common among tree men, the stock (the 
trunk) has run away with the graft (the weeping 
part). Nearly all weeping trees are grafted or 
budded stocks, that is, the stem is an upright form of 

the species, and the head or drooping part, a weeping 
form of the same or an allied species, the latter being 
budded or grafted upon the former. If you examine 
your tree carefully, you can probably see where the 

grafting took place. Look immediately under that 
part of the trunk from which the weeping branches 
start, and you will find evidence of a change in the 
appearance of thetrunk. Sometimes it is a constric- 
tion and sometimes a swelling. Generally speaking, 
the species to which the renk belongs is a stronger 
grower than the weeping part, and any branches ema- 
nating from it would soon outgrow the w eeping part. 

There is no doubt but that your tree trunk has sent 
out some branches below the graft, and they are 
monopolizing the strength of the tree. The weeping 
part, being deprived of its share of sap, has died back. 
Your tree may have been neglected too long. Cut 
these robber branches off close to the trunk and it 
may recover its weeping form. 

Sometimes a shrub form of a species is grafted upon 
a tree form, as is the case with the Catal pa Bungett 

and Prunus triloba. W eeping forms of a tree are 
what are called “Sports,”’ 1. e., departures from the 

type. Most of the colored-leaved or cut-leaved trees 
are sports. When a sport is discovered, if it is pleas- 
ing in appearance, it is perpetuated by the nursery- 
men. Sometimes these sports show themselves by a 

variation in one branch or part of a branch, or one 

ConpucrTeD By W. C. EGAN 

may develop among a lot of seedlings as did Teas’ 
weeping mulberry. Mr. Teas, a nurseryman, found 
among a large bed of seedlings one plant that instead 

of assuming the usual upright form, sprawled out 
upon the ground. He saved it, grafted it upon some 
trunks of the upright form and gave us the weeping 
mulberry of our gardens. It is a very interesting 

fact that the ideionnee action of the same sap arising 
from the roots produced an upright g growing branch 

from the trunk, but the moment its actions are at 

work above the graft, it produces a weeping branch. 
Many rare trees are grafted just above the root, as 

is often River’s purple beech. Garden roses are 
often grafted at the root, and sometimes suckers from 

the root spring up, and if allowed to grow destroy the 
part we want. 

Ordinary trees have their allotted period of life 
and die, but their species is continued through their 
seed. But with sports it is different. ‘They seldom 
reproduce their kind by seed, but by grafting or bud- 

ding their existence is carried on inde finitely. They 
are in one sense a part of the original tree although 
that tree may have been dead a hundred years. 

The top of any tree is formed of the continued 

growth of the life cells that had their origin at its base. 
So, too, are the many sports now in existence, formed 
of life cells that originated i in the first of its kind, and 
may be young and vigorous while their former part 
may be dead and gone. 

HARDY PLANTS 

What is really meant by the term “hardy,” as 

applied to plants? I have bought so-called hardy 
plants and they have winter killed. visto 3 

The adjective hardy, when used in connection with 
any plant of a pere -nnial nature, such as shrubs, trees, 
bulbs or herbaceous perennials, suggests not only a 
constitution vigorous enough to stand the rigors of 

the winter, but also an adaptability to a variety of 

soils and surroundings. 
The butterfly weed, Asclepias tuberosa, is indig- 

enous in the sandy slopes ten miles south of here, 
(Highland Park, Illinois,) but with me, in a clay loam 
even in well drained situations, it seldom lasts the 
second year, and therefore cannot be classed as 

(Continued on page 15, Advertising Section.) 
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Mantels or Chimney-Pieces 
By ALICE 

SHE 
mante | in 

importance given the chimney-piece or 
the architecture of the middle 

eighteenth century and earlier, is shown in 

the fact that many designers of that period devoted 

themselves largely to chimney-pieces. 

Thomas A. Strange in his interesting book on 

“Woodwork and Interior Decoration in England 
during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries” 
gives excerpts ftom the “Chimney-piece Makers Daily 
\ssistant, or A Treasury of New Designs for Chim- 
ney-pieces,”’ by Thomas Milton, John Crunden and 
Placido Columbani. ‘This contains a table giving 

proper dimensions of chimney-pieces for various 

sized rooms which it quaintly states “‘may be applied 
to the most plain and simple designs and gradually 

the grand and magnificent, antique, 
ornamental Gothic There 

a list of rooms in which these may be used. 

Many of these suggestions may be well turned to 

account by the 

lhe characteristics of the 

most designers of the late s 

asce nd to 
’°) 

modern, and tastes. 

follows 

designers of to-day. 

seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries Were so pronounced as to be readily identi- 
fied. ‘The work of Thomas Johns in chimney- -pieces, 
virandoles, over-doors, etc., was decidedly rococo in 
type Mathias Lock was of the 

Inigo Jone 

same school. 

s’ study of the Italian renaissance ts felt 

the 

chimney- pieces 

strongly in 

of his design- 

ing. Lhe close 

association 

of the won- 

derful artist 

and wood Caf- 

ver, Grinling 
Gibbons, with 

Sir Christo- 

pher Wren ts 

evidenced in 

much of the 

representative 

work of the 

latter Also in 

this country 

and in many of 

our fine old 

New England 
Colonial houses 

beautiful 

chimney-pleces 

are 

MANTEL WITH 

We ate indebted to Lhe 

E. A 
Colonial Fireplace Co., 

Jackson & Brother, New 

104 

architects and also of 

FIREPLACE 

Chicago; The 

York, for the 

L. SMITH 

of carved wood, which are the work of the renowned 
artist himself, or some of his best pupils. 

The delicacy of treatment and simple dignity of 
line of the Adam period is brought out as completely 
in the chimney-piece and over-mantel decorations as 

in any part of their architectural detail of furnishing. 
Many of these old designs are partially reproduced 
and shown to-day in the line of mantels ready to set 
in place. U nfortunately this sometimes results in a 
mongrel mixture which is equally unsuited to rooms 
either modern or antique. 

Washington Irving has called the hearth “the 
rallying place* of the affection” and certainly there 
is no single detail of a room which adds so greatly 
to its beauty and livableness, and which so draws 
together the dwellers in the home as a cheerful open 

hreplace. 

Therefore, the importance of the mantel and tile 
to-day cannot be over-estimated. A room otherwise 
beautiful and correct in detail and color may have 
all of its good points swamped by an unsuitable and 

inharmonious mantel. To select a design which is 
in accord with the general plan architectural of the 
room is essential. There are on the market many 
chimney-pieces and mantels ready to set in place. 

These are planned to fill the architectural require- 
ments of various rooms of special design. The 

Colonial man- 
tels here repro- 
duced, in sim- 
plicity of design 
and correct pro- 

portion cannot 

be improved. 

Mantels such 
as these would 
be found en- 

tirely suitable 
for use in rooms 
where the Col- 

onial idea is 

dominant. 

A wider field 

Is covered by 

mantels of brick 

and tile. Many 
of the former 

are built on 

quaint lines 
suggestive of 

OF ROUGH BRICK Colonial days 

Rookwood Pottery Co., Cincinnati, and 

accompanying illustrations 



Mantels or Chimney-Pieces 

and some show 

real mission or 

craftsman effects. 
These mantels 
ready to set in 
place, which can 
be bought for a 

reasonable sum, are 
found particu- 
larly suitable to 
houses of these 
types as well as to 
other of the ver- 
nacular houses. 
Especially are 
these mantels suit- 
ed to the hall, liv- 
ing-room and den. 

Some manufac- 

turers of mantels 

will submit de- 
signs made up 
for special plans. 

Mantels so or- 
dered will com- 
plete the archi- 
tectural detail of a 
room and are rea- 
sonable in_ price. 
In the estimates for such mantels, tiles may or may 
not be included. Where the mantels are to be 
installed in places where there are no skilled work- 
men, slabbed facings should be used. That is, 
facings are made of the regular tile set in iron 
frames and arranged in three pieces so that any 

wy 

COLONIAL MANTEL OF SIMPLE DESIGN 

% Four feet eight inches high and 

ate. five feet wide. Tile opening forty- 

' two inches wide and thirty-nine 
inches high 

MANTEL FACING, EXQUISITE IN COLOR AND DESIGN 

ordinary workman 
can put them in 
place. 

Where it is de- 
sired to bring into 
prominence the 
decorative scheme 
as evinced by the 
wall frieze about 
the room, a mantel 
of tile after the 
style of the one 
shown in the pic- 
ture may be effec- 
tively introduced. 
These decorative 
tiles could be used 
singly or in borders 
in connection with 
the same make of 

tilein plain soft col- 
ors. [hedecorative 
tile comes in very 
excellent designs 
and beautiful 
colors. All of 

these tiles show the 
mat or dull glazed 
finish. A point 

in regard to all-faience mantels, is that the corners 
turning into the fire-box proper and the sides where 
the returns into the wall occurs, show rounded edges 
known as “ Bull Nose.”’ These edges being glazed, 
there is no occasion for metal fireframe or finish- 
ing bands of any sort. In mantels of this kind such 

beeescabe en Beeb hb snan seh shsbscdhshabedhbbhbibbhpsssnasheraadl oanpesnes , 

MANTEL OF COLONIAL DESIGN 

Fluted columns with Corin- 

thian capitals. The mantel 
is five feet six inches high and 

five feet wide. ‘Tile opening 

forty-two inches square 
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A LIVING-ROOM MANTEL 

treatment produces a better effect as it prevents 

bringing together two materials not necessarily 
related and which are not needed for a complete 
hnish lhe shelf of the mantel ts frequently ot 

wood like the standing woodwork of the room. 

lhe irregularity and variation in color and texture 

which the mat glazed tile shows, constitutes one of 

A DINING-ROOM MANTEL 

the greatest charms of the material. In a very attrac- 
tive nursery where the goose girl paper has been 
used for the upper third of the wall, the tile in the fire- 
place shows a design which completes the picture. 

As there is no single detail of the house or its finish- 
ing which adds so much to its completed beauty as a 

suitable, dignified and well proportioned mantel, 
it is reassuring to the man of moder- 
ate means who is about to build, to 
know that he can have mantels, and 

good mantels, at a cost proportionately 
less than any other decorative feature of 
the house. 

a (gr tee Je 

NURSERY MANTEL FACING, TILES PAINTED IN SEVERAI 

100 

AN EXCELLENT COLONIAL DESIGN FOR MANTEI 

The columns are fluted and have capitals of 

the lonic order. The height and width are the 
same —five feet. The tile opening is forty-two 
inches wide and thirty-nine inches high. COLORS 
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FORCING BULBS AND BULBS ADAPTED 

TO HOUSE CULTURE 

(Continued from page 91.) 

tuberose — all very desirable plants for 
amateur coliaie -are generally classed 
among the bulbs because their flowers 
resemble those of the bulb family in so 
many respects, but neither of the four 

has bulbous roots. Their roots are of 
a fleshy, half-tuberous character. 
The calla is a plant everybody ad- 

mires, and almost every grower of house- 
plants includes it in her collection, but 
very often the complaint is made that it 
produces leaves and few, if any, flowers. 
I am inclined to think that this comes 
about, in most cases, because its owner 
keeps it growing, or attempting to grow, 
the year round. We have very few 
plants that will do well under such treat- 
ment. 

They must havea resting-spell some- 
time during the year. This is in accord 
with a general law of Nature, and 

we cannot expect the plants in our win- 
dows to flourish if we ignore it. If the 
calla is put out of doors in June, and left 
there until September, turned down on 
its side, it will lose all its leaves, and one 
would quite naturally think it must be 
dead. But an examination of its thick 
root will convince you to the contrary. 

Repot it in a soil composed of oe 
parts loam, muck or other soil rich i 
vegetable matter, and old manure, ps 

it water, and in a short time it will send 
up great, healthy leaves such as you 
never see on a plant kept growing ‘the 
year round, and it will give you fine 
flowers at intervals throughout the sea- 
son. The calla isa very accommodating 

plant, and often blooms well in winter 

after having been kept growing all 
summer, if liberally supplied with liquid 
fertilizer. Many persons treat it as if 

it were an aquatic, and keep its roots 

standing in water, but I have never seen 
good flowers from a plant so treated. 
The continuous use of hot water I con- 
sider harmful. It weakens the plant, 
and makes it lax and flabby in tissue. 

The agapanthus, often called lily of 
the palace, has foliage resembling that of 

the amaryllis, though longer and nar- 
rower. It sends up a flower-stalk three 

or four feet tall in summer, bearing an 
immense cluster of lily-shaped flowers of 
a dainty shade of porcelain or dark 
lavender blue, with stripes of a lighter 
shade running through the petal. 

In 

International 
GOLD MEDAL 

prova 
GOLD MEDAL GRAND PRIZE MEDAL 

COD AIA © AD) FEIN 
4c eine 
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ST. LOUIS JAMESTOWN 

HIGHEST AWARD GRANTED THE PRUDENTIAL AT EACH EXPOSITION. 

The Prudential 
Represents the Highest Standard of Efficiency 

in Office and Field Administration. 

The NEW Low Cost Policy 
is the highest modern development of everything 

most desirable in Life Insurance. 

Annual Cost Whole Life Policy, Per $1,000 

Age 20 = $14.96 Age 40 = 26.09 

Age 25 «= 16.77 Age 45 = 31.47 

Age 30. = 19.08 Age 50 - 38.83 

Age 35 - 22.10 Age 55 = 48.98 

Send Today for Specimen Policy and Rate at YOUR Age. 
State Occupation. 

The Prudential 
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA 

Incorporated as a Stock Company by the State 

JOHN F. DRYDEN, 
President. Dept. 25 

, (MAS THE 

STRENGTH OF 

GIBRALTAR 

of New Jersey. 

Home Office, 

NEWARK N. J. 

= vv H » Do you want the cheer, the com- 

im rour riome. 
room in your house which can be 

OUR BEAUTIFUL FREE BOOK — ‘‘HOME AND THE FIREPLACE” 

the world sold under a positive guarantee of satisfaction. It tells all about the Colonial 

sentative selections from the complete Colonial line with descriptions and prices. 

fort that only an open fire can 

absolutely transformed by the addition of a fireplace! Or, if you are thinking of ~ ame 

is a regular mine of information about fireplace construction. It tells you what to seek 

Plan that makes buying a fireplace as simple as ordering a picture. Besides, it contains 

If you have any idea of building, or if you would like to know how and where you 

Do You Want a Fireplace 
give? Haven't you at least one 

don't you owe it to yourself to find out all you can about fireplaces before deciding! 

in a fireplace and what to avoid. lt tells all about Colonial Fireplaces, the only kind in 

a number of beautiful illustrations of the splendid Colonial Designs — just a few repre- 

can add a fireplace to your present home, you need this book. 

WRITE TODAY A postal will do, your name and address is all we want, 
but we would suggest that you write at once. If you 

delay, you may lose this paper or forget all about it. Just drop us a line right now, 

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO., Dept. 126,12th St. and 46th Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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; no occasion feoaren al even strik- 
ing a match when you want clean, hot water at 

any hot water faucet in the house if there's a Ruud 
Water Heater in your basement. You simply turn any hot 

water faucet foras much oras little hot water asneeded. The water flows 

scalding hot in ten seconds, One or all hot water faucets may be open, yet the supply of hot water 
is inexhaustible, and there's no trouble, no extra heat or unsightly range boiler in the kitchen. The RUU aatemate On 

On a hot day there 

Water Heater 
wivse hot water at the teast cost because tf ts in operation only 

while hot water is flowing. It is started by turning any hot 
w ate r faucet; it automatically regulates itself while faucet is 

yen, aud stops working altogether the moment faucet is 
‘ sei. Burns either natural or artificial gas. The quickest, 

a! « My cleanest, most convenient, most economical and most prac- 
A \S tical water heater made 

i» 4 (Au | \ Easy to attach in your basement to pipes already installed. 
T Ittakes a book to tellaboutit. Write for this FREE book to-day 
7 

. —/ A | 

} I 

aL 

aod for let of families in your vicinity who use the Kuud. 

RUUD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Dept, Ff, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Branches every where) 

(Hritieh Reed Manufactaring ( ~~ — , Lendon, Eng. 
pousias ( Read Heleewasser Apparate ban, arg, Germany. 

Decorative 

Cloths 

THE 
HOLLISTON 

MILLS 
Used by the highest class decora- 
tors in the country and found 

superior to any other wall covering 

NORWOOD, MASS. 

U.S. A. 
Absolutely sanitary—will not hold dust—colors are fast, lasting and match perfectly. 

New York Office No. 67 Fifth Avenue 

SEND FOR SAMPLE BOOKS—FREE 

‘ 

These flowers, individually, are small, 
but there are so many in a cluster— 
often fifty or sixty —that the effect is very 
striking. Each flower is borne on a 
stem an inch or two in length, and all 
these flowers radiate outwardly from a 
common center, thus giving the effect, 

when a plant is in full bloom, of a great, 
globular flower. It is of the easiest 
culture. Give it a soil of rich loam 
mixed with rotten cow-manure, plenty 

of water during its season of growth— 
which is from April to August—and 
store it in the cellar from November to 

March, and it will ask little else at your 
hands. It will live for an indefinite 
time, increasing in profusion of flowers 
with age, and needing only an occasional 
shift to a larger pot. 

Imantophyllum is a plant seldom 
found in the collections of the amateur 
gardener. But it has claims to consid- 
eration which many of the plants found 
there do not have. It bears a striking 
resemblance to Vallota purpurea in 
every respect save that of color. It is a 

tawny red, or red showing a hint of 
orange. This, like the agapanthus and 
vallota, can be wintered in the cellar 
safely, though if kept up it often gives 
a winter crop of flowers. 

The tuberose would have more friends 
than it has at present if it were hardy 
enough to withstand early frosts when 
planted out in the garden. Compara- 
tively few persons undertake to grow 
it there, therefore its merits are not 
generally understood. But we of the 
North, where frosts come early, can 
effect a compromise with Nature in the 
cultivation of this really lovely flower, 
and grow it in pots. So grown it will be 
found extremely useful for the fall dec- 
oration of the window-garden and 
greenhouse. Put two or three roots of 
it in a seven inch pot of rich sandy soil, 
in July, keep them well supplied with 
water and exposed to full sunshine 
during the summer and early fall, and 
along about September they will send 
up flower-stalks three or four feet high. 
In October and November they will 
give a generous crop of white flowers 
with thick, wax-like petals and a fra- 
grance as heavy and rich as that of the 
cape jasmine or magnolia. Those who 
have never grown sheie plant in the house 
will find it adapted to amateur culture, 
and a very desirable addition to the 
comparatively small list of plants that 
bloom close on the edge of winter. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hous® AND GARDEN. 
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The A. J. Crawford Co. 

We are specialists in furnish- 
ing and interior decorating in 
the English Periods. 

The largest collection of Eng- 
lish furniture in America. 

Reproductions of our exclu- 
sive models at moderate prices. 

251-255 Fitth Avenue 

New York 
ONE OF A SET OF ELEVEN CHIP- 

PENDALE DINING ROOM CHAIRS 

P RESERVES your 
AGENTS 

shingles, makes 

the artistic house 

perfect, makes the ugly H. M. HOOKER CO., 
128 W. Washington St., Chicago 

W. S. HUESTON, 

22 E. 22d St., New York 

JOHN D. S. POTTS, 

218 Race St., Philadelphia 

F. H. McDONALD, 
619 The Gilbert, Grand Rapids 

F. T. CROWE & CO., 

house artistic. Soft 

velvety colors. No 

disagreeable odors. 

Send for sample colors. 

“s ere eae : Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Wash. 

e om aa - grt + Say : and Portland, Ore. 

DEXTER BROS. CO. Green & Green Architects Los Angeles KLATT-HIRSCH & CO.. 

103-105 Broad Se... on 113 Front St., San Francisco, Cal. 

If your brick or concrete house leaks, | W. W. LAWRENCE & CO., BOSTON, - MASS. y Pittsburg, Pa. 

ask about ANTIAQUATINE 

In writing to advertisers please mention Tlousm anp Carory., 
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This Book is FREE fo every 
Hauseholder 

(4 

Sta 
MODERN BATH-ROOMS 

Every man and every woman who wants to have a 
healthful, sanitary home should send at once for a 
copy of this free book. Send for it now and read it. 

This is the modern bathroom book. It contains over 100 beautifully illustrated 
pages of information that every householder should have. You want a health- 
ful, sanitary home. This book tells you how you can secure it. You want to 
know whether your present sanitary conditions are what they ought to be. 
This book tells you what you ought to know. If you are building or remodeling 
your home, it gives you a mass of information that will be invaluable to you 
in deciding on your sanitary arrangements. “‘Modern Bathrooms’’ completely 
solves your sanitary problem for you. It is the most instructive and beautiful 
book ever issued on this subject. And there is a copy free— for every one. 

‘MODERN BATHROOMS’ ‘**MODERN BATHROOMS” 

dives actual photographs and describes in detail 16 also contains many beautiful illustrations of mod- 
different bathroom interiors ranging in price from ern kitchens and laundries. It tells exactly what 

$69 to $542. No matter how much or how little you can fixture to use for every purpose; how much 
afford for your bathroom equipment, it tells you how these fixtures cost, and how to plan, buy and ar- 
you can make your bathroom absolutely healthful range them in the most economical and attractive 
and sanitary, and how to get the best and most way Every householder should have a copy of 
valuable equipmeat for the least possible money. this book. It will pay you to send for and read it. 

You cannot get this book from any publisher. You cannot buy it at any 
price. But you can secure it free from us by writing for it today. Enclose 
6c. postage and send us the name of your architect and plumber if selected. Write now. 

Address, Standard Sanftary TMf—.Co. Dept. 40, Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S. A. 
Offices and Showrooms in New York: “Standard” Building, 35-37 West 31st Street. 

Louisville: 25-129 West Main Street Pittsburgh : New Orleans: Cor. Baronne & St. Joseph Sts. 
Leadon, Eng. : 22 Holborn Viaduct. F. C 949 Penn Avenue. Cleveland: 648-652 Huron Road, S. E 

WATER SUPPLY. The problem solved by the 

Kewanee System of Water Supply. Write for 64 | 
page illustrated catalog No. 44. 

Kewanee Water Supply Co., Kewanee, Ill 

EXTRACT mSheep Manure 
es - Kiln dried and pulverized. No weeds or bad 

The Standard for Sixty Years odors. Helps nature hustle. For garden, 
A: oal S lawn, trees, shrubs, fruits and house plants. 

Nothing else so quickly affords relief 
from sunburn, insect bites, chafing. etc. 

$4. 00 $4 LARGE BARREL. Cash with Order. 

| Refuse all substitutes. The genuine 

Delivered to your Freight Station. 

is sold only in original 

Apply now, 

al sealed bottles. The Pulverized Manure Co.. 30 Union Stock Yards, Chicago. 
LAWONT, CORLISS & OO... Agoute, New Tork 

AUTOMOBILES 

Where to go for a Tour 

(Continued from page 99.) 

the roads are often poor. In the lake re- 
gions of Wisconsin and Minnesota there 
are numerous attractive summer resorts 
and the roads are often good. The 
Great Lakes offer alluring attractions 
for tourists in the adjacent states, who 
frequently penetrate into Canada from 
Buffalo and Detroit. The Thousand 
Islands and St. Lawrence region 
are objective points for thousands of 
automobilists and motor boat enthu- 
siasts, while Montreal and Quebec are 

delightfully quaint and are more typi- 
cally Old World cities than many 
European cities. Canadian roads as a 
rule are not boulevards like the hun- 
dreds of miles of state roads that make 
New Jersey, Massachusetts and Con- 
necticut famous for touring, but they 
are generally fair. “The Delaware Water 
Gap | is centrally located for a great many 
tourists and is well worth a visit. It can 
be reached in a day’s run from New 
York or P hiladelphia and offers pictur- 
esque mountain and river scenery, good 
hotels and fair roads. 

One might go on indefinitely naming 
sections that are suitable for pleasure 
touring, but any automobilist can pick 

them out for himself if he will but keep 
in mind the fundamentals that make for 

enjoyment of a trip—diversified and 
pleasing scenery, good roads, good 
hotel accommodations, freedom from 
excessive heat, and reliable guide books 
or road maps. 

THE EDITOR’S TALKS AND CORRE- 

SPONDENCE 

(Continued from page 100.) 

of the room and may be distinctly deco- 

rative. We, however, advise you 
against a large over-mantel mir- 
ror as ina small room this is a very 
objectionable feature. If you have a 
paneled space between the windows of 

your principal room you would obtain a 
good effect by having a mirror set in 
extending the full length from picture 
rail to base: board. A long narrow mir- 
ror framed flat might be used over your 
mantel effectively. One should use much 
care in placing mirrors in a small room. 

TILES FOR A PATIO 

I desire to pave the floor of a patio 

with tile and would be glad to have you 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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advise me upon the selection of these | 
also the probable cost of same. If you 
can send me the name of parties from 
whom I can obtain these goods I will ap- 
preciate it. 

MENNEN'S 
BORATED TALCUM 

TOILET POWDER 
Answer: There are very attractive 

dull red tiles made in Wales which 
would be satisfactory to you for the 
paving of your patio. These come 
in sizes six by six and nine by nine. 
The cost is 50 cents a square foot. 
I have mailed you the addresses of firms 
from whom you can obtain these. I am 
also sending you the name of a material 

y 

Paint Victory 
which I would recommend for the A victory of any kind is only valuable in 
TS 3 a eer a : oe proportion to the tangible results you obtain. s 
hnishing of the walls in your kitchen. You know that accomplishing something ae 
his is durable and washable and comes that anyone else can do is not victory— “Baby's Best Friend” 

ce Peer Oe 3 a Pe —And that applies to paint just as it and Mamma's greatest comfort. Mennen’s relieves and in an excellent choice of tints. applies to anything else. prevents Chafing, Sunburn, Prickly Heat and Chapping. 
7 ai - .< ‘ or your protection ne genuine is put up In non- 

W hen paint fade Sy peels, chalks, blisters refillable boxes—the “Box that Lox,” with Mennen's 
CHOOSING A FINISH AND COLOR FOR after six months’ wear, it is not a victo- face on‘top. Sold everywhere or by mail 25 cents. 

nas Siva? rious paint. Sample free. 
KITCHEN WALLS It is a victorious paint when it stands for pe ly I Sigg ny 

three, six, or even more years battle against GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J. 

Please advise me as to correct the Weetiier. Henson's Borofed Skin Soap (bie wrapper) { Samples ease ad ase e as R CUSECA And here’s paint that actually wears that hicaaninkeiea Ce 
color and finish to use for kitchen long— 
walls. I want something that is thor- 
oughly hygienic and washable. I would 
like a light color. The woodwork in (0) 
the kitchen is of yellow pine finished 
with a high gloss varnish which is im- 
pervious to water. 

Answer: If your kitchen is not overly 

light 1 would advise the light colonial When you want a paint that will give the 
rellow +. the « 7 ~ae the best possible service — 
yeuow OF | ne exposure 1s sunny, tne A paint that will cover more square feet 
leaf green would be a good choice. per gallon than any other paint— 

A paint that keeps its color— 
A paint, that when repainting time comes, Don’ ‘ou think it would pag you to tr) after 
ave Ss é i ~ a ciass of people who have fine homes, iove ine 

HARDWARE AND FIXTURES SHOULD eaves & smooth, has’ surises aad gives you homes—and always want the very best things 
' a second job as good as the first , inthem? The best way to reach these people 

COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER. Then be sure to insist upon ‘“‘High Stand- of expensive tastes and the means to gratify 
ard’’ Liquid Paint. The ‘Little Blue Flag’’ them is through 

. , identifies it—it’s on every can—for your 
I note that you make frequent refer- protection. Look for it. se 

: ; oe ae ICE ‘‘Attractive Homes and How to Make ence ( p ‘ alKs OUSE - 
canine = yo editor’s talks in H Them’’—our free booklet—will tell you what An ype ee spreeiene fica seid ed 
AND GARDEN to the great care necessary you want to know about decorating your me 8 ceoney Supeutes 
: eee SAPS. P has smeiiee -_ we house and arranging your grounds—and will surroundings, it appeals to people who can and 
in the selection of hardware and hxtures show a Lowe Brothers Paint, Varnish and will spend money to secure whatever their fan- 
fi < i : Ti h ; | ’ i ld ; . : ; cy may dictate. The reading matter instince- tor a house. re house | am building Enamel for each requirement. Send at once. tively Be the Bane dn turn to the ad vertis- 

. « 1) - an: > se , ing es. If your article is to be well adver- is a small apartment house onl) a The Lowe Brothers Company ; ion mu woo the columns of House and 
. ae 2 , an: > . > a iarden. information, rates, etc., g y stories and two apartments to the floor. 450-456 EThird Sty See DAYTON, OHIO ., 
[hese are all finished in oak woodwork New York Chicago Kansas City 

ss THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., Publishers 

stained in varying shades of brown. 1006 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

The detail is simple somewhat suggestive 
of mission although it is not exactly that. EVERGREENS for early Fall planting. 
Kindly advise me the kind of fixtures | Hardy Rhododendrons per thousand. 
and hardware to use in small entrance | All other fine Shrubs, Trees, Vines, rail pt ; 
hall, living-room and dining-room and Perennial Plants and Fruits. Subscription department will receive 
bedrooms. Complete assortments. Careful grading. subscriptions for all magazines and peri- 

Low prices. 

Answer: In your halls and living-| AMERICAN NURSERY CO. 
rooms we would advise fixtures and hard- 

- P - ps tae nea Sates DeparTMENT, 150 Broadway, New York City ware of smoked old brass which shows an | BU oopcoop Nurseries Derr., Flushing, Long Island 
irregular color surface somewhat resem- | F. & F. Nurseries Dept., Springfield, New Jersey 
bling greenish bronze. 1006 Arch Street, Philadelphia 

For the convenience of subscribers our 

odicals at publishers’ rate. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Housm AND GARDEN. 13 
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y If Youre Building § 
a House this Fa ga 
You'll need this: 

@ You want your new home to be as comfortable as 

you can make it. To have it so, you must know 
how to heat it properly. If you're building a 

mew home, ycu had 
q Proper heat means coal bills big coal bills, unless you better send for this 

know how to go about it. book. If you want to 

@ This free book tells how to build your house so it will a Cet See 
; , comfort all the year 

stay warm—how you can save |-3 of your winter coal 
, , : , round, it will pay you 

bills if you build right. aaa fe Sa el 

It tells you how to make your home com- Write for it today and 
& FRPONSET fortable and livable and how to always give us the nameof your 

SHEATHING PAPER keep it so in any kind of weather. architect (if selected). 
Keeps Houses Warm | F.W. BIRD & SON (Dept. K), East Walpole, Mass. 

Pure White “Bone China” Toilet Accessories 

These bone china toilet 

fixtures for fastening upon 

the wall are the very things 

needed to c ymplete the re- 

toilet. 

On account of the purity 

e materialand neatness 

f pattern and workman- 

ship, they are a necessity 

in the toilet of discriminat- 

ing persons, being easy of 

installation and of the 

proper durability for the 
uses to which toilet articles 

are subject. 

They are also reasonablk 

in price and are absolutely 

the most sanitary fixtures 

made. 
Piate (o10-K Plate 1620-K Plate 1615-K 

t.( I t { 1 Tooth Brush Vase with heavy Nickel Plated A 
T . $3.0¢ 

K. Mra ( rR ( 1 Drinking Cup with heavy Nickel Plated 
, . ae 

N K, ( 8 » R tor and China Soap Cup with hea Nickel Plated Brass 

W . , V ‘ x 

Main Office and Works The Trenton The Canadian-Trenton focteries 

: Co., Ltd. 

TRENTON, N. J, U.S.A Potteries Company ST. JOHN'S, QUEBEC 

LOW COST SUBURBAN HOMES 25¢ 

90 PLANS AND PHOTOS. 

Rouse°Ganien - 1006 Arch Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 

For the living-room a central light 
having a short shank and four crossed 
extending arms from which are suspended 
squared bells of ground glass, would be a 
good selection. ‘The cost of this fixture 
is under $20.00. Single side lights of the 
similar design should be set at either side 
of the mantel. 

For the hall we would suggest a lan- 
tern effect hung by a chain of brass in the 
same finish. The cost of this would be 
about $18.00. For the dining - room 
a single central light suspended about 
eighteen inches above the table would be 
suitable with a spreading shade set in 
wrought iron frame. The glass used 
in this to be of the heavy crinkled 
variety having a frosted finish. This 
may be obtained in dull green or a 
rich amber or any other color that the 
rooms may require. The chain of 

course is also of wrought iron. If your 
dining-rooms are small no side lights are 
necessary. The cost of this fixture is 
about $20.00. For the bedroom simple 
side lights of brush brass would look 
well with a drop light of a single bulb 
with silk shade to hang over dresser. 
The hardware used in these rooms 
should be perfectly simple and rather 
heavy in design, the finish to be the same 
as that given the fixtures. In the din- 
ing-room the wrought iron should be 

used. 

[ am sending you the addresses of 
various firms from whom you can 

obtain cuts and prices. 

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED PERGOLA 

THE FINISH FOR SAME 

We would like advice in regard to a 
pergola which we wish to put up in our 

rose garden about fifty feet from the 
house. The house is Georgian in archi- 
tecture, though somewhat modified. 
We would like to have fluted columns 
if possible, as the front porch shows 

these. Will it be a very expensive mat- 
ter to have these columns made or would 
it be better to buy them from some old 
building which is. being torn down? 
This has been suggested by a friend, 
and we are not sure whether it is prac- 
ticable or not. 

Answer: We are sending you the ad- 
dress of a firm who will supply you with 
cuts showing a variety of columns. 
These can be used most advantageously 
for your pergola, as they have locked 

14 In writing to advertiae:: please mention Tovse AND GARDEN. 
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joints and are not at all difficult to put 
up. This will perhaps be more satisfac- 
tory to you than old columns would be 
even if you were fortunate enough to 
find a sufficient number of these of the 
same height and design. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MONTH 

(Continued from page 102.) 

THE GARDEN 

the earth. Allow the tops to fall upon 
the bed and remain during the winter. 

Throw on top of these a liberal coating 
of coarse manure which should be left 
until spring. In the spring rake this 
mulch off, removing all the coarse unde- 
cayed particles from the bed and spading 
in the fine particles. It is necessary to 
exercise some care in early spring cul- 
tivation so as not to break or disturb the 
dormant crown buds. 

Following these suggestions as to 

preparation of the bed, the planting 

and cultivation of the peony, it only 
remains for the gardener to get the best 
of stock with which to plant the bed. 
There are many choice and desirable 
varieties and the selection must be an 
individual equation. Deal with a re- 
liable nursery and get what is wanted, 
thereby avoiding experiments. 

GARDEN CORRESPONDENCE 

(Continued from page 103.) 

reliably “hardy.” Both situations are 
near Lake Michigan, and subjected to 

about the same climatic conditions. It 
is not the degrees of cold that cause my 
plants to disappear, but the lack the 
thorough underdraining a sandy soil 
induces. There may be, however, an 
unknown influence that renders it pos- 
sible for one garden to grow successfully 
a certain plant while the same species in 
an adjoining estate fails to establish 

itself. 

The common form of the Alaska 

daisy is not permanent with me, but is 
with a neighbor. Boltonia latisquama, 
generally succumbs the first severe 
winter but grows like a weed within half 
a mile of me. Even on one’s own 

grounds, however small, a certain plant 
may fail in one situation, and succeed in 
another. Malva moschata, var. alba, 
in all situations I have tried it, but one, is 
apt to die out during the summer. In 
one situation I have had the same plants 

In writing to advertisers please mention House 

oe Rermine ( 
suoas Re oer 

Tue AMERICAN > wath ot. - 

(rn Ilwanger & 
Barry’s 

Peonies 

Phloxes 

Irises 
Are Unsurpassed in Variety and Quality 

The Best Results are to be Obtained 
by Planting in September 

Illustrated booklet with descriptions and 
planting directions FREE upon request. 

MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES 
Rochester, New York 

= A 
Kocronttena: PACIFIC Minis. 

crumunnuann TRS T IN THE FIELD: 
in this case means 

STRONGEST - FINEST - BEST 

Peerless Mortar Golors 
Send for color card and booklet 

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO. 

Paint and Varnish Manufacturers 

Established 1844 Philadelphia 

NUNN NNN 
aan 

STIVNNVNIININNINNIUNIUNIO NOOO USE USUAL A ie 2H 

AND GARDEN. 

Stanley's Ball-Bearing Hinges 
Nothing equals them for 
hanging doors either in 

Big Public Buildings or 
Private Dwellings 

Two will frequently take the place of three 
ordinary hinges, and their action is noise- 
less and perfect. {Made in Wrought 
Bronze and Steel. 

THE STANLEY WORKS 
Myrtle Street, New Britain, Conn. 

New York Office: 79 Chambers Street 
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for several years. One must remember 
ON STARTING YOUR GREENHOUSE RIGHT |) that in bringing exotics into one’s gar- 

den from nearly all quarters of the globe, 
all coming, perhaps, from soils not only 
different in their component parts, but 
in their condition as to moisture, shelter 
from winds and sun and climatic in- 

’ fluences, but little understood, and not 

Hitchin ngs & Company readily described. All these conflicting 
1170 Broadway New York and complex conditions are brought into 

a new home where only one kind of soil 
predominates and only one condition 

; exists. No wonder some are not hardy, 
S Pp E A R S even if the Arctic zone is its habitat. 

Upon its right construct'on depends the suc- 

cess of your greenhouse. The importance of 

the right start is set forth in an interesting 

way in our greenhouse booklet. Send for it. 

New Cooking Range New Warm Air Distributors sual Is 7 = and — —— ” 
Open Grates and Stoves for Wood and Coal Se es Tas 

Special Stoves for Laundry, Stable, Greenhouse, etc. possess a constitution that enables them 
Steam and Hot Water Heating Systems to adapt themselves to all conditions and 

reward us with their beauty. 
There are many reasons why you should have only Spear’s Heating and Cooking 7 d y 

appliances—the most modern, efficient, and economical— 
Pi In Your ountry Home REPAIRING BROKEN TREES 
Write to-day for further information and estimates Hotels and Institutions receive special attention 

James Spear Stove and Heating Co. On an old homestead that I am fixing 
1014-16 Mark& Street Philadelphia, Pa. up for a summer home is an apple 

orchard of considerable age. A recent 
storm has broken quite a number of 
branches and in two instances have split 
a main branch at the crotch. How 
shall I proceed to repair damages, if it 
can be done? S. M. O. 

From your description I understand 
that the branches that have split in the 

CUSHION fork are of considerable size. Procure 
vapegumanehens an iron bolt a half to three quarters of an 

inch in diameter and just long enough to 
SUPPORTER reach through the broken parts and 
WORR ALL OVER THE WORLD allow the nut to be placed on. Rather 
DO NOT BE DECEIVED have it half an inch shorter than longer, 

Gicstent Reliet Devas BY BUTTONS MADE OF WOOD as the hole at one side of the tree or 

SEE NEW DESIGNS IMITATE RUBBER branch may be countersunk. Bring the 
REDUCED FRICES THIS GUARANTY branch up into place and bore a hole 

aeaee COUPON-IN YELLOW 4 through both pieces, same as you would to 
FR. BECK & CO. 19 ATTACHED THIS WAY pees mend a broken chair and fasten in your 

7th Ave. and 29th St. Genuine — BE SURE t+ bolt. With a sharp knife, cut away all 
NEW YORK CITY yy THE SUTTONS AND ragged edges of the bark, making the 

| BRANCHES GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Makers floc Seems edges of the joint smooth. If there is any 
ee pee 14 BOSTON ONLY. __| opening at the top that will allow mois- 

ture to percolate into the wound, fill it 
with plaster of Paris. In_ time the 

| A Butler’s Pantry Door wound will heal and all evidence of the 
| meahest. 1? abt rb bolt will be obliterated by the bark grow- 

. should swing both ways;should close gently and 

without noise and stop at once at the centre ing over it. Where the smaller branches 
=—— ——— without vibrating. The only way to accomplish are broken off, or even the larger ones, 

| ~ this is to use the “BARDSLEY” CHECKING they cannot be repaired and must be 
| be ; HINGE. It goes in the floor under the door and taken off. If they are of some size, it is 
a \ > there are no ugly projections on the door. best to cut the full branch off, but if 

= \ small, they may be cut back to some 
eee “Me JOSEPH BARDSLEY branch that may be induced to assume 
es > — ee 147-151 Baxter Street New York City the duties of a leader. Where cut back 

(Continued on page 18.) 
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The Service of 
Experienced Decorators 

GREAT MANY people feel the need 
of intelligent, artistic advice when build- 
ing or remodeling their homes. They 

realize that however well designed the house, 
it’s the things that are put into it and what is 
put on the walls, ceilings and floors that give 
it the happy, home-like atmosphere. 

Interior decoration is an art in itself. It 
is possible to produce almost any effect by the 
judicious use of color, wood finishes and 
fabrics. 

It is to give just such helpful advice that 
The Sherwin-Williams Co. maintains a Deco- 

rative Department with a competent staff 

of decorators and designers. 

[ Pecirications 

How To Make the 

Home Beautitul 

HIS Decorative Department is prepared 
to furnish complete color schemes with 
color sketches and descriptions for the 

interior decoration of any one room or suite 
or all the rooms of a house, together with the 
exterior decoration if requested. The sugges- 

tions will also include wall decorations, rugs, 

tapestries, furniture and other things to go 
with these finishes so as to produce any desired 
results. 

Our plan of giving you this expert service 
isa very simple one. Write for full detailed 
information. 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co, 
LARGEST (BECAUSE BEST) PAINT & VARNISH MAKERS IN THE WORLD 

Address all inquiries to 627 Canal Road, N.W., Cleveland, Ohio 
in Canada to 639 Centre St., Montreal 

London Address: 7 Well Court, Queen St., E. C. 

aa: 
a 
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Your home is judged by = furnishing of the bed- 
rooms. One glance at these rooms, if they are not dainty 
and artistic will destroy the good impression made by your living and 
reception rooms. 

The bed is the key -note in bedroom furnishing. 

“Art Brass Beds’’ 
are ar‘istic and pleasing. They are made in period patterns, Cclonial, 
Louis XVL., ete., to match other furniture. 

The finish will never tarnish or need attention. Parts cannot 
looeen; casters easy rolling, ball bearing. 

Our eatalog “Masterpieces in Brass,” Free. 
Send us your name and your dealer’s name for a copy. 
(Choose from our book, and we will see that your dealer is supplied 

with the style you select. 

Art Bedstead Co., 3704 Rockwell St., Chicago. 
Metal Beds for homes and institutions. 

- 7 
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Rouse Garden 
FOR OCTOBER 

will be the 

Annual House 

Furnishing 
Number 
Among the important articles will be 

Furnishing a House 
of Seven Rooms 

for $1,500 
Illustrations of Furniture, Wall Cover- 

ings and Rugs will be shown. 

Modern Wall 

. 

Mercer Boiler for Steam and Hot Water Heating 

Our Heating Boilers 

and Radiators 

eee 

FT PAA AALAAAAAAAA AAA iil are made for the home 

where the Architect Coverings 

and Owner demand Treats of all material suitable for this 

uniform heat in all important matter. 

weather. Typical Lighting 

Fixtures 
Illustrated by photographs of examples 

of modern fixtures for gas and 

electric lighting. 

Domestic Rugs 
Advertisers should acquire space in 

the Annual House Furnishing Number. 
Many thousands of people who will fur- 
nish their homes will read this issue, and 
be influenced to buy from the firms ad- 

vertising. 

The efficiency of our 

apparatus makes this 

always possible. 

MILLS SAFETY BOILERS 

THE H. B. SMITH CO. 
Factory, Westfield, Mass. 

728 Arch St., —_‘ Philadelphia 

Rouse Garden 
Philadelphia, Pa. 1006 Arch St., = 

Peete 
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to the main trunk or a lateral of some 
size is cut to a branch, cut so as to leave 
no! stub end, that is cut close to the trunk 
and paint the wound. Leave smooth 
edges and the bark will soon cover the 
wound. Stub ends left on, not only look 
badly, but prevent the bark from grow- 
ing over the wound, and they often 
carry their decay into the interior of the 
trunk. 

EXTERMINATION OF PLANT LICE 

What can be done to protect the 
foliage of the snow-ball from the attacks 

of lice that causes it to curl up and look 

disfigured ? ct. 8 

Kerosene emulsion applied when the 
leaves unfold and a few times afterwarcs 
sometimes help them, but it is a hard 
matter to overcome. Repeated spray- 
ing with water under a strong pressure, 
using a fine nozzle, especially the rain- 
bow sprayer, will lessen the trouble. 
This is a good course to pursue against 
many insect pests. It washes them off, 
often injuring them and all do not return 

to the plant. 

THE FICUS REPENS 

In the April number of House anp 
GARDEN you published an article on 
“Vines and Vine-covered Houses”’ in 
which you mentioned the Ficus repens 
vine. Will you please tell me where to 

procure it? I have several catalogues 
from florists but none of them advertise 
it. I will appreciate the information. 

J.P.c. 

Henry A. Dreer, Philadelphia, cata- 
logue the plant. 

STRIPPING LEAVES FROM TREES 

HERE is no better season for the 
planting of deciduous trees than 

in early autumn, although to many, the 
fact that the foliage is still green acts as a 
deterrent to the work. But to the nur- 
seryman of the day this does not stop his 
work. He knows that the functions of 
the leaves are practically over and that 

me operation assured, it is then to strip 
the leaves and plant the trees even at the 
expense of more time and perhaps of 
some little disadvantage to the tree in the 
loss of its foliage early. It is wonderful 

18 In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GARDEN. 
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how well deciduous trees do when 
planted in September and October. It 
is really a loss to wait until the foliage 
falls of its own free will, for then the 
freezing weather of winter is not far 

away and there is not time for the trans- 
planted stock to getroothold in advance 
of it.—Florists’ Exchange. 

PRESS COMMENTS ON A BURBANK 

ACHIEVEMENT 

66 ND he gave it for his opinion,” 
wrote Swift, “that whoever 

could make two ears of corn, or 
two blades of grass, to grow upon 
a spot of ground where only one 
grew before, would deserve better of 
age ni and do more essential service 

» his country, than the whole race of 
wh sea put together. ’ If this be 

true as a general proposition, what must 
Luther Burbank deserve who grows 
seventy-three varieties of apples on a 
tree which Nature designed should bear 
but one? To call Mr. Burbank the 
greatest grafter in the United States, is a 
compliment, not an offense.—Brookl yn 

Eagle. 

Luther Burbank has grown seventy- 
three different kinds of apple on one tree. 
It’s unfortunate that trees like that 
didn’t grow in the Garden of Eden, for 
then Eve couldn’t have made up her 
mind which one to eat. On second 
thoughts, however, it’s just as well there 

wasn't. Eve might have eaten them all. 
New York American. 

EARLY FORCING BULBS 

cannot be too often repeated that 

the most important consideration I" 
in the early forcing of bulbs is that of 

having them make sufficient progress 
in the formation of roots before they 

are excited into making top growth, by 

placing them in a warm temperature 
and exposed to light. There is very 
little danger of failure with bulbs of any 
kind if they are allowed to fairly well 
fill their flowering pots, or flats, with 
roots before they are introduced into 
hez And although the exigencies of 
olicleused demands and other unavoid- 
= conditions may make it necessary 

» hurry forcing, it is always well to 
start reasonably low, the better enabling 
the plants to stand a little rushing, if 
that be necessary, subsequently. It 

In writing to advertisers please mention Housm AND GARDEN. 

Your Country Cottage 
should be made to harmonize with nature and fit into the land- 

scape, by staining it with the soft, artistic colors of 

Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
Cheap, handsome, preservative and lasting, as proved by over 

to Hawaii. 

Samples of stained wood and color 
chart sent free on request 

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Manufacturers, 
141 Milk Street Boston, Mass. 

Agents at all Central Points 

Cabot’s — Quilt—for warm houses 

twenty years’ use from Bar Harbor to San Diego, from Jamaica 

Machado, Architect, Boston 

Dustless Sweeping 
an Accomplished Fact 

Bissell 
“CYCO” Bearing Carpet Sweeper 

will cleanse your carpets and rugs with 
95% less effort than a corn broom re- 
quires, and at the same time completely 
dispose of the dust. Have you ever con- 
sidered how a corn broom injures your 
carpets and fine rugs? You wouldn’t 
think of using a whisk broom to clean a 

fine velvet gown, and yet the damaging 

effect is just the same in using a corn 
broom for sweeping fine carpets and rugs. 

The rapidly revolving brush of the 

Bissell touches the carpet uniformly and 

without the slightest injury, removing all 
the grit and dust, and depositing 

within the pans. The use of the 
means saving of time, 
labor and health, 

same 

Bissell 

carpets, 

besides a 

within one Week, end we 

,> 

(Largest 

great economy, as it will last 
longer than fifiv brooms. 

Price $2.50 to $5.50. 

Buy a Bissell ‘‘Cyco"’ Bearing 

Sweeper now of your dealer, 

send us the purchase slip 

ry 
will send you FREE, a neat 

useful present. 

Send for free bookiet 

Dept. 131 
= Bissell Carpet Sweeper 
=, Co., Grand Rapids, 

Michigan, 

and Only 
Exclusive , 
Carpet 

Sweeper 
Makers 
in the 

World.) 

Ny 

Tint Your 
ei Bedroom 

: & Walls 

Alabastine 
CUaternrsaniclaaicligeeciiiar: 

-4 

Do this at once for health’s sake. At 
least make every bedroom absolutely cle: 
and whoily sanitary so that the canal 
body will not be poisoned nor infected dur- 
ing the period of sleep when it is most sus- 
ceptible to infection. 

The solid colored softly tinted Alabas- 
tined wail protects the health andis also the 
most artistic, effective mode of decoration. 

Wall-paper is dangerous to health, so 
are cheap common kalsomines made from 
whiting, colored and stuck to the wall with 
animal glues. ; 

The soft velvety tints produced by using 
Alabastine are most satisfactory for din- 
ing rooms, and living rooms as well as 
bedrooms. 
The Aiabastined wall does not fade, can be cleaned 

easily and is always sanitary. 
Have an experienced decorator do the work—-or, 

do it yourself. It’s easy; just mix with cold water 

and apply with a flat wall brush. 
Send 10ec in coin or U. S. stamps for 

“Dainty Wall Decorations,” our beautiful 

book, which contains full directions and 
illustrations in color for the decoration of 
every room inthe house; the most valua- 
ble book published on wall decoration. 

The Alabastine Company, 
148 Grandville Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Dept. 58,105 Water Street, New York City. 

1g 



"THE BROUGHTON SELF-CLOSING BASIN COCKS HAVE 

BEEN IN USE FOR SEVERAL YEARS. MANY OF 

THE LARGEST HOTELS AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN 

THE UNITED STATES ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE 

GOODS. MADE IN BRASS, NICKEL OR SILVER 

PLATED, AND IN SOLID SILVER-METAL. 33: 

EVERY ONE WARRANTED 

Manufactured only by 

E. Stebbins Manufacturing Co. 

SPRINGFIELD: MASSACHUSETTS 

WORKS aT BaientTwoop 

House and Garden 

THE BEST SASH CORD MADE 

SHIVER TAKEA 

EVERY FOOT IS STAMPED 

“SIL Vem LARE A” 

You 
Can 
Feel 
At the 
Crank 

of the The slightest ‘‘feel’’ 

crank proves the perfection of MOBILOIL. 

Chere is no possibility of anything but per- 
fect lubrication in any gasoline engine, regard- 
less of type. For different machines there are 

different grades of 

VACUUM 

MOBILOIL 
Our booklet tells you which is the proper 

grade for your automobile—and why. A 
copy will be sent free on request. It contains 
much of interest to motorists. 

MOBILOIL 
patent pouring 

and in cans with 

all dealers. 

in barrels, 
spout is sold by 

Manufactured by 

VACUUM OIL COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y. 

HIGH GRADE PRESSED METAL 

SASH PULLEYS 

Made with Plain Axles, Roller Bearings 

and Ball Bearings 

Combination Groove for Chain or Cord 

CATALOG SENT UPON REQUEST 

The American Pulley Co. 
20th and Bristol Streets 

PHILADELPHIA oe PA. 

Ives Patent Window Stop Adjuster 
PREVENTS DraFts, DuST AND WINDOW RATTLING. 

© at IVES’ PATENT 
Window Stop Adjuster. 

PATENTED. 

The only Stop Adjuster made from one piece of metal with solid 
ribs and heavy bed that will not cup, turn or bend in tightening 
the screw. Manufactured only by The H. B. IVES CO., New 
Haven, Conn., U. S. A. ( Fifty-page Catalogue Mailed Free. ) 

. TH 1" | Tritt 

Koll’s Patent Lock Joint Columns 

Suitable for Pergolas, Porches or Interior Use 
are made exclusively by 

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY 

Elston & Webster Aves., Chicago, Ill. 
Eastern Office, 1123 Broadway, New York City. 

pedestals, etc 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hous® AND GARDEN. 

Send for catalogue P 19 of columns, or P 29 of sun-dials, 

should be carefully seen to that lilies and 
other bulbs, covered with soil or ashes, 
but without the protection of sashes out- 
doors, do not get too much water; it 
will also be necessary to examine those 
under cover to ascertain if they are in 
need of water.—Florists’ Exchange. 

YUCCA A TREE OR A PLANT? 

“THE fate of an aged woodsman of 

San Bernardino county, Califor- 
nia, hangs on a judicial decision in 
the Federal Court, whether yucca is a 
tree or a plant. 
When the case of R. L. Cook, charged 

with cutting yucca timber on govern- 
ment land, came up before Judge Well- 
born recently, on demurrer, Assistant 
U. S. District Attorney McCormick ad- 
mitted that he was a trifle hazy in 
regard to the botanical properties of yuc- 
ca. He had a lot of definitions and 
references, but none of the authorities 
seemed to throw any light on the odd 
question. 

Attorney Stevenson of San Bernardino 
contended that yucca is a plant, belong- 
ing to the lily family, and that it is not 
“timber.” He maintained that his client 
cannot be punished for cutting down 
plants on government land, as the law 
plainly specifies that the essence of the 
crime is taking and disposing of timber 
that is valuable for commercial purposes. 

The government, on the other hand, 
asserted that yucca is used for making 
surgical splints, and thus has a commer- 
cial use. The court finally ordered 
counsel for the defendant to present a 
brief, embodying his points. It appears 
that the Department of the Interior and 
the various land offices are anxious to 
have a test case go to the Supreme Court 
for final adjudication. 

TARRAGONA 

LL Tarragona is expressed in those 
two words, ruins and the sea. 

Whichever way one follows it, it ends 
in half-hewn rock and in a new aspect 
of the sea, and it is built out of the ruins 
of a Roman colony. The Roman walls 
themselves, of which such considerable 

fragments remain, rise on the founda- 
tions of a cyclopean wall, built of vast 
unhewn masses of stone; the cathedral 
stands on the site of a Moorish mosque; 
a public square lined with houses, the 
Plaza de la Fuente, still keeps the form 
of the Roman circus. Most of the 
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houses in the old town are made out of 
the ruins of Roman houses; modern 
windows break out in solid Roman walls, 
left to end where ruin left them to end; 
Roman fountains are in the squares, 
Roman tombstones are built into the 
walls of the Archbishop’s palace, frag- 
ments of triumphal arches are set into 
the walls about Roman gateways, the 

“Tower of Charles V.” comes up from 
the tiled roof of the arsenal, and “‘Pilate’s 
Tower,” once part of the Palace of 
Augustus, is a prison. And out of all 
these ruins of great things there has 
come, for the most part, only something 
itself dilapidated, to which the ruins lend 
no splendor.—Saturday Review. 

ONE DAY’S USE OF AN OLD WELL AND 

WHAT HAPPENED 

As illustrating the danger of the 
contamination of wells by sew- 

age, even in sparsely settled districts, 
Dr. Stokes told a striking incident 
at a recent meeting of the Maryland 
Board of Health. Recently the water- 
works machinery of a Maryland town 
of 300 people broke down, and for 
one day water from an old well was 
used. Ten days later there was an 
outbreak of inflammatory intestinal dis- 
orders and three cases of typhoid fever 
resulted. The water was tested and 
found to contain 4,100 bacilli in a cubic 
centimetre—about fifteen drops. The 
regular water-supply contained eighty 
bacilli in a centimetre. Dr. Charles L. 
Mattfeldt, a member of the board, and 
also a health officer, expressed the belief 
that go per cent of all water taken from 
dug wells is contaminated by sewage 
more or less. ‘“The construction of such 
wells, if not prohibited, should be regu- 
lated by law,” he said. “No one will 
doubt that every town ought to provide 
water from a reliable source for its 
inhabitants, in every respect fit for do- 
mestic use, and should in every way dis- 
courage the use of shallow wells, which 
we know to be the most fruitful source 
of disease.”—N. Y. Evening Post. 

Owing to an oversight we failed to 
give credit in the August issue for the 
remarkably fine photographs of the 
Benjamin Franklin Jones residence used 
for illustrating the article “A Summer 
Home at Sewickley, Pa.” ‘These photo- 
graphs were from the R. W. Johnston 
studio of Pittsburgh. 

COTTAGE BED 
(A Suggestion) 

mn Our Specialty is Cot- 

tage Furniture 

Simple in line and well built. 

Can be obtained finished or | 

unfinished to be stained to 

match interiors. 

«af 1 | i A request will bring a pack- 
age containing 200 distinctive 

patterns. 

Visitors are requested to in- 

spect specimen pieces displayed 

No. 2161 in our warerooms. 

‘William Leavens é Co., Manufacturers, 32'Canal St.. 
Boston, Mass. 

LIBRARY MANTEL IN COLORED MAT GLAZE 

Special Design Made by 

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY 
CINCINNATI 

Eastern Office, 1 Madison Avenue, New York 

Period lighting fixtures from classic to 
modern. 

Every detail carefully developed in a 
most complete line for your inspection. 

Architects’ designs carefully executed. 

Sketches submitted on request. 

tf Reading Hardware Co. 
CD Sa <a 

617 Market Street.) po 
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WHERE TO PLANT HORSE CHESTNUTS 

RUSSWI N CCASIONALLY horse chestnuts 
are found as street trees, a posi- 

tion they are not at all fitted for. The 
reflection of heat from the paved street 

HARDWARE causes the foliage to burn and blight, 
often causing the foliage to disfigure the 
trees in summer. On the other hand, 
plant trees of it on a lawn where there is 

FOR DISCRIMINATING none of the trials ot a street for them to 
undergo, and see the difference! No 

HOME BUILDERS burning of the leaves, but trees of lovely 
foliage, lasting until late in autumn. 
The horse chestnut delights in a moist, 

wu 

SAYBROOK DESIGN cool situation, but it demands coolness of 
: ‘ soil; conditions it meets with to a great 
COLONIAL extent when it grows in sod. 

The common European horse chest- 
nut is well known to everyone, and when 

oe of mature age is one of the grandest trees 
oe eanes ax tee extant. The double-flowered variety of 

it, alba plena, possesses all its good 
qualities in addition to having double 
flowers, which are a great merit. Single 

R ne 1] & FE s M: f . “h flowers are preferred by many, but there 
usse Twin ivianu acturing ompany is no gainsaying that double ones are far 

more lasting, and in the case of the horse 
chestnut the panicles of blossoms last a 
full week longer when they are double. 
The red-flowered horse chestnut is one 

of the most beautiful of flowering trees. 
It does not make as large, massive a tree 
as the common one; otherwise its habit 

The Standard of Excellence i of growth is similar. Where its original 
home is seems undetermined. It is 
credited to this country by European 

in Builders’ authorities, but just to what part, or 
where, is unknown. It is, however, a 

Fine Hardware | beautiful tree, its leaves being of a bright 
shining dark green, forming a splendid 

|| groundwork for its large panicles of 
bright red flowers. As both it and the 
other horse chestnuts are easily trans- 

New Britain, Conn. 

No. 26 West Twenty-Sixth Street, New York No 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

With Correct Designs in 

all the Leading Schools of planted, this adds greatly to their popu- 
Art is found in the produc- larity,as does the fact that to increase the 

tions of common one from seeds and the others 
by budding or grafting, is a compara- 
tively easy operation. — Florists’ Ex- 

P. & F, change. 

COREE RAIN BPA” cdi eeeeees ote haces 
evergreen, sweet daphne. This is a 

N. W. Corner little shrubby plant which succeeds under 

Eighth and Arch Streets practically the same conditions as aza- 
PHILADELPHIA leas and rhododendrons, and should be 

FACTORIES planted with them. In the spring it 
yields deliciously fragrant small pink 
flowers, and blooms again in September, 

ae though not quite so profusely. 

New Britain, Conn. 
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GROWING CAMPHOR TREES 

NE of our daily papers has this 
to say concerning camphor: 

“Camphor trees won't grow profitably 
anywhere but in Japan. They yield 
nothing, even there, till they are forty 
years old. ‘Then the tree is cut down, 
and from the whole thing—leaves, bark, 
trunk, branches, even roots—the cam- 
phor is distilled. The process is dif- 
ficult. 

“The Japs, a far-sighted people 
usually, made a mistake in the past, and 
did not preserve their camphor groves as 
they should. Now, in consequence, 
there are not enough camphor trees. 
But the next generation will see this 
deficit more than corrected; for to-day, 
in Japan, for every old camphor tree 
cut down ten young ones must be 

planted.” ‘© 
The writer of the above extract is mis- 

taken in saying the camphor tree will not 
grow profitably anywhere but in Japan. 
It will flourish in any ordinary climate 
where but no more than a few degrees 
of frost occurs. The tree flourishes in 
Florida, and seedsmen there advertise 
seeds from their trees, and it could be. 
grown in other States as well. It would 
thrive no doubt in California and 
British Columbia, and it thrives even in 
the extreme southern part of England. 
There must be a good trade already in 
the South for young trees, as many 
Southern nurserymen advertise plants 
in quantities, but they may be only for 
ornamental purposes. 

At any rate, it is certain the trees could 
be grown profitably outside of Japan.— 
Florists’ Exchange. 

THE CAMPHOR TREE IN CALIFORNIA 

HAVE read with considerable 
interest the accounts which have 

recently appeared in the various horti- 
cultural journals that come to me, of the 
efforts the United States Department of 
Agriculture is making to determine 
whether camphor trees can be success- 
fully grown in commercial quantities 
for the gum they may produce. It 
seems strange that the authorities at 
Washington have not learned ere this 
time that in Southern California there 
are trees now growing with trunks two 
feet in diameter at the base. 

The camphor tree is not particular as 
to soil, growing equally well in light 

Family Contentment 
No family can enjoy the home or do best work if obliged 
to huddle around a stove or fireplace. 
bers of the family want to do different things in different 
rooms in all parts of the hquse. 

for Hot Water or Low - 

ME te AN DE AL give you just the tempera- 
\ " ture you want in every 

BOILERS room —halls, window- 

places and floors are alike 

No coal gases, soot, or ashes 

RADIATORS 

warm, with no dangerous drafts. 

reach the living rooms— to menace health and destroy furnishings. 

The first cost is all the cost there is—the outfit lasts as 
long as the building, with no repairs. 

AMERICAN Radiators save enough in fuel, labor, and house 

cleanliness to quickly pay off their original or first cost—there- 

after they are a lasting investment. 

Do not wait to build a new home, but enjoy comfort and content in 
the present one. Put in without tearing walls or partitions. Sizes for all 
classes of buildings — smallest to largest—in town or country. Our free book, 
“Heating Investments Successful,” tells much that it will pay you wellto full heat out of 

know. Sales offices and warehouses in all large cities of America and Europe. 

ceo ~AMERICANRADIATOR GOMPANY cicaco 

Different mem- 

IDEAL Boilers and 

Pressure Steam 

ADVANTAGE 
15: — The fire 

pots of IDEAL 

Boilers burn 

the largest pos- 

sible amount 

of air to get the 

each lump of 
coal. 

Coes CO obs fs cos os os cls ks caf as aks cfs chs cao fs efks os cs 

sandy loam or heavy clay, and does not 

Wood Rollers 
Tin Rollers hiatal: 

See that the label on each Roller bears this script 

Hartshorn Shade Rollers 
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IN THE 

OCTOBER 

HENRY VAN DYKE’S: A JOURNEY TO JERASH 
Through Palestine to the wonderful and picturesque ruins of the ancient city of 

Gernsa—In this delightful author's best vein 

By PAUL WILSTACH 

RICHARD MANSFIELD lilustrated 
An account of the actor's first great success in America, with interesting remi- 

niscences of famous actors of the palmy days of the old Union Square and Wallack’s 

theaters 

By WILLIAM T. DIVERSIONS IN PICTURESQUE GAME-LANDS snenAnaY 
The Wildest Corner of Mexico I\lustrated 

\ description of an expedition into a region heretofore unexplored and unknown. 

The author is a nature-lover with a keen eye for the picturesque and unusual. 

A CHRONICLE OF FRIENDSHIPS By WILL H. LOW 
The fourth and last of these delightful articles dealing with the author’s Paris 

experiences and especially with ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON’S visit to 
Amerneca in 1887 and "SS 

THE RAMPART RANGE TEN YEARS AFTER By WALTER A. WYCKOFF 
A description of the author’s return visit to scenes in the Rocky Mountains 

where he ones worked 1s a day laborer 

STORIES: THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE By John For, Jr 
The next to the last number of this stirring story of the Kentucky mountains. 

THE REWARD OF VIRTUE 
* This is a story about my guide.” 

A BURIAL ON PYRAMID By Victor Henderson 

An intensely dramatic and imaginative story of the California Mountains. 

AN ERA OF RED AND GREEN 
Che amusing story of Foreman Clancy 

THE EXECUTORS 
A story with a problem that enters into nearly every life. 

$3.00 A YEAR 25 CENTS A NUMBER 

CHAS. SCRIBNER SONS, - NEW YORK 

By Mary S. Andrews 

By Caspar Day 

By Charles Belmont Davis 

BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
Lost in the Forbidden Land 

The Hunt of the White Elephant 
by Edward S. Ellis 

These new books by the most 

and are sold at §: each, or $3.00 for the set, neatly boxed. 

A Peseta of the W iitens 
by Hezekiah Butterworth 

The story of Lincoln's mother Price $1.00 

by Gabrielle Emilie Jackson 

for girls. Price $0.75 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY, Philadelphia 
PUBLISHERS OF * INTERNATIONAL ’”’ BIBLES 

River and Jungle 

popular boys author, comprise the “Foreign Adventure 

By Love’s Sweet Rule 

A touching and sympathetic story 

require as much water for its best devel- 
opment as an English walnut. The 
jet black berries produced in great abun- 
dance by some trees are very pretty, 
while the new growth and young leaves 

have a pleasing color not easily described. 
It is one of our most beautiful ornamen- 
tal evergreen trees, and will stand fifteen 
degrees of frost without injury. 

The government officials having this 
matter in charge are respectfully re- 
quested to look at these subjects as 
they grow in this part of the country- 
an object lesson of what may be done in 
the production of camphor. — P. D. 
Barnhart in Florists’ Exchange. 

COMMENTS ON NEW BOOKS 

The Insect Book* 

ACCORDING to the author’s pref- 
ace, this is a little book on a 

great and inexhaustible subject. It 
makes no claim of being a complete 
treatise. 

By treating his subject in a bright, 
crisp and entertaining form, the author 
attracts and holds the attention of the 
reader until thoroughly interested in the 
subject of insect life. It is safe to say 
that a majority of those who read this 
book will be impelled to go farther into 
the subject and will consult standard 
and scientific works devoted to insects, 
and perchance become so absorbed as to 
pursue practical studies of them for 
himself. 

LUM.BER PRODUCTIONS OF THE 

LAKE STATES 

HE Lake States, one of the great- 
est forest regions that ever con- 

tributed to the lumbering activities of 

any country, are rapidly falling behind 
in timber production, according to a 

preliminary statement issued by the 
Bureau of the Census. 

Statistics concerning the annual out- 
put of forest products, collected by the 
Bureau of the Census in co-operation 
with the United States Forest Service 
from more than 2,100 saw-mill opera- 

tors in Michigan, Wisconsin and Minne- 
sota—the big three—have shown that 

the cut last year was only five and one 
half billion feet of lumber, a big pile, 
yet twelve per cent less than the cut of 
the preceding year. 

The heavy inroads made in the ex- 

* The Insect Box By W. Perciva! Westell, F L.S., M.B. 
O.U., illustrated with photographs by R. B. Imisson. 
New York, John Lane Company. Price $1.00. 

In writing te advertisers prease mention House axnp GARDEN. 
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ploitation of the timber resources of the 
large lumber States on the Great Lakes 
have been too much for the great forests 
and the amount available for cuttin, is 
getting lower each year. The decad- 
ence of the lumbering industry in this 
region is forcefully illustrated in the 
drop in the white pine cut during the 
past ten years. Michigan’s forests of 
this valuable tree were the richest in the 
world and were often said to be inex- 

haustible. The folly of such a state- 
ment is shown by the report that the cut 
of white pine in Michigan last year was 
only one-fourth of what it was in 1899, 
only eight years before. 

In lumbering the forests no thought 
was given to anything but immediate 
money returns, and consequently the 
countless fires running over the land, 
after the timber was stripped, have 
killed young growth over wide areas and 
greatly impoverished the soil. Now, 
6,000,000 acres, or nearly one-sixth of 
the State of Michigan, known as the 
“pine barrens,”” have been thrown on 
the delinquent tax list and are a burden 
to the people. Under proper forest 
management this land would have 
been producing timber to-day. Be- 
tween 1899 and last year the white pine 
production fell off nearly as much in 
Wisconsin as in Michigan. In Minne- 
sota, the State which now contains the 
largest amount of virgin white pine, the 
decrease in the same period was nearly 
one-third. 

Taking the three States together, pine 
constituted nearly forty-six per cent 
of the total lumber production in 1907, 
hemlock a little more than twenty- 
seven per cent and maple ten per cent, 
the balance being made up mostly of 
basswood, birch, tamarack, elm, beech, 
oak, spruce, ash, and cedar, in the order 
given. 

The pine is mostly white and Nor- 
way, which are grouped together under 
the general trade term of “northern 
pines.” Pine made up over nine-tenths 

of the lumber produced in Minne- 

sota, one-third of that produced in Wis- 
consin, and less than two-fifths of the 
total cut of Michigan. 

Along with this great decrease in pine, 
there have been relatively as heavy de- 
creases in the most valuable of the hard- 
woods, oak, elm, and ash. Little more 
than one-fifth as much oak was cut in 
the Lake States last year, for instance, 
as in 1899, while the cut of elm and ash 

In 

To celebrate the beginning of the 
greatest romance printed in years, 

in the October number of PEAR- 

SON’S MAGAZINE—Louis Tracy’s 

Great Story “THE MESSAGE”— 

the best serial from his gifted pen 

that has ever appeared in any 
magazine, we announce this 

PEARSON’S MAGAZINE 

425-429 East 24th Street 

NEW YORK 

and a regular $1.50 cloth-bound 
copy of Tracy's ‘‘Captain of 

want. 

SPECIAL OFFER To give you without any extra charge 

Offer No.1 With one year's subscription to PEARSON'S, the most entertaining magazine in 
the United States, choice of either one of two of 

$1.50 Captain of the Kansas” or “The Red Year,” splendidly printed and richly cloth 

bound. These books’‘sell regularly for $1.50 each—and PEARSON'S 
To Cover All scription price is $1.50—making this offer the equivalent of $3.00 for $1.50. 

Offer No.2) 9=With a Two-Years’ subscription to PEARSON'S MAGAZINE, price $3.00, we 

$3.00 will include both these fascinating novels, “The Captain of the Kansas” and 

. “The Red Year,” each a regular $1.50 volume. 

To Gover All $6.00, if you bought them separately, for $3.00. 

CG, Fill out one of these two 

: i : ° NEW YORK 
I enclose herewith coupons and mail it, with price 

$1.50 I enclose herewith 

for which you are to send me enclosed, $3.00 

Pearson’s Magazine add twelve cents for each volume t for which you are to send me 

for one year beginning Oct , 1908, (ordered to pay shipping charges) » Oo Pearson’s Magazine 

the Kansas” or ‘‘The Red PEARSON’S MAGAZINE bound copies of both ‘‘Captain 
Year.”’ of the Kansas’’ and ‘‘The Red 

425-429 East 24th Street Year.’’ 
Name. eee N 
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Tracy's popular novels—“The 

sub- 

This is the full equivalent of 

PEARSON’S MAGAZINE 

425-429 East 24th Street 

for two years, beginning Oct., 
1908, and regular $1.50 cloth- 

ORNAMENTAL LAND and WATER FOWL 
Swans, Geese, Ducks, Cranes, Pheasants, Peafowl, Quail, 

Partridges and other rare birds from all parts of the world. 

All water fowl pinioned to prevent flying. No charge for 

boxing. Safe delivery of stock guaranteed. 

I issue no catalogues or circulars, but would be pleased 

to quote prices on any birds desired. 

G. D. TILLEY, Box A, Darien, Conn. 

WOLFHOUNDS.—Russian Wolfhounds for sale. 
mens of this breed at reasonable prices. 
particulars, 

JOS. WERNER, Butler, N. J. 

Fine speci- 
Photos and 

NEWCASTLE KENNELS, BROOKLINE, MASS.—Pedigreed and 
registered Scottish Terriers and bitches; all ages. Information 
always cheerfully given. 

writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN, 

Smooth and Wire Fox Terriers, 

Puppies, 
rare combinations of the best 
sea foo wy oe blood of Eng- 
and and America. The re- 
sults of thousands of dollars 
expense and years of waiting. 

At Stud. The Imported 
International Winner, Belvi- 
dere Adam Bede; Sire Eng. 

ch. Adam Bede, by Donnington, ch. Dominie, by ch. 
Pitcher; Dam, Asterisk, by Eng. ch Tosse, by ch. 
Veracity, by ch. Visto. Fee, $15. The noted winner 
Sabine Rebel, by Imp. ch. Sabine Result, ex. Imp. 
ch. Sabine Sunbeam. Fee, $15. The prize-winning 
Norfolk Craftsman, by ch. Norfolk Richmond, ex. 
ch. Norfolk Handicraft. ELBERT E. GOWEY, Braceville, Ill. 
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‘The 

Strand 
Magazine 

for October 
Contains the first of a splendid series of articles, beautifully illustrated, entitled 

‘‘E-nglish Homes and Gardens’’ 
or 

y 

Describing and illustrating the most famous of the beautiful homes in 
of beautiful homes and gardens. 

These articles will be of particularinterest to all whotake pleasure in the beautify- 
oftheir homes. Eight full-pageand half-page photographs are given in this number. 

“The World’s Most Beautiful Women” 
Illustrated by Eight Duotone Full-Page Photographs 

Che STRAND for October contains the first of a series of photographs in which 
ry man and woman will be interested These photos. are of characteristic types of 

if one were to ask which nation produces the prettiest 

mt universally admired, he would have to find out, by some means or 

what each nation rewards as its prettiest women. 

There Are ae Other Splendid Features 

this land 

eve 

beauty of various nations 

women and the me 

other 

r STRAND hare WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILE, S narrative 
Mw Afr an | wi! leopen sininterest asit progresses **Reminiscences and Re flections"’ 

AIR JOUN HARE, the: sont te glish actor, describes some highly amusing a a inte resting experi- 
s HARRY Fl RNISS the famous caricaturist, writes about and i strates the “Comik 

* CAMILLE FLAMMARION, the eminent French Astronomer, contributes a wonderful 
iW se: TI D> j Infinit W. W. TACOBS' story of “Salthaven”™ is uproariously 

funny; eare a aOmMme s ‘ stories t popular authors; Curiosities” still continues to be a 

15 Cents a Copy 81.50 a Vear 

rs and 

The International News Company, 
83-85 Duane Street, New York, 

Of all Newsdeak 

Look for Hall Caine’s powerful new Serial Story ** The White Christ.” 

~ YOU ARE A DEAD ONE IF YOU CAN’T COME BACK 

WITH A GOOD TOAST 

In the SKULL TOAST BOOK 

are 200 witty toasts 

and 150 clever pictures 

(count em) 

Book made in shape of a skull 

Limp Leather, $1.00 
In Cloth, 60c. 

6 x 7% inches, 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., PHILADELPHIA 

‘ In writing to advertisers please 

was but half of that of eight years earlier. 
As is always the case, the decreasing 
supplies of the more valuable woods 
have caused those once considered of 
little or no value to be drawn upon 
heavily. This has been particularly 
true with hemlock, so that now more 
hemlock than pine lumber is manufac- 
tured in Wisconsin, and twice as much 
hemlock pine is cut in Michigan. 
There have been heavy increases in the 
use of maple, birch and beech within 
the past few years, but the maximum 

cut of these species is probably near at 
hand; and taking all of the hardwoods 
together, there has been a slight falling 
off since 1899. 

as 

SEASONABLE NOTES 

Lonicera Heckrothi belongs to the sec- 
tion in which are included the English 
woodbine and the Belgian honeysuckle. 
The flowers are borne in the end of the 
shoots of the same season’s growth; they 

are pink in the bud, becoming yellowish 
white when open, and they possess the 
sweet odor for which the other two men- 
tioned are famed. 

The heads of Catalpa Bungei as well 
as those of other standard or weeping 

trees, are sometimes partly broken in 
storms. In such cases when winter 
comes prune the whole head back as far 
as where the breaks are, then a new, 
uniform growth follows, re-establishing 
a good head. 

Wax myrtle is well named—wax for 
the substance which covers its berries, 

and myrtle for its leaves, which both in 
appearance and fragrance remind one of 
those of the true myrtle of Southern 
k urope, Myrtus communis. Myrica 
certfera is the name of the wax myrtle; 
it a valuable evergreen in many 
respects. 

iS 

It seems strange that the Paulownia 
ic not reliably hardy in England, when 
it is entirely so here where our cold is of a 
zero nature every winter. But it shows 
what thorough ripening of the woods 
will do, for this is what our hot summers 

bring about; and it is a hint to plant 
everything of questionable hardiness to 
situations where ripening of the growth 
will have every chance. 

Besides being the last shrub of the 

mention House anp GARDEN. 
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season to flower, its blossoms not expand- 

ing until October, the Hamamelts Vir- PHOTO = CHROMOTYPE ENGRAVING COMPANY 

giniana, or witch-hazel, is interesting 

because of its habit of throwing its seeds Designers, Illustrators, Photo-Engravers 

such a distance when its pods burst 
open, often as far as twenty-five feet 

from the shrub. Three-Color Process for 

A boundary line of the red twigged 

dogwood, Cornus alba, is an interesting MAGAZINE, BOOK AND CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATING 
object in the winter season. ‘The red of 

the twigs is more intense in winter than 218-226 South 11th Street : 

at any other time, and the line of color, 
often when snow is on the ground, 
attracts much attention. 

Philadelphia 

Se 
THE SERPENT SYMBOL ON THIS 

prsiy Great ‘American Law CTS ® HE serpent symbol is prevalent all y 

over this continent. ‘Tt appears is to the American Bar what Lord Campbell’s “Lives of the 
in effigies in Canada, Ohio, Illinois, Lord Chancellors and Lord Chief Justices” is to the English Bar 

and Minnesota. There are many Wai 
serpent myths among the Iroquois and 82 Most Notable Legal Writers 

Algonquins. ‘These represent the ser- 
pent as coming out of the water and Edited by William Draper Lewis 

Dean of the University of Pennsylvania Law School & 

' 

fascinating men and turning them into 
serpents, taking them below the water, The Most Important Legal -_ 

Publication in Many Years r thus reminding us of the temptation. 
The serpent also is a water-god who 
antagonizes the chief god and produces The only adequate work of its kind in existence. The 

pe. . < eminent authors have set vividly before the reader the 
a great flood. ‘The story of the flood is personality of these giants of the American Bar, the 

always associated with the se rpent as the events of their lives, the leading influences of their 
, times, together with much critical analysis and original 

cause. The serpent, in fact, is the historical matter of highly readable and interesting 
source of evil. In Nicaragua and Cen- character, The complete work gives a history of the 

; legal profession and a most illuminating insight into 
tral America the serpent Is, on the other political and social conditions at every stage of national 

hand, a source of good. He is in reality Savelopement. 
the symbol of the rain cloud, and the 
crops and the seasons are dependent 
upon his appearance. Instead of antag- 
onizing the chief divinity, he seems to 
be sailing through the air bearing the 
chief divinity on his back. Scanetiones 

there are vases held in the folds of the 

i 
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High Praise from High Places 
HON. JAMES BRYCE, British Ambassador: 

“The work forms an aid to American history of high worth.” 

VOLUMES HON. ELIHU ROOT, Secretary of State: 
Specimen Binding “It is very gratifying to have a work of this kind so well done.”’ 

One of the 5 styles. Three- HON. DAVID J. BREWER, U. S. Supreme Court: 
quarter calf, with red and blue “ inlays, hand-tooled and hand- It is worthy of the highest commendation.” 

made throughout. 

A SPLENDID SPECIMEN OF BOOK MAKING 

** GREAT AMERICAN LAWYERS ” will be issued in eight magnificent volumes, ina choice of 
several bindings to suit the taste of every purchaser. Typographically this work is perfect. 
The numerous illustrations are rare and beautiful, paper and print are of the finest 

Q | quality and the bindings exquisite. Volumes I and II are now ready. 

Special Inducement for Advance Subscribers 
A very liberal arrangement is made for advance subscriptions. No advance pay- Sy 
ments are required before delivery. Send for full details of this offer. fe” y The John 
pectus showing specimens of bin ing and complete description of this work 
sent on application. 

FULL INFORMATION FREE 

Fill in the corner coupon, cut out and mail it to-day. All inquiries 
gladly answered without _ obligation to purchase. This work 
can be obtained only through authorized agents or direct of the 
Publishers. 

THE JOHN C. hipinenany CO., Philadelphia. 

serpent that are emptying water or rain 
upon the fields. In Nicaragua the ser- 
pent appears in the architecture highly 
wrought and sculptured with great force. 
There are serpents guarding the balus- 
trades to the pyramids and other serpents 

covered with feathers which form the 
piers by the sides of thé doorways to the 
temples. The idea is that they are com- 
ing down from the clouds, along the 
fronts of the temple to the ground, sym- 

bolizing rain clouds. The sacred books 
of the Mayas have many serpents coiled 
up with coils on the oases and heaps of 

corn in the latter. Even the hieroglyphs 
of the Mayas have serpents upon them, 
the serpent forming one part of the 

C. Winston Co. 

1006-16 Arch Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Please send me particu- 
lars and free prospectus of 

“Great American Lawyers’ 
without any obligation to myself 

Address 
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The Great Monthly for the American Home 
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glyph, suggesting that. a phonetic al- 
phabet grew out of the picturegraphs 
and the symbols. The serpent itself 
gives one of the elements. Among the 
Pueblos the serpent figured in a very 
interesting way. When the children 
were initiated and were to receive the 
breath of the divinity through the sacred 
plumes, they were prepared to enter the 
sacred city, which is under the water of 
the sacred lake. But the serpent must 
also be carried to the upper door of the 
place of worship where the children 
are and its mouth placed near the en- 
trance. 

Water and seed were poured through 
the serpent efhgy. The priests below 

caught the water in a sacred vessel and 
the seed in sacred baskets and presented 
them to the children, teaching them that 
both water and seed came from the 
serpent, which was the symbol of the 

rain cloud.—T he Rev. Stephen D. Peet, 

at the meeting of the American Assocta- 

tion for the Advancement of Science. 

CREEPING EVERGREEN EUONYMUS 

OR covering smooth stone walls, 
the creeping Euonymus radi- 

cans is an excellent vine. Low walls 
of any kind have a nice appearance 
when clothed with this vine, its dark, 
small evergreen leaves contrasting well 
usually with the color of such walls. 
When walls are high, some vine with 

heavier leaves looks better, the euony- 
mus appearing too frail in such cases. 

‘he euonymus clings closely and 
makes no unattached shoots, just what 
is wanted usually for furnishing a low 

wall. As a rule the plain leaved one is 
the better sort for the purpose, but 
should the fence to be covered be of a 
very dark color the variegated leaved one 
may sometimes be used to advantage. 

The variegated leaved one is sometimes 
planted in positions it does not suit, such 
as on plastered walls, where it has been 
noticed; and very much out of place it 
was, too! 

An opinion ts sometimes expressed 
that this euonymus is slow growing. 
This is a mistake. It is because of its 
small leaves that the impression of slow- 
ness prevails, and there is not much side 
growth to it for a while, but in upward 
growth, it should not be considered 
slow grower at all; given good soil 
will ascend a wall in a. satisfactory 
manner.—Florists’ Exchange. 
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PAINTING BY MEANS OF COMPRESSED 

AIR 
—25 

z 

PAIN TING by means of compressed hy 
air has obtained more headway A 

in the United States than in England, AY 
and the following information shows 
how the new style of decorating was a 
applied to some buildings belonging to a} 
the Buckley & Douglas Lumber Com- 4 
pany, which include a main building A 
475 feet long by 356 feet wide. The A 
structures covered about five acres, and iN 
there was fully 1,000 “squares” or nv 

100,000 square feet of surface to be a 
covered with paint. Rough hemlock 
lumber was used in the sides of these 
buildings, and the problem was to cover 
this ciesber with some preservative com- 

pound as cheaply as possible. After a 

lm om ne 

wm ow ~e, “ Fighting Bob’s ” Own Story of the 
full consideration of various washes, a A i. a 
mixture of good raw linseed-oil and red | # American Navy Mn 
xide of iron was -rmine , , bY oxide 0 ‘ nd a gr eg “we ; Bids b Rear-Admiral Robley D. Evans has written a series of remarkable & 

were -elve om © i a ° ° "i - ° . . . ray 

pat Tt on fe 4 nage" — fee @ naval articles—articles which will arouse the interest and the patriotism of § 
x sie Oo ps to “i rus “m # every thinking American. i 

and ladders and to apply the paint for | ig if 
6d. bd Ps P pee 4 T hroughout the series runs the strong, lovable personality of “ Fighting 

5S. 6: Pe a en ee ee Bob,” the man who, as Ki sling said, “ Has ived more stories than Zog- 1. if th ided | © pans Sf it for Is. 2d. if the company provide emt or.) conhl- leven,” ia 
all material, and the third made a lump | § His vivid k h “1 f the 4 < 
bid of £60 for providing labor alone. th is vivid story takes up the sailing of the fleet, its target practice, ff 
Sock of thece bude wan seecenslia baci ere, the supremacy of American gunners, and many other subjects. & 

se e . : . “ i) « > ‘ , ‘ : a a : . 7 

all of the painters deemed two coats I This series constitutes Fighting Bob’s”’ own message to the American —_ Vy 
necessary and thought the season too far ip after his half century of service, and will appear each month, beginning Y 

¥ i 
advanced to undertake the work at the Ne H ’ BROADWAY M ‘ Rs 
time. In this emergency Mr. J. J.|§ ampton s agazine ‘ 
Hubbell determined to use compressed I FOR OCTOBER 15 CENTS } 
air for the work. He made his own M We feel that we are justified in declaring Admiral Evans’ series of articles i 
sprayer, at a cost of £2, and in addition | ¥ to be the most important magazine feature of recent years. Ne 

ty vt provided 150 feet of 3-4 inch hose, an] % @ “ The Supreme Court—in the Light of the Coming Election,” by Eugene Ne 
air- pump taken from a locomotive, and i P. Lyle, Jr., is another of the interesting and valuable features of Hamp- Ree ee i 
an air-reservoir, also taken from a loco- v ton’s Broapway for October. Other articles by Porter Emerson 79 Ww. 85th st. [y 

monive. This tattie bud « capacity of 10 v Browne, Lindsay Denison, James H. Collins, and others. saciid Siem Wy 
Ase ’ ° ° “1° 5s cents, fur which ® 

cubic feet and was placed near the large sy @ Stories by Jack London, Mary Heaton Vorse, Maximilian sos enteneed ab gan Te iC = ° - ° wat razine for September, “ 

building and connected to the air-pump | % Foster, and other leading fiction writers. October and November. and t 
: ; . Ry Iso the photogravure of Ad. ®& 

by 1-2 inch gas-pipe. Of the hose, 125 | § a The most ors cog illustrated popular magazine in Siena b, 

feet were to connect the nozzle with the ¥ merica. @], Sold by all dealers. a 
° . ¥ ¥ Send 2s cents 3 co on and we sen rou o "7 air-reservoir, and 25 feet to connect the a es ca November magazines, Bb there = ty 

nozzle with the paint bucket, the latter | % india tint paper, suitable for framing ; size, 1114 inches. = Seat ‘4 
being elevated to about the level of the Ae SUPE PRDEDEREDE 
nozzle. ‘The paint came in barrels of 50 

gallons each, and to each head of these ABSOLUTELY THE SEASON’S BEST SUBSCRIPTION OFFER. 
barrels was screwed an iron flange with Nothing quite as good has ever been offered. 
a short journal attached. The barrel 
was hung on these journals and revolved The World's Work $3.00 All For The World’s Work $3.00 All For Everybody's Magazine $1.50 All For 

: Everybody's Magazine 1.50 One Year The Delineator 1.00 One Year The Delineator 1.00 One Year 
by a crank so as to thoroughly mix the | | House and Garden 3.00 House and Garden 3.00 House and Garden 3.00 
paint, which was then drawn off two or $7.50 $4, 35 $7.00 $4.10 $5.50 $3.60 

three gallons atatime. In use the air- 
pressure ranged from 40 pounds to 50 Send your order to-day. This offer is for a limited time only. Address 
pounds, and as the air passed through Rou: 4 
the nozzle it sprayed the paint in a fine ‘ se en 

cloud, looking like a jet of red vapor.| SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT, 1006 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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Travel 
Magazine 

“It brings the Whole World to the Library Gable.” 

The October Number of The Travel Magazine opens with a remarkable 

article, entitled, “ Strange Musicians From Strange Lands,” by the 
well-known traveler, Oliver Bainbridge. This article deals with the barbarous 

music of a number of little known countries, and the illustrations made from pho- 
tographs of savage and semi-savage musicians have a peculiar attraction. 

Among other articles of interest, are “Am Unexplored Country,” 
by Elise West, which tells of “ The Dunderbergs ” and their environments. These 

mountains along the Hudson are hardly more than thirty miles from New York, 
yet they are but little visited and almost unit habited. They abound in legendary 
and historic interest, and also have a wealth of beautiful scenery as can be seen 
from the illustrations that accompany the article. There are hundreds of square 
miles of woodlands where no sign of human habitation or occupation is to be seen. 

li is strange that a section so beautiful and so wild should remain almost 
unvisited 

Another beautiful spot, also little known, is described by Woodruff McCully 

in an article on “* The Snoqualmie Falls.”” These are the largest falls in 
the Puget Sound country and can be easily reached from Seattle. 

“A Day in Moville,” an article by James J. O'Connell, takes the 
reader across the water to a little village in Ireland, very ancient and quaint, and 
with surroundings that are full of interest. Travelers returning to America by 

way of Glasgow, stop at this quaint village on their way to America. 

** The Enchanted Land of the Yoho,” by Katherine Louise 
Smith, deseribes the latest camping grounds for explorers and tourists. This is a 
new addition to the Canadian Park, the Yoho Park, 832 miles in extent and situ- 
ated on the British Columbia side of the Rocky Mountains. The Yoho Valley 

here is regarded as one of the most beautiful vales in the world, and the magnifi- 
cent mountains about it are a lure for ambitious mountaineers. 

“ The Witcheries of Westchester,” by Grace Isabel Colbron, tells 

in a charming manner of the many pleasures that can be derived from a days 
motoring about this beautiful suburb of New York City. 

“ The Calendar of Travel” for the month, deals with Old Point 
Comfort, and the best known of the Virginia and West Virginia Springs. Also, 
trips are suggested to The Luray Caverns — The Natural Bridge—Mammoth 
Cave—The Grand Canyon of the Colorado—and Along the Great Lakes. , 

ma 4) The Travel Club Department contains many interesting stories and experi- 
ences of travel in various sections of the world 

FIFTEEN CENTS AT ALL NEWS STANDS, OR BY MAIL. 

347 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

FROM GENESIS TO REVELATION 
Told in Language that Interests Both Old and Young. 

~ its Freshness and Accuracy 

ee For aff seen fob = - trations umerous ate llustra 
DENOMINATIONS As the Best Work on the Subject 

Hon. David J. Grewer—Can heartily commend it toall. Bishop Vincent—An in- 
valuable aid to parents, Rev, Russell #. Conwell—Written by a master hand, 
directed by a master mind, WearyA. Betts, Pres. Drew The ological Seminary 
The absence of doctrinal discussion makes it acc e ptable toall. Mr. Marion 
Lawrence, Gen. Secy. International S.S. Asso n—Best thing of the kind 

The greatest aid to Parents, Teachers and all whe 
wish the Bible Story in @ simplified narrative 

Beautifuliy printed and bound, 762 pases, nearly re belt-tone 
illustrations, 8 in colers. Price Only $1.5 

For Sale By All Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid on ee of Price. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., Dept. 6 1006 Arch Street, Philadelphia 
PUBLISHERS OF THE “INTERNATIONAL” SERIES OF BIBLES. 

HURLBUT’S STORY OF THE BIBLE 

The discharge was controlled by a valve 
in the base of the nozzle, and the opera- 
tor soon became expert and could paint 
8 feet or 10 feet above his head and the 
same distance below his feet. Two men 
were required, one to keep the paint 
bucket full and the other to handle the 
brush. There was little waste of paint, 
though every crevice was filled, and the 

rough surface was covered better than it 
could have been done by hand. One 
gallon of paint would cover about 150 
square feet and the two men would 
cover about 5,000 square feet, in one day. 

The windows were protected by a light, 
movable, canvas-covered frame. The 

cost of the oil paint thus applied did not 
exceed 5d. per 100 square feet, and the 
cost of painting the buildings, including 
all labor and a reasonable sum for the 
use of the air-pump, pipe, reservoir and 
brush, was less than 7 1-2d. per square 
of 100 square feet, or less than one-half 
the cost of painting by hand.—/ nvention. 

LEASOWE CASTLE 

GREAT chance for the collectors 

occurred at the sale of an Eliza- 
bethan castle, with all its valuable con- 
tents, in Cheshire, England. It was the 
residence of Sir Charles Cust, and was 
built by the Earls of Derby, when it 
passed from that family to the pres- 
ent owner's great- grandfather. It was 
chiefly noticeable as containing a fac- 
simile of the notorious star chaitebex, 

lined with the original oak panelling 
of that apartment. ‘The wood is in an 
excellent state of preservation. The 
star chamber contains some fine speci- 
mens of antique oak furniture, and 
included in the contents of the cas- 
tle are valuable old oak cabinets, 
chairs and other articles, which have 
been in the mansion since the sixteenth 
century. 

Nearly all the subsequent changes of 
taste are represented, and the collection 
of Chippendale is of unusual importance. 
It makes the mouth water to think of all 
these treasures which were dispersed 
by auction, but the wise collector who is 
also rich will secure the star chamber 
and set it up in a brand-new house, a 
veritable star of antiques. Save for 
these forced sales of family relics abroad, 
people with fine tastes to gratify would 

not fare very well. But the fallen for- 
tunes of one are the happy accidents of 

others.—Boston Herald. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GARDEN. 
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THE COUNTRY SEAT OF MR. FREDERICK PABST 

HIS most remarkable and interesting country seat, 
located on the shores of Lake Oconomowoc, Wiscon- 

sin, is one of the most extensive in the Northwest. 
A special feature is the buildings, comprising not less than 
thirty structures in all, and all constructed of concrete. 
Probably no home in the United States includes so many 
buildings and so many farm and rural industries. Mr. Day 
Allen Willey’s article, which is profusely illustrated, describes 
not only the architectural development of the estate, but 
gives a general idea of its extent and the unique features 
connected with it, including the landscape gardening prob- 

lems which have been solved most successfully. 

WINTER TREES A PLEA 

Can we not have in the United States such trees as our 
eyes have feasted on while dreaming under Italian skies? 
This is the question propounded by Helen Churchill Candee. 
The Cypress trees, the Umbrella or Stone Pine, the Live- 
Oaks, all possess attributes almost human, and so are worthy 
of human love and human companionship. She describes 
their beauties, and their several characteristics and charm- 
ing illustrations accompany the paper. 

Let every arboriculturist read and—act! 

ECONOMICAL METHODS OF USING CEMENT WITH 

DECORATIVE EFFECT 

Under the above caption Mr. E. A. Trego deals with a 
subject interesting to every architect, to every builder and to 
every man contemplating the erection of a home. No ma- 
terial for building purposes has developed in use by such 
rapid strides, in the last decade, as has Portland Cement and 
any improvements in the methods of handling it economi- 

cally or any means of applying to, or incorporating with it, 
proper and effective decoration, will be read with interest. 
Mr. Trego advocates effects which are most artistic, having 
the impress of individuality and originality both in the pro- 
duction of designs as well as reproductions of stone and 
marble masterpieces of the old world. The illustrations are 
interesting and thoroughly explanatory of the text. 

THE SEDUCTIONS OF OLD SILVER 

The widespread interest in Old Silver, especially in pieces 
which can be definitely traced to Colonial origin, forms 
a subject for a delightful article by Mary H. Northend. 
Names of the old silversmiths are given and illustrations 
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of some of their best efforts are portrayed. Like all forms 
of collecting, the fascination grows as the dangers of 
deception or the chances of finding a treasure increase. 

BUILDING INDESTRUCTIBLE HOMES IN FOUR DAYS 

Modern geniuses promise much, and had some of those 
now operating in the field of construction lived in the days 
of Romulus, Rome might have been built in little more than 
a day at best. Lawrence La Rue discusses some different 
devices and systems now employed for the rapid erection 
of houses and buildings where Portland Cement concrete is 
used, and it would seem that the promise held out in the 
above heading might be reasonably safe of fulfilment within 
a very short time. 

MAKING REPAIRS UNDERNEATH THE CAR 

The advantages of having a pit under the car in a private 
garage is fully appreciated by those who have tried to make 
necessary repairs under the machines, where such a conveni- 
ence was lacking, and have finally provided this adjunct now 
considered most essential to every garage whether private 
or public. Mr. Harold W. Slauson gives many pertinent 
suggestions and useful information regarding the care of 
an automobile which cannot fail to interest all motorists. 

AUBUSSON TAPESTRIES 

The finest furniture coverings in the world are woven in 
the little town of Aubusson, France, about 200 miles by 
rail south of Paris. Under the name of Aubusson are 
usually grouped, Aubusson, Belleville and Nimes tapestries. 
Though possessing some characteristics in common, they are 
very different in weave and finish. The first of two articles 
by Mr. George Leland Hunter on Aubusson ‘Tapestries 
will appear in the November issue of this magazine, the 
object of which he states is to enable the amateur to tell the 
real from the imitation and to know when a bargain is before 
him. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM EXHIBIT 

Several pages are devoted to reproductions of photographs 
taken during the exhibitof Chrysanthemums in 1907, made by 
the United States Department of Agriculture, at the govern- 
ment greenhouses in Washington, D. C., under the super- 
vision of Supt. Byrnes. The perfection and beauty of the 
flowers is clearly disclosed by the excellent’ photographs, 
supplied by Mr. FE. L. Crandall. 
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Free Advice 

on Decoration 

i kee unprecedented growth of our Correspondence 

Department has necessitated the opening of a new 

Department which will be devoted to the interest of 

those who are building, decorating or furnishing their 

Fouse°Gatien now offers its readers a House 

Finishing, Decorating, Furnishing and Purchasing Service 

which is complete in detail, thoroughly practical and abso- 

lutely free. 

homes. 

Full color suggestions for the exterior of the 

house will be supplied with recommendations of proper 

materials obtain the results. For the interior, the 

treatment of standing woodwork and floors, the selection 

of tiles, hardware and fixtures will be considered and 

specifically recommended, with the addresses of firms 

from whom these goods may be obtained. 

to 

Samples of 

wall coverings and drapery materials will be sent and 

When desired, 

the goods will be purchased and shipped to the inquirer; 

the lowest retail prices are quoted on all materials. 

selections of rugs and furniture made. 

This Department of Decoration is ‘under the direc- 

tion of MARGARET GREENLEAF, whose successful 

work as an interior Designer and Decorator is well known. 

Address all communications to Editorial Department 

Rouse Garden 
Winston Building Philadelphia, Pa. 

SOME USEFUL BOOKS FOR YOU 
KITCHEN GARDENING. 

illustrated 

By Thomas Bridgman, 

12meo Cloth . - 50c. 

FRUIT GARDENING. Ky Thomas Bridgeman Liberally illustrated 12mo. Cloth, 50c 

FLOWER GARDENING, The work comprises 166 pages, liberally illustrated. 12mo. 
Cloth . . . 50c. 

MY TEN ROD FARM, OR HOW I BECAME A FLORIST. By Charles Barnard 12mo., 

( loth - - 40c. 

THE STRAWBERRY GARDE N: HOW IT WAS PLANTED. WHAT IT COST. Ry, 

Charles Barnard lI2n Cloth . : 0c. 
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THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY, Publishers, Philadelphia. 
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THE HITTITE INSCRIPTIONS 

OLONEL CONDER, the well- 
known Palestine explorer, analyz- 

ing in the Times the recent discoveries 
of Hittite inscriptions in Asia Minor, 
says that the newly copied texts appear 
to be records of local princes serving 
kings of the first Babylonian dynasty. 
The writing is in Akkadian emblems 
of language. These did not exceed 160, 
and the new discoveries establish both 
the language and the vocabulary. The 
widespread power of the Cassite or 
Akkadian race at this early period i 
confirmed. The empire to which shi 
inscriptions are ascribed proves to be 
well known in history. The Hittites 
themselves play a subordinate part, 
being one of several tribes or nations 
ruled by chiefs, who acknowledged the 
great King of Babylon as Suzerain. 
Hogarth’s explorations have shown that 
the north border of the Akkadian empire 
was drawn across Asia Minor. _Inscrip- 
tions in this writing are not to be found 
apparently in the northern parts of 
Anatolia.—N. Y. Evening Post. 

ARTISANS’ COLONIES 

CCORDING to Robert Donald, edi- 
tor of “ London,” artisan colonies 

near great cities are, from an econo- 
mic, educational and municipal point 
of view, a mistake. It is not sur- 
prising, in his opinion, that such places 
as West Ham and Tottenham should de- 
sire to be incorporated in London. Of 
Tottenham, a place with a population of 
100,000, he says itis nothing buta great 
dormitory for London workmen. They 
start early in the morning; they return 
late at night; take no interest in their sys- 
tem of government, and have no oppor- 
tunity of participating in it. The place 
is run by jerry-builders for jerry-build- 
ers. 

A colony of workingmen, isolated from 
the place where they ‘labor, must neces- 
sarily be a poor community. The houses 
are of one low dead level of value; and 
the lower the assessment the higher the 
local taxation. In Tottenham, West 
Ham and Edmonton—all residential 
districts for artisans—-the cost of local 
government is fifty per cent of the value 
of the houses; that is, if a man pays $50 
a year in rent he will pay about another 
$25 in purely local taxes. And what is 
worse there is extremely little to show for 
the money.—N. VY. Tribune. 


